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Edi tors i Preface

This volume contains the manuscripts of the student

research lectures as well as research contributions by senior

participants in the summer program, The staff guided the

selection of the students i topics with several goals in mind,

One goal was to isolate that part of d pr.oblem which might prove

to be tractable in an effort of eight weeks or so. The more impor-

tant goal was to find "open~endedl1 problems which \vo\.Üd continue

to challenge the student after his return to the university.

The degree of direction by the sponsor varied a great

deal. In a few cases, there were frequent conferences and dis~

cussions about fruitful avenues of approach, In other cases,
there was essentially n0 contact except one of encouragement and

interest. The efforts cover a wide spectrum in originality also ~

Some of the reports represent a more extended study of material

presented in the course of lectures others are original con-

tributions which are being prepared for publication.

Because of time limitations it was not possible for

the notes to be edited and reworked, The reports may contain

errors the responsibility for which must rest on the shoulders

of the participant-author It must be emphasized that this volume

in no way represents a collection of reports of completed and

polished work.

In cases of joint-authorship the names have been listed

alphabetically with no attempt to distinguish between senior and

junior contributor.

All those who took part in the summer program are grate-

iul to the National Scieace Foundation for its encouragement and

financial support of the program"

Mary Thayer

George Veronis
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A Study of Ekman Layers

by

lvar Dugstad

I Introduction

The way ocean and atmosphere interact with each

other is of great interest both to the meteorologist and

the oceanographer. Here one aspect of this interaction is

considered, namely how the ocean modifies the wind-field in

the atmosphere and how the wind-stress at the surface of the

ocean sets up currents. We consider the following idealized

situation:

Let both the ocean and the atmosphere be in neutral

stability conditions. The geostrophic wind is constant. All

mean quantities except the pressure are functions of ~ only.

In the bcean we assume no horizontal pressure gradients) so

that the motion there is entirely due to the wind-stress on

the surface. Conditions are steady state.
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f. a - t v= -.. i. -+ -l ~ (p diI - f AA ',u)f ÒX fax; V dx

+ ~ ~~ (IA ~~ - f l./1/)

+ -l :a (J. ail - f ,¿' ur )
~ di!\ õ2-

( l)

:P -ft¡¡=-~~+t~0*-p1rß) (2)

+ 7~0~~ ~.t 7f1V)
-+ -i i ( p. -a 1£ - P i-/ u/)

p ~?-~ êl~

The notation is standard. In our case the equations

reduce to:

-tir~-t ~++~t~ -f,0') (3)
-

t¡¡ ~ -~~ +tk0- ~ -p 0i') (4)

We now assume that the turbulenèe stresses (or

Reynolds stresses) may be written in terms of an eddy trans-

fer coefficient of momentum K. defined by:

- t ..'url: f k ~~

- p V-'W-':; p k ~

(5)

(6)

Introducing the kinematic viscosity 1J = ~ and using
f'

the fact that in turbulent flow k~) Y we may write the equa-

tions of motion: (the bars are dropped from now on)
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-.)11 == - -l le + Ò (K d)) '\7r P oX n ~ ) (7)

liJ ~ --1 ~ + 3 (k~)f õ'l ~ 'ôê
(8)

Ekman and Taylor independently solved these equa-

tions making the assumption that K is a constant. The result

is the well-known Ekman spiral. It is now known that in the

layer closest to the surface l( is proportional to 2: , both

over the ocean and the ground. Ellison (1) therefore solved

the equations with k proportional to ? throughout the atmos-

phere. His results compare favorably with observations. El1i-

son finds that the angle between the geostrophic wind and the

o .
surface wind is of the order of 7=8 degrees at SS lat., whereas

. . 4 SO d' Ek i Th1 t lS . accoring to man s eory.

III Solution for atmosphere-ocean

We shall solve the equations (7), (8) with K being

proportional to height in the atmosphere and proportional to

depth in the ocean. The surface velocity of the ocean will be

taken into account. The expected velocity profile in the plane

is shown on figure 10

It appears to be convenient to write the velocity ~

as:
1r :: ~ -+ i-"' ~ .. (9)

where ~ is the surface velocity of the ocean, and ~ is the

velocity relative to a coordinate system moving with the velocity
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a

7/" ~x

Fig. 1

triv' Let the orientation of this coordinate system as well

as the earth-bound system be so that the relative wind Lr~ at..
the surface is in the positive x-Qirection.

- f (~ + V/1a):= -J. £.cJ f OX
I (A.A + ~Jl~) : - -l E-t d P a~

( 10)

(11)

By use of (9), (10) and (11) the equations of

motion become:

- l (iJ11 - V"~J : ff (K~)

1- (M/L- l.Ad') = lr-( K â~; )

(12)

(13)

With W - ¡U1-¡U1l - t (£)i - Vii) the two last
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equations may be wri t ten in the forni:

) . d ( dW)
tr W = t Oi! K ~i (14)

At this point it seems appropriate to consider the

semi-empirical law for the velocity profile near the surface.

In neutral stability conditions the flow near the surface can

be compared with flow in pipes and channels (1), even though

the driving mechanisms are different. The dominant dynamical

features are the turbulent shear stresses and the frictional

drag at the surface. The pressure force and the Coriolis

force can be neglected. The profile is given by:

.). = f'* L.&1' ¿ + B, (-!;rl)) J (Nikuradse) (l5)
Here ,,* = ~ ' the friction velocity

f
r is the shear stress in the surface layer

It is von Karman i s cons tant 0.4

ro is the roughness parameter

B, is a function which has the following

properties:

If )J '* ~ ¿ O. 13 then B,.. 2. 2 +
-i

1m
a"'ro-

¡)
and the flow is

said to be aerodynamically smooth.

;U ~ i-oO
If T ") 3 then 73, = 0 and the flow is said to be aero-

dynamically rough.
). ~ 'io

If 0.13': -y,.c 3 the -flow is called intermediate.

For aerodynamically rough flow the profile is then

given by:
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))"i /JM :. - -v ..
ft . e-ø

(16)

and for aerodynamically smooth flow by:

J/ ¡J q ,,"'"1_
ÅA :. d' -- ....If ))

(17)

Consider the shear stress in the surface layer,

Using (15) we find that

K = r,u = k ¡u "I i'¡o~
With this value of .k. equation (14) becomes

(18)

lw:; ¿ ~U"l--Cr ~:),
(19)

Since W = W(-t)we can write (19) as

where the new variable

d-..w + -l clYt-t'¿ VI = 0

d. it ,. 't d. 'X

_ (~~ Y:i
x. - tf

#,M.

(20)

The solution which is finite for large X. is

- A H(1)!., ~ )W - 0 \,'t 1-

H..(I)Cl- ~y)The Hankel function ~ ~ ~

(21)

is tabulated in

e,g. yahnke and Emde, 1945. It has a logarithmic form for

sma 11 X Using this we can write:

w = ,uJtd-A.Il-¡(~d -~)= ~A + 2.~ l1(im X -1m :2-+ ò") (22)

where A is a constant to be determined and 't is Euler i s

constant.

We now distinguish between two cases.
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a) Aerodynamically rough flow

The profile near the surface is given by (16) which

in terms of ¡( becomes

A) :: 2.. It tn .ì + .M. '* -- k ,u "*/¿ If k "lIto (23)

From (22) and (23) we then find:

i. Tl ,¿ ~A:: -r

* ) /) ku*'Al/Ld := T ( :i (&i .2 - 0 -+ un 'i I to )

11 - - .AA.. -1. J1.Ii~ - - f( 2.

(24)

(25)

b) Aerodynamically smooth fl~

The profile near the surface is given by (17), which

in terms of X becomes:

;;U.A 'I !J q l? ú. "I :.
,l - - bn X + -w -/t- R l.iiir (26)

Using (22) and (26) we find:

,u -l ( ( ) L 'l fr ¿¿:* '2J)) =. - :l ~;¿-Ìf -t-v ./Il~ If "lYr
). .x n

~3 = - T . 2"

(27)

(23)

Note that the y-component is the same in both cases.

Before we consider the ocean a few words about the

roughness parameter seems appropriate. Over ground =ë ø is found

to be closely related to the roughnesses on the surface, and these

are in most instances not affected greatly by the wind. Plotting

observations of M. on a M ¡ .e r diagram and drawing a straight
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line through the points one finds %:0 where the line intersects

the z-axis.

The interface between ocean and atmosphere is a self-

roughening surface. The wind itself is causing the roughnesses.

Exactly how ro is related to waves is not fully understood, but

observations indicate that only the shortest waves and ripples

are responsible for the drag (2). According to Hay (3) there

is a simple relation betwe~n ro and AL* given by:

_!;- ::
e-o :: B. i 0 ,Ä-l '* (29)

His measurements were made in aerodynamically rough flow.

The available information on the velocity profi Ie due

to the windstress in the ocean is very limited. As a working

hypothesis it will therefore be assuæed that the profile under

the surface follows a logarithmic law, and that the motion can

be described in terms of a roughness parameter and a friction

velocity as in the atmosphere.

Let the parameters in the ocean be marked with the

subscript ur , and change the direction of the z-axis by putting

~ .. - r'. The equations (12) and (13) then become:

- l (~ + 0i) :: adr' ( K w d:; )

t (itA +.uiil =?JÒë' C Kw- do~ )

(30)

(31)

withKw .. If ..~r.1 we obtain: (dropping the primes)

¡ l w W' + 1t M.~ ~ (?: d.:i);: 0 (32)
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with Ww ~ ,u¡i +.lA - ~ (Vñ + ~ ) .

Putting '"w =( ::~ r"'the solution of (32)

Cd ( . x. )'LI =AH t. X., .w wo ¿u
Again we distinguish between two cases 0

a) Aerodynamically rough flow

For small x. W" the profile

~
.: -l -w -t7L X

*-

is gi.ven by:

.u :: -~
_ Ü *-i bn k .u .iw

--T II! e() iv
and, as in the case of the atmosphere we find:

. T1 .i
A = -( Mo. ~tA ft

. AJA :: .u;- r2 (4r1 :2 - ìf) + lm

.7

J.~
~~--T

Æ.M ~ J
J¡l~òiv

.2.
2.

b) ~~rodynamically smooth flow

For small X tA the profile

2. ,£ tr J v .. *w- I
/.12 = -- vn t- w- - ---- vn

is given by:
::qhu~

J. Vw f

and in this case we find:

'* ~
_ ß. *w r,- (.e:¿ - '() +-t q k ,l -w J,uA. - -: L. i¡ lV w

~
,, -u 7tiJ::-_.-æ 1t.2

is:

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

At the interface between ocean and atmosphere the

stress must be continuous;

:i ~
pI- ll -= ~,u:' (40)
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iv Discussion

From our equations we can now see that if the flow

is aerodynamically smooth in both atmosphere and ocean the

whole flow is determined by one quantity such as the gradient

wind or the friction velocity lL*. Assuming Hay i s relation

(29) to be true the above holds also for the case of rough

flow in the atmosphere - smooth flow in the ocean.

When the flow in the ocean is rough we also need

information abouti!ow' Perhaps a relation analogous to

(29) exists in the ocean also, i. e.*"i -i *~
-r!i .. const . W1v .. const. c/ .I (41)

".and the whole flow would again be determined by ~

ex = -- (ex -;'-1)' and consider rough flow inP-w .ig'
From (9), (24), (25), (35), (36) and (40) we then

Let

both media.

find:

M =' ex I AJ -¡ ': '* e- !X 'i~ ) :: -- (llll + .u * 1m c: "10 ) (42):; V ~ rr row I+CX. (tr rw

~ :: Q( -i~ = I ~O( v~ (43)
If row"" ex ë-i: we see that there is a simple rela-

tion between the geostrophic wind and the surface-velocity

The surface-velocity is along the isobars and equal to about

1

28
times the geostrophic wind.

From the definitions of X and X-Wit is seen that

if "X .. Xw then ?'7 "" 0( z. , 1. e. the depth of the Ekman layer

in the ocean is i8 times the depth of the Ekman layer in the
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atmosphere.

Tables 1 and 2 display some of the flow characteristics

assuming Hay's relation to be true. The latitude, which enters

o
through the Coriolis parameter, is set equal to 55 . iV is the

I

angle between the surface wind ~ and the geostrophic wind ~1

Table l.

Atmospheric flow

Smooth .r-----ir---.------i ROUgT-_____
-". 1V, ~'"3 ¡)"~ Iir , llÆ~ I 1J~ t--"n

1 :: -::::-:- :: ::-i:::--I::::-:i::::'i :::-1 :- :: : :::

24 5009' 1047 94- I 6046' 7931 94 5'48.104

9.5 5045' 370 37 I 6020' 333 i 37 2'17.104i i i 3
3.2 6°41'1 107 1.2.5 I 5°57' 120 I 12.517'31'10

ry¡ is the lowest height at which ,u/L:: V-/llU'

All quantities are in c.g.s. units.

These tab les show that the surface velocity is not very sensitive

to the value of the roughness parameter Zo ~. The extreme values

of the angle between the x-axis and ~ ,1Y:: are 4050' and

13014'. Both are probably very unrealistic, the first because it is

based upon the assumption of rough flow at very small velocities,

the last because of the large value of roW'. Note that Vi

and 1l decrease with increasing stress when the flow is smooth

whereas -i and "ì increase with increasing stress for rough flow.
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This is also shown on Figs. 2 and 3 where tV and Vi are plotted

against hr.. ii .

Looking at Figure 2, it 10 interesting to speculate on

which flow form actually is chosen. If the stress is to increase

continuously with the wind the change of flow regime obviously

must take place where the two lines intersect. The flow changes

from smooth to rough at the point A, the actual flow is given by

the .full-drawn part of the curves. This is equivalent to saying

that the preferred flow for a given geostrophic wind is the one

th~t gives the maximum wind stress at the surface, i.e. the max-

imum transfer of momentum. One point that supports this theory

is that at the intersection point

~ 6'8.iO-5.36A. ro. ..V 0.13 ~ 0.13

Le. it has the value at which the flow enters the intermediate

). *roregime.
-i

'" 3 at .&n..'f:: 2.83, that is at point B on Figure

2. The flow in the intermediate range is then indicated by the

dot ted line from A to B.

By analogous reasoning the preferred flow form in the

ocean should be the one that gives a minimum ~ for a given,.
value of the surface stress. Since Vs is the same for rough and

smooth flow, this means that ~5 has a minimum. Now since the

vertically integrated transport in the x-direction vanishes it is

also equivalent so that the preferred motion is the one in which

ri.u I d 2 has a minimum.
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V. Final remarks

This brief study points out the need of careful observa-

tions of velocity in and above the ocean surface. When making

observations in the air the surface velocity of the ocean should

be taken into account, Z:O for example should be defined as the

height at which ~ = ~5 if observations are made from a point

fixed relative to earth.

The assumption of neutral stability in the ocean is

probably not a serious restriction since the conditions are close

to neutral in the Ekman layer there. In the atmosphere the condi-

tions. are often stable and one should look at this case. The time-

dependent problem should also be considered. The geostrophic flow

in the ocean can be included and, as shown by Ellison, one can also

easily handle the case where the geostrophic wind varies linearly

with height. A closer examination of the roughening process of

the interface might give information about ocean waves.
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Investigation of Cell Size in Thermal Convection

by

S. Fritz, F.B. Lipps and D. W .Moore

Introduction ($. Fri tz)

In studieE or Bernard cell thermal convection, a

typical ratio of LId is about. 3 to 1, where "L" is the hori-

,

zontal dimension and "d" is the vertical dimension. This

cell "size" or ratio of about 3: i is found both experi.mentally

and theoretically 0

However there are geophysical phenomena which may be

described by a typical ratio LId of 20 or 30 to 1. One such

phenomenon has been observed from the satellite TIROS I (1 J .

In that case cumulus and stratocumulus clouds were arranged

in patterns with horizontal dimensions of about 30 miles.

The clouds were located below a temperature inversion; and

the height of the inversion was about one mile. Thus, if we

assume that the entire depth of atmosphere, below the cloud,

comprised the thickness of the layer in which convection was

occurring, the rate of LID was about 30: l.

What was the basic cause which produced such cells?

Many possible reasons, dealing with therm~l convection and other

phenomena might be involved. But in order to investigate some

models which might at least suggest the trend of the cell size,

and to apply the theory studied in this course, we d~cided to

study some simple quasi-physical models.
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First, the cloud arrays are characterized by some

known phenomena. The clouds are produced in those portions

of the cells where the motion is upward. In those portions

of the cells where the air is cloudless, the motion is proly

dowward, at least near the upper boundary (at the inversion). '

Moreover, at least two phenomena occur when the cloud is present.

First, stratocurulus clouds are very good radiators of thermal

energy to space; they are approximately black body radiators at

the temperature of the cloud "top". Evaporation from the cloud

"top" may also contribute to cooling there. On the other hand,

as the clouds condense they release the heat of condensation,

and so may act as heat sources.

Thus the clouds act as heat sinks near their upper

boundaries. They also act as heat sources throughout the part

of the cloud where condensation is occurring.

We may also imagine that prior to the formation of

the actual cloud, there may be somewhat more water vapor in the

upward moving part o~, the cell than in the dowward part. Th~8

water vapor may then contribute to energy changes by emitting

enrgy to space from each unit vo lume of air throughout the

fluid. D.H.Moore investigated this problem, with the results

shown in Part II below.

Finally l we note that wi th a superadisbatic temperature
o

gradient ~l'o/.ò~ of 1 K in a layer 1 km deep, the Rayleigh no.,
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R, is about 1018 if we use molecular values for )( and J

In the case of the cellular pattern under discussion, the

difference of temperatures between the ocean water near the

surface and the temperature on shipboard was about .3 to sOe.

The temperature gradient in the layer of air between the ship

and the inversion was approximately the adiabatic gradient.

Thus there is a question as to the proper value of b Toto

choose. However, the presence of cumulus clouds also suggests

"ful ly developed" turbulence wi th a high Rayleigh number.

Therefore, because of the very high Rayleigh number

(assumed, 1018) Lipps and Fritz also examined the linear

theory for unstable vertical velocity distributions. Specifi-11 . f st ( ) h. ) h' fca y i. W = e g x,y (z., we derived t e variation 0 S

wi th wave number when s :: O.

It turns out that in most cases examined, the cell

size becomes smaller than in the Jeffrey i s free-free solution,

rather than larger. The main exc~ption to this was the situa-

tion when the air was heated near the top boundary in the upward

flowing part of the eel I. This suggests that condensation may

be a factor in producing large cells. Even then the variation

in wave number may be small.

Thus, to find the explanation for the "large" cells,

seen in TIROS I photographs, still other factors must be investi-

gated, although condensation may play a role.
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The solutions to the three types of problem are

given below. These problems are:

(I) Non-uniform heating or cooling at the boundary

(linear) .

(II) Non-unifoim heating or cooling in the fluid;

boundaries held at constant temperature (non-

linear) .

(III) Variation of wave number for very large Rayleigh

number (linear).

References:

(1) A.F.Krueger and S. Fritz) Cellular Cloud Patterns

revealed by TIROS I. Tellus) l3:1-7: Feb.1961.
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I. Marginal stability with non"uniform cooling or heating

at the upper boundary

by S. Fritz, D .M.Moore, and F.B. Lipps.

The problem:

Given: a layer of fluid in which heat leaves the

upper boundary at those places where "w" is upward.

To find: what will be the cell size?

The cell size is defined by the ratio of the horizontal to

the vertical dimension of the cells.

To avoid non-linearities, it was finally decided to

assume heat flow away from the fluid (for the perturbation

quantities) at the boundary in the upward flowing part of the

cell, and heat flow into the fluid in the downward flowing

part of the cell. Ideally, it would have been desirable to

allow heat loss as given but to allow neither heat loss nor

heat gain in the downward part of the cell.

The condition just described approximates the condi-

tion for radiative heat loss from the cloud at the upper boun-

dary. Reversing the signs would correspond to the condition

of heat release by condensation at the cloud "top".

In this problem we assume:

(a) free boundaries

(b) at z = 0,

T 0, w 0, du. d1T 0
dT~'d:
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(c) at z d (the depth of the fluid)

w = 0, dUo dVO
~ =ói=

dWc; , or dT~= Co

1

dw
Ò z

dT
and k ~ = Cz

This last condition assumes that the heat conduction will

equal the radiative heat loss; and further the radiative

( dw'heat loss is proportional to ~ z ) .

assure that the heat loss would be a maximum where "w" was

This was done to

a maximum in the interior of the fluid. This was also done

as a compromise for ease in mathematical evaluation.

We accept the equations for marginal stability in

the Jeffreys theory as presented in class lectures. Using

equations (63V) and (6SV) * we get

2
D2) 2w 'K MZT ( 1)1) ( -M

+

where M =~ and Dn
"n

d ,
Ò z

n

On differentiating eq. (1) with respect to "z", substituting

for "ò T
OZ

from the "radiative" boundary condition from assump-

tion "C", and expanding the quantity in brackets on the left

hand side, we get

M4 D (w) _2M2 D3 (w) + D5 (w) =

2C'~M D(w)
(2)

Now let

w = g(x,y)h(z)

*Equation nos. followed by "Vii refer to equation nos. ¡in notes
of the lectures by Dr. Veronis.
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and substitute in eq. (2). In the resulting equation collect

terms and set

5r 7í J . (4)

From this we get the boundary condition at z d

or "7 :: íl ; namely,

V 2 II 2 2h - 201 h + ex (0( - p)h' o (5)

where the "h' s" are derivatives with respect to " ~ " and

d~c. 1:__
1 Y ìT~p

Now assume
oø

h(z) == :: A sin n '€J n I (see 73V) (6)

The three derivatives shown in eq. (5) are easily

written down following the procedure shown in eqs. (74-76V).

For example T! ¡Ç r 5 2 J
hV = i. h (77-) + 2. n A + (_i)n "ii h'DCí'-) cos n ,.'I J L n '1 (7)

In eq. (7) h:i(o+) :: 0 4because D Ch) = 0 at z :: 0

from assumption (b).

On substituting for the derivatives in eq. 5, and

setting 7':: 7f or cos ní( :: (_l)n, we get

hLLC 7T -)

TT L dl n) t: n r 5 2 3 2 2 J1 +2 ~ (+1). + ~ (- 1) L n +20( n + 0( (0( -p) n A =0I' n
(8)

In the lecture notes, substitution for h(z) from eq. (6)
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into the sixth order differential equation for w(see eq. 66V) ,

led to the equivalent of (see eq.77-79V)223 2 n 2 ~
-en +0( ) Au r R'c; An :: (-1) n if h (11-) (9)

After solving eq (9) for Au, substitute this result for An

into eq.(8). We divide by hi:OT -) assuming it to be different

from zero. The result is
nO ( 2 0(2)2 R' 2 1_~ n + +Z~ ~ ~ P. =iFF F - 2 Qi~ (10)

where F :: R' 0( 2 .. (n2 + (X 2) 3

Consider the first term in eq. (10), aod add aod sub-

trac t
i

n~+r:ã.
(11)

The first term in eq. (10) then becomes

R'i:2-~ . + ~
(02+0(2) (R' 0( 2 _ (02 + 0(2) 3)

1

2 2
n +Cl

But
co

Z
i

1

2 ..2n+",
= 1-- +

20(2
ÎÍ coth 7TtX

20(

(see appendix for proof)

Therefore eq. (10) becomes

( 02 ) Cd ¿
, -~ =:
J?+cx2 i F

cø R'

~ F
I

11 If- - coth I ct20( (l2)

or
r. R'n2 r 1

= ~ F (02+0(2)
_iJ

R'
(13)
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6Since "F" contains a term in n , eq. (12) will con-

verge approximately as 14, It is therefore useful to
n

examine the variation of the minimum value of R i, or R Ie

as a function of "P". even if we use only n :: l. We can then

see whether the corresponding value of 0(, or 0( C, increases

or decreases with p. The value of p depends on C i' Thus

when p is positive, heat is being lost at the upper boundary

in that part of the cell where HW" is upward.

Figure 1 is a plot R' VB ~ for several values of

"p" from -5 to +10. The figure shows that the value of 0( ,

at R C. ' increases. somewhat ,.; th increasing "p". That is, as

the "radiative" heat loss, at the boundary in the upward moving

part of the cell, increases, the horizontal dimension of the cell

tends to decrease. On the other hand, as "p" decreases towards

negative values, "ix" t.ends to decrease, indicating an. increase

in the horizontal dimension 0 A negative value for p corresponds

to heating near the boundary, in the upward moving air; this

might correspond to heating in thè cloud by condensation.

We cannot assign a numerical value to "p" because the

magnitude of C 1 is uncertaino When I p \ is small, Figure 1

shows that the change in 0( is only about 10% for a change from

p :: -5 to p :: +10. However if I p I could attain large values, the

change in 0( would be appreciable 0

Figure 1 also shows that when p :: 0, the value of R'

is smaller than in the Jeffreys free boundary solution. Jeffreys
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found R Ie
27=
4

in Fig. 1, R Ie -= 4 for p = O. However,

it should be noted that only n = 1 was used to compute Figure 1.

Regarding cell size, the main result indicates that

heating, rather than cooling, is required in the upward moving

air, in order to increase the cell size.
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Appendix

Proof that
co

~
I

1

n2 +0(2
.. 1 'i- - + - coth 1T 0(

2c) 2 20(

K. Knopp (2 J states that

7T x cot1T( X ) =
('

1 + 2X2iz 1
h~1 2 2x -n

(A)

valid for ~ , an arbitrary real number distinct from 0, :t 1,

:t 2,

This will also be valid for imaginary arguments.

Therefore let
x = Å. rL

and substitute into eq. (A), so thatI , 2~ 1
.' 7T (A. OC ) cot 17 ( A. ex) = 1 + 2 0( L 2 2

I oc +n

= íT 0( coth 1To:

Therefore

~
,

1
""2 2
\A +n

= i 1T- + - coth 'jCX .
20(2 2~

References:

2 K.Knopp, Theory and Application of Infinite Series,

1928, Blackie and Son, see p. 207.
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II. .Convective cell size with internal heat sources

by D. W. Moore.

In the previous analysis the radiative heat transfer

was confined to the boundaries. The purpose of this section

is to examine the case where each volume element of the fluid

can lose heat by radiation. The physical picture is that of

a diffuse tenuous cloud which fills the entire depth of the

fluid where the upward velocity, w, of the fluid is positive.

In general, a volume element in the cloud will lose heat by

radiation from the condensed vapour and will gain heat by the

release of latent heat as the water vapour condenses. These

effects are both dependent on the existence in the volume

element of condensing water vapour. Thus in regions where the

air is falling these effects will be absent, since there will

be no water droplets in these regions. This means that the

heating is a non-linear function of the vertical velocity.w,

so that one must examine non-linear equations in-order to dis-

cuss the stability problem. For this reason, we have had

resort to an approximate treatment in terms of the power inte-

grals. It is known that these give reliable information for

the usual stability problems so that we may hope that, in the

present case, at least the general trend of the results will

be revealed.

We shall first derive the modified power integrals. .
appropriate to the situation described. Then a trial function,
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'Vihich is in fact the lin.ear solution for rolls, will be s,.!Ì)=

stituted ar"d the amplitudes as fu::ctiona: of the Rayle.igh ."J.:.:rb~::

de i:ermíned 0

We SupP'0se th.:.~ -,r (;,,) f,rgs
,~l ~3see em ar¿~ b2i~g

radiated from each volume (';:'eT.::::~;: ,-,_ 'cb€:: ilu:¿ d. '1::8". ':.1:,,;

heat equation (8V, p.38, or ¿q~. 1.1 in ref.(4)) for the tcta:

temperature 'ì may be writ tEf!

d( dt
,.

K V';) '1 -
F'W
f'rr,'ëp -Y'\7T. .',...

\ ~.1

F,~.ilGwing the an.al)T8i~ 0:: la.11~us a:r,d \Ve.ro::.is reEe.rred t.0;t we

defin e if -
'I+T (2)

where i- is the mean terrperatu:ce at height :i (an overbar de:wi.es

a horizontal average) and T the perturbation tempe.rature.. 01

taking the horizontal average of (1) we find

-a if
õ't

+
~
'd"i (K (3 )

o~
ß == -~

= F

(r=,
ó -
oc-(WiL (3)

where, as usual, :;ote that even for steady-
motion the mean heat flux K ß + W T is no longer indepe!rkdent of

~. If we substitute (3) into (1) we have

-a
( -at = K V2: T :: ß w - h, ~

J.
(4)

where'

hi =- l . ~T ~ n; (c;) = (ilCp(F - F), (5)

wr_ic:h may be compared ~,¡i Hoc. eç. l5V 9 p. 36.
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If we multiply hi by i- and take the vertical average,

denoted by ( ) we find thatm'

(h T'. =1 m
1

fr Cf' (rom
(6)

Using (6) we now easily find for the temperature power inte-

gral

1 d -I
2 at" (f )m =

R(w'T') + C(WiT,)2m m - (w1T,-2)m + (w~T'G)mJ

(7)- (VT" '\T') + 6 (FT') ,m m
where the dashes denote quantities non-dimensionalised as in

ref. 4 and where R is the Rayleigh number and

'l d!6 = PMCp ýK~
(8)

and where G is the time dependent portion of ~ -- G will not

enter the equations in the steady state and so will not be

considered here.

The velocity power integral is unaltered and is thus

1 ~ -- r ;¡ ('dV~ dV'¡) ì.
i M (V 'm - cr L ( T)m - a- a~j m J (9)

We shall now drop the dashes - no confusion will arise, since

dimensionless quantities will be used from now on.

As trial functions we take the solution for rolls given

in ref. 4. thus we take
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uJ = P 2 cos iT 0( X sin if'~T 2 c:2 --= Q 21T r: cos íTi: X sin íi? /

U --t 2 sin ífo( 'l cos ir ~ /
0(

ç~ (1+0(2)2where 0 = ~2

(10)

(11)

Thus (W")m

?
== P Q. íT~ d

(QT- gT)rr

( WT 2. )m

( d'Vc.di

==

~
Q:¿. ii h & (0(''+ i)

p"" Q~ i iT" ~'r /:2 /
-: _ '2 ':P . ii d .

(12)

::

'011 '\
a x.j )r.

::

We must now consider explicit forms for the function F(U;).

In fact, we confine our attention to two especially simple

cases.

Case (l)
F = - FoCW+ ¡wI) (13)

This gives radiation proportional to UU when uJ is positive and

zero radiation when ~ is negative.

Now for the trial functions (LO) (Qr indeed for any

syuetrical trial functions), (/W i T)m = 0 so that-
(F T) = - F (w í)mom (l4)

Thus the temperature power integral is identical with that for

the radiation free case, except that the coefficient of (iu~)m

is changed from R to R - F ~. This suggests that the onlyo
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effect of the radiation on the_c.tical-Rayleigh numberwill

be to increase it if F ~ 0 (coòling by radiation) or decreaseo

it if F c: 0 (heating by condensation). This see~s reasonable
o

physically - if elements are cooled on rising by radiation they

will have an increased tendency to sink back and a greater

temperature difference will be needed to establish convection.

Case (2)
F =

_FO(~. +1)
2 Iw\ (15)

This gives radiation F when LU;: 0 and zero when W , O.o.

We now find

(F T) = - 4 F Q d 2m 0
where, in order that the sign of ~ be determined unambiguously

by X - we have taken P;: 0 in (10).
The steady-state power integrals now assume the form

0 RPQ R Q2
4

Q F A= -
ni0 0

1
1T 2 ô2. P 2 Q2 (l6)

- i

0 = P Q - 1'2 (17)

where Ro -- 1T4.12 (~; 2 + 1) i h i i 1 R 1 i h b io ~ s t e cr t ca ay e g num er n
the radiation free case.

Equation (17) shows that either P = Q = 0 or

p = Q (18)

Thus (16) becomes
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o R p2 _ R p2 !! P Fot. _ -21 TT2 ¿2 04o -iT2. I
or since we reject p:: 0

1l l32 P 3
2

(R - R ) P 4 Â, 0 + 11"3 F 0 o ( 19)

where P:: o. If~ for given R, (19) has a positive root p*

this will correspond to steady convection. If, for the

given R, (19) has no positive roots, the motion will be

stable at this R.

It is immediately clear that if F ~ 0 (19) alwayso

has a positive root since the left-hand side of (l9) is posi-

tive at P = 0: and negative at P = O.

Thus for F c: 0 the fluid is unstable for all valueso

of R J however smalL.

Thus we consider now F ~ 0o

Let

p =(~:9.~ 1 ~ s
(20)

Then (19) becomes

S3 + 2 gS (21)

where

g =
2 (R - ~)

172 á (4 Fn'c' )-%1T4 5'2
(22)

Now S:: 0 ~ --). p ~O and it is known that (21) has a posi-

tive root if and only if g'; 3. Thus

. ~A
R - Ro?' ~ íT 2;2 (~Z ~21 :s
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or R - R ~o
¡"'~ B (23)

where B
- "6 ",

= i iT (4 F 0 ti )~ (2M

If B i: 0 we recover the condition R ~ R appro-o

priate to the radiation-free problem, but if B ~ 0 we find

that the critical Rayleigh number R (that is the value of Rc

below which, for given 0( , convection cells cannot be main-

tained) is given by

Rc R + B ;~
o (25)

Moreover, the disturbance at this critical Rayleigh number is

finite and so p ~ 0 as R -? R + 0 . !c In fact one easily

finds that
'p

c
=

(4FO A _) Y, .1T4 $2 )

(26)

Thus if F ~ 0 we have an example of a situation in which infini-o

tesimal disturbances are stable, and disturbances must be of a

certain size before they can extract enough energy from the mean

flow to maintain themselves.

These conclusions are confirmed by examination of the

unsteady power integrals, which, for infinitesimal disturbances,

take the form

dQ2
dt 0( - ,6F Qo (27)

so that for F ~ 0 all infinitesimal disturbances are damped
o

whilst for F ~ 0 all infinitesimal disturbances grow.
o

That the radiation should decide the behavior of the

infinitesimal disturbances is to be expected, since the radiation
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law embodied in (15) gives radiation independent of the dis-

turbance amplitude, whilst the viscous dissipation etc. are

proportional to the amplitude.

It remains to find the effect of the radiation on

the critical cell-size when B ;; O. Now

R
4 (1:t"~ 2) 3 B

(1+ C)h1J (28)= Îr +
c

0( 2 0( &4

*Setting dRc

d~
."4 (1+0(2)2 (21;2 _ 1)

0(4

:: o we fi nd

B (1-0(.2)

3(0( 2)'V3 (1+CX4.)~

(29)

If B .= 0 we get 0( 2 :: 1/2 as for the free-free case without

1/2 c:

(29)
2

~c ¿: 1 , (30)

radiation; for B./ 0 , shows that

so that the cell size is reduced by the radiation. Further

progress must be made graphically,

*
This argument is due to Dr. S. Fri~t.

Reference:

(4) W. V. R. Malkus and G. Veronis, Finite Amplitude Con-
vection. Contribution No. ( 943 ) from WHO!; also pub-

lished in J.Fluid Mech. 4:225:1958.
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III. Variation of Cell Size with Instability Parameter for

lar~e Rayleigh Number
by S.Fritz and F.B. Lipps.

If one computes the Rayleigh number, using molecular

values for JI and X. , for a layer of air one kilometer thick,

he finds

R :: 1018 when tiT :: lOC.o

Since this is very far from the value R :: 1700, it is of in-c

terest to investigate the variation of ~ for large values of

R. Moreover, since unstable modes participate in the motion

when R. is large, it is of interest also to examine the varia-

tion of s with 0( , when s~ O. A similar problem was studied

by Ledoux, Schwarzschild and Spiegel (3J for the solar atmos-

phere.

To do this we start with the non-dimensional equation

(see eq. 4lV, p. 39) .

( 1 ~ _ l-2) ( lt¡ õt v
2 2 2. \I ) \l W- R Vi'W= o (1)

Let

1A .. ate g(x,y) h(z) (2)

and 2 2
\7i g(x,y) .. -a g(x,y) (3)

Substituting eqs. (2) and (3) into eq. (1), yields

( ¡ s + a2 _ DZ) (a + a2.DZ) (_a2 + DZ)h ..
2

-a Rh (4)
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Now as SUIe,

h(z) = sin if z O~z~1 (5 )

and substitute into eq. (4), so that

82 + (a2 + 'i 2) (1 + C-) s + (a2 + íT2) 26" =
Ra 2 d-

2 "i2
a + 1\

(6)

on solving the quadratic eq. (6) for s, we find

2 2 r- 2 2 2,. 2 2--2~~
-~(a +íf ) (lHr):!~yt (a"'+'í ) (1+d-) -41.~a + rr ) -(a2+n2) J

(7)

s =

We may examine eq. (7) for different ranges of a.

If

(a2 + 1T2) 2

2a
a2+i¡

R , R = (a2 + ir2) 3

a2
(8)

s = 0 or s c: 0

Eq. (8) is therefore the condition for neutral stability. If

in eq. (8) 2 2a 771T , R = a4

If
2 2aC:""1T rr6

R = a2

18
Thus for R = 10 ,

6 3taking íT :: 10 .

s = 0 occurs at a2 = 109 and a 2 = iO-1S ,

Now assume, in eq. (7) , that

a2R :; 7(a2 + ñ2)2
a2 + 712 ..

2
7r2) 3R :; ;; (a +

a2

or (9)

(9a)
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and take Õ ~ i. Then'

· ¡ a2:2ff2

--
8 R() ?' o (amplification), (lOa)

when
61L ~.( a2 L.~ R

R
(i Ob)

This result in this range of "a" is exactly the solu-

tion to the invicid .problem of the stability of an unstable

temperature gradient.

We first note that our S is non-dimensional i.e.

S = 8Dim, (time)

or
SDim

S = -Xl d2

Thus, after some algebra, we can transform eq. (lOa)

into,
SDim-
fa'r g-a- 2 2

1T +a .
(IOc)

which is independent of I( and Y .

To prove that (lOc) is the invicid result we write

down eq. (45,49V) with ìt and it set equal to zero.

di
ãt - ßw =0

Ó 2 2
~t 7 w .. t \/1 T

SDi t
We then let IN and T be of the form g(x,y) sintrale m, and

obtain (IOc).

Thus we see that the solution of the general linear
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stability problem for a wide range of "a", with R ~ 1018, is the

same as the solution to the invicid stability problem. Only for

very large and very small "a" does viscosity and heat conduction

play any appreciable role. From eq. (lOb) it is evident that as

R -- 00 , the vicid heat conducting solution approaches the in-

2vicid solution for all positive a .2 2
For a ¿ ~ JT , eq. (lOa)becomesr-

s == Vl.¡'¡~-
rr2

For a2 ;: '? íí 2, eq. (lOa)indicates that

s~~ ~ 109

Apparently, s will have a maximum for a2 ~ "7 iT 2, since s = 02 9 ~ 2 2at a = 10 and s~ VRo- for a :?'7íT'
We can also find a2 for s If we differentiate withmax

2
regard to a , and set the result equal to zero, we find

R 2(iT2 2)3 1= a I +a
1T42 2

a ~"IT , as was found earlier for s=s'" max '
(1+ 0-) 2

d-
(11)

I f now

and if d- = 1, eq. (11)

8 La = 4 R,

becomes

a2 = 2.25 R~

a = 1.5 Rl/8 (l2)

Since the horizontal scale in eq. (1) had been non-

dimensionalized by

x = d Xl
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it follows because of eq. (3), that the horizontal scale, L,

is given by
a L

d

or using eq. (12) with R ; 1018

= 2 iT

L L.
d 30

This shows that for s = s " and R = 101.8, 0( ismax

large and the horizontal dimension is 30 times smaller than

the vertical dimension; i.e., instead of being large as in the

TIROS picture, the cel 1 size is very small in horizontal dimen-

sion relative to the vertical dimension.

s
Figure 3 shows a plot of .~

V RCí

The abscissa is a logarithmic

2vs a for cr = l.'
scale; that is it is

linear in n where a2 = 10° and R = 1018 has been used. The

figure shows that s has smal 1 values for low values of "a", and

then rises fairly rapidly for values of a2 between land 10.

At a2~ R~ s = s and then s falls to zero at a2 = vJ, max ·
Thus if other modes than the one corresponding to Rc

were somehow excited, the one which grows fastest, would corres-

pond to a cell size of
L
D

= 1

30 . We note that "s" is actually

large for a wide range of "a", although its actual maximum occurs

near a2 :: R~.

Reference: (3J P.Ledoux, M. Schwarzschild, and E.A.Spiegelj

On the Spectrum of Turbulent Convection. A.trophys.J.,

133:184-197: Jan.196l.
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Observati.ons .on Convection in Water Cooled from Below.

A. Furumoto and C. Rooth

Introduction.

The dens! ty anomaly of fresh water, wi th a maximum

o
at 4 C provides an opportunity to study under laboratory con-

ditions a convective system bounded by a stable fluid layer

above. Furthermore theoretical analysis by Veronis, unpub-

lished, indicates that a finite amplitude instability snould

occur in a water layer with linear temperature stratification

including the point of density maximum, subject of course to

a Rayleigh number criterion.

The present a.eries of measurements were intended to

clarify the heat transport properties of the system in the sur-

roundings of the criticàl point in order to establish or dis-

prove the finite amplitude instability. Equipment difficulties

prohibited the completion of this task within the available time.

We can only state at the moment, that the evidence available lends

support to the notion that the non-linear effects are important

in the whole cqnvective range.
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Equipment and Instrumentation.

A diagram of the equipment is given in Figure i.

The system comprises a cooling bath, a trough of distilled

water for convec tion. heating wi res immersed :tn the water,

and a set of thermistors to measure the temperature of the

convecting water.

The cooling bath at the bottom contained sugar

solution. Heat was removed frOI the bath by circulating a

mixture of automobile anti-freeze (glycol) and water through

coils of copper tubing. The anti-freeze mixture was in turn

ocoolad by a refrigerator to a temperature of about -20 C. In

this way ice was forced to form on the cooling coils. By cir-

culating the sugar solution vigorously by means of two stirrers,

the temperature of the bath was maintained essentially at the

freezing point of the solution.

The square trough containing the distilled water had

dimensions 50 cm x 50 em. The walls were of fiber glass sheets

padded on the outside with styrofoam to secure insulation. The

bottom of the trough was an aluminum plate l/2 inch thick. The

water level in the trough was kept at about 8 cm.

At about 5 cm from the bottom of the trough coils of

heating wire were suspended horizontally. By means of a varia-

ble transformer the current in the coils could be controlled

and hence the rate of heat supply to the upper part of the water.

A thermometer was laid across the coils for easy checking of the

temperature.
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The trough was covered wi th styrofoam boards, to mini-

mize effec ts of drafts ete. in the room.

Thermistors were suspended from above by means of pul-

leys. By hooking the pulleys to a small electr.ic motor, the ver-

tical position of the thermistors could be changed at will at a

steady velocity. Arrangements were also made so that the hori-

zontal positions of the thermistors could be changed. To

measure the temperature of the bot tom plate a separate ther-

mistor was inserted into a hole drilled horizontally ca. 5 cm

into the plate.

The thermistors were connected to a Variac recorder for

convenient reading. The thermistor-recorder combination was

calibrated by using thermometers accurate to a tenth of a degree.

The relative vertical position of the thermistors was

measured by means of a cathetometer placed one meter away. The

distance between any two vertical positions of the thermistors

could be measured to a tenth of a millimeter.

Description

A pictorial description of the convective motion of

water by cooling from below has been given in a previous report

(Furumoto, 1960): In that experiment AgN0i tracers were used to

outline the motion. Although that experiment dealt with a tran-

sient case while the present attempts were to consider quasi-

steady states, it was felt that the qualitative picture does not

very much.
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In the present experiments no tracers were used.

Visual observation was given up in favor of thermal insulation.

Observation was limi ted to temperature profi les.

Temperature profi les were taken only when there was

reasonable assurance that the system of 'convecting water had

reached a steady state.

A hasty calculation indicated that six hours was

sufficient time for the system to reach equilibrium, for any

change of the controlling factors such as the current through

the coils, addition of more water or temperature of the bath.

Hence, six hours. were allowed to elapse before a profile was

taken after any change made . And after a profi le two or three

hours were allowed to elapse again to see whether the system

remained steady. The spot Lm::-.l( tor the steady state was done

by checking the temperature or the thermometer lying over the

heating coils and the temperature of the water bath.

The heat transport from the heating coils above to

the sink below was assumed to be such that the heat flux for the

various layers was the same. Because of the padded walls and of

the large ratio of width to depth in the system, i. was considered

safe to neglect the thermal effects of the walls. To further

minimize effects of the walls, profiles were taken in the central

area of the trougho

Figure 2 illustrates a typical temperature profile when

there is convection due to cooling from below. The uppermost
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layer A was one of convection caused by the heating coils. In

this layer temperature and temperature gradient fluctuated from

place to place. As this layer acted only as a heat source, tem-

perature profiles of this layer were rarely taken. The transi-

tion from layer A to the next layer B was gradual but seemed to

be uniform horizontally.

Layer B in Figure 2 was characterized by a linear tem-

perature profi le giving a constant gradient. The interpretation

is that heat transport in this layer was due enti'rely to con-

duction. The heat flux of the system in steady state can then

be rea~ily calculated by measuring the temperature gradient of

thi slayer.

The convective motion in layer C was maintained by

the downward heat flux in the range of anomalous density varia-

tion. The temperature profile varied from place to place, the

two lines in figure 2 were delineated by thermistors located at

different positions ca. 4 cm apart. Usually the temperature of

o a
the layer varied from 3.4 C to 4 C.

Adjacent to the rigid bottom was a boundary layer D

where apparently the heat transport was due to conduc tion only.

The gradient had the same value as that of the stable conducting

layer B. The temperature of the bottom plate as measured by the

thermistor in the plate was taken as the temperature of zero height.

Furumoto noted in the previous report that intense hori-

zontal motions occurred at the top of the convective layer. Later
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tracer studies showed that these are connected with an inverse

cellon top of the main convective cell.

The temperature profile for conduction only in the

lower layers was much simpler. There was an upper convecting

layer due to the heat source. Below that was a stable con-

ducting layer extending all the way to the bottom. Such a

condition was obtained by raising the current in the heating

coi 18.

At first three thermistors were used for simultaneous

measurements at various points on a given horizontal plane of

the fluid. But as little fluctuations were noticed, and espe-

cially as the stable conducting layers yield identical tempera-

ture gradients irrespective of horizontal positions, it was con-

sidered that the profile from one thermistor was sufficient for

the immediate purpose of determining the heat transport data for

the system.

Analysis of Data

In examining heat transport due to convection a useful

method of analysis is to plot the Nusselt number as a function of

Rayleigh number (Silveston 1958). lor the present experiment the

Rayleigh number needs modification.

The usual definition of Rayleigh number R is

R - goCAT h3
K iJ
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where g is acceleration due to gravity.

0( is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the

liquid under examination,

ó.T is the change in temperature from the bot tom

to the upper boundary,

h is the characteristic height of the convec-

ting liquid,

X is the thermal conductivity,

iJ is the kinematic viscosi ty.

This number R is applicable where the density variation of

the li~uid is linear with temperature and 0( is constant. But

for the present case the density of water has a parabolic beha-

vior with a maximUM at 40C.

From the discussion of Beronis (1961), a modified Ray-

leigh number was taken as

R¡ - ri g Cl ( Ó T) 2
J( -i

h3 (~ )

where d is the distance from the bottom of the 40C layer in

the undisturbed (conducting) profile. The other symbols have

the same meaning as for the usual Rayleigh number. The charac-

teristic height was so chosen that for any profile

h - 3 d.

This meant that h will be the height corresponding to a temper-

o
ature somewhere near 12 C. This choice was made because theo .
12 C plane was well near the middle of the stable layer where
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neither the convecting motion from above due to the heating

coils nor that from below due to cooling could affect the

fluid, and it was expected that the R-degree depth would be

sufficient for asymptotic behaviour.

The numerical values of the other parameters were

taken as follows in c.g.s. units.

g .. 981

8. x iO-6
-31. 35 x 10

. -2
1.6 x 10

0( ..

k -
iJ II

.ó T
o

was taken as (4 - T ) C,
P

where T is the temperature of the bottom plate. Then h,
p

othe characteristic height, was the height of the (12 - 2 T )
P

layer.

The Nusselt number is defined as the ratio of the

total heat flux H to the heat flux due to conduction. Symbol-

ically this is
Nu .. H

¡(ßm

where ¡3rY is the mean temperature gradient. The total heat

flux can be found by the measurement of the temperature gra-

dient in the stable conducting layer ( ) , as it is assumed
:; s

that heat flux is the same through all the layers. On the other

hand the mean temperature gi:adient ßm is

(12 - 2 Tp)

h
tp

==
12 - 3 Tp

h
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Nu -
h

For the conducting case the Nusselt number is unity.

Table 1 lists the pertinent data. Figure 3 is

a plot of the Nusselt number vs. the modified Rayleigh

number.

Consider Figure 3. The points along Nu - 1 were

the cases where only conduc tion occurred. The convec ting

cases start with RT of about 150,000 with Nu - 1.5. The

distribution of the points of the convecting cases appear

to be linear with a slope roughly of 1/3. This value is

characteristic of the fully developed turbulent state, with

heat transfer limited only by the boundary layers. The fact

that this state is attained at once in the convective range

strongly supports the importance of the non-linear effects

in the system. In spite of allówances for observational

errors the extensions of possible slopes for the convection

points will intersect the Nu = 1 line such that there would

always be a cond'Jction point to the right of the intercept.

A reasonable interpretation of the manner of inter-

secti.on of the ines is tha.t thé trans:i.tion from a con.ductive

hea.t transport t~ a convecti rnot ()1) in.\t()l,t,?,~'::B a discrete jurnp

rather than a gradual transition. Such was the result hoped
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for to establish the theory of finite amplitude instability.

On the other hand, as the highest R T for the con-

ductive regime is 100,000 while the lowest R T for the convec-

tive regime is ca l50,000, there is still the possible alterna-

tive that the transition is gradual, although in a rapid manner,

so that finite amplitude instability need not be invoked.
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Table I

Profile lJTs T l2-2T hi h (4-T ) 2 h3 hVTs (4-1~h3
p P P ii~:nl" R

22 7.80 .15 I 11.2 1. 34: 1.46 14.8 3.10 0.991 46

21 8.44 .30 11.4 1.20 1.32 13.7 2.30 1.00 31.5

20 8.43 .25 11.5 1.22 1.34 14.0 2.12 1.01 32.4

19 8.70 .25 11.5 1.16 1.28 14.0 2.05 .99 29.7

18 8.90 .25 11.5 1.l5 1.27 14.0 2.05 1.00 28.8

17 9.20 0.4 11.2 1.64 1. 76 13.0 5.42 1.50 70.5

16 9.05 0.0 12 2.13 2.25 16.0 11.4 1.71 182

I

15 9.3 -0.1 l2.2 2.10 2.22 l6.8 10.9 1.72 183

14 9.2 0.1 l1.8 2.12 2.24 15.2 11.2 1. 76 170
i

13 9.0 0.2 11.6 1.94 2.06 14.4 I 8.70 1.63 125

12' 8.11 0.4 l1.2 1. 70 1.85 13.0 2.30 1.39 82

11 1.9 0.3 11.4 2.08 2.20 13.2 10.6 1.51 145

10 8.23 .25 l1.5 2.10 2.22 14.0 10.9 1.62 152

9 7.5 .15 11. 7 1.92 2.04 14.8 8.5 1.32 126

8 8.43 0.2 11.6 2.17 2.29 14.4 12.0 1.69 172

1 8.4 0.2 11.6 2.46 2.58 14.4 18.2 1.90 254

6
i

5 8.2 0.2 11.6 3.50 3.62 14.4 47.2 2.60 680

4 7.1 0.1 11.8 I 43.6 2.14 6587.40 i 3.52 ; 15.2
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The Stability of a Two-Level Model of the Gulf Stream

by

Frank Lipps

I. Introduction

The motivation of this investigation is to

examine the stability of the Gulf Stream. This current

is a narrow jet of water which runs parallel to the East

Coast of the United States from Florida to Cape Hat teras,

and then heads out to mid-ocean travelling in a more or

less easterly direction. It has a m~imum velocity of

200 cm/ sec and a total width of about 100 km (Stonel, 1958).

In addition, there is a strong density gradient with warmer

water in the surface layers and to the right of the stream.

The strongest flow is near the surface, but recent measure-

ments by Swallow show that there is a weak countercurrent

below the Gulf Stream. The maXimum velocity in this' layer is

about 30 cm/ sec.

We will construct a two-layer model of the Gulf

Stream using these general features. A similar model of ocean

circulations was discussed in the lecture series. Our main

interest is in the stability of the Gulf Stream after it leaves

the coast, heading in an easterly direction. Thus we will con-

sider a two-layer model with the basic flow in the west-east

direction. We hope to learn by this analysis what are the
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relevant parameters which limit the strength of the current

before it becomes unstable. It should also be possible to

learn what disturbances are most unstable and how fast they

grow.

2. The Two ~ayer Model.

We consider..~__ hi
A-U f 3~

)(

a two-layer

model of the

Gulf Stream

h2 in which the

~
depth of the

Fig. 1 upper layer

is finite and

the depth of the lower layer is infinite. In each layer the

horizontal velocities and density are independent of depth.

We have the basic velocity V and density t in the upper layer,

and the corresponding quantities Ut and Ii in the lower layer.

The coordinates are directed as shown with jf pointing into the

paper. The motion is taken to be hydrostatic and geostrophic.

Thus in the upper layer we get:

ü=t* LA : -t~
and in the lower. layer:

ú=.ž*- U ': -.l d'l

. ß- Tft X
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where 'l = h,+ ~ -h1.' In these equations we take p:: 8.

and f?f = /õê' f'

In the upper layer we require that the potential

vorticity be conserved, i.e.

-l ;+1-;:0
d t --

Here ç is the relative vorticity, t is the Coriolis para-

meter and ~, the depth of the fluid, is Æ.It.i .1

In the lower layer, since the depth is infinite,

we require conservation of absolute vorticity r + t , i.e.

sL(t+f):=Oeft .
For the basic motion we take a current flowing in

the west-east direction. In order to examine the stability

of this basic flow we superimpose infinitesimal perturbations

of the form:

j _ ¡j((x-ct)j I/_ ,,¡I((X-ct),iJ(U)h.¡-e 'h,CJ)":2 r-e _ _'1q
In the following S -: # it. f'' where ~ ': It (~) is the basic

thickness of the upper layer, a, prime represents a differ-

entiation with respect to J' Also /if' is the perturbation

thickness of the upper i.yer (1. e. A ,ii ttl+ hp ). and p. ~ t .

From the conservation of potential vorticity in the upper

layer we find: t -I
(V-C)(lt;'-x'"A,)+(P _i/)ii, + ~ 5(1- T X(Ii-c)lapt-tIl,Ii)= 0 (1)

But Ap is related to ii , and IJ , and li'is related to V..~.

We define Sr=- S (I - T) Thus we obtain:
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) II _ ( 1 S ) J + ß-Ull+ $'1 (V-ii) li +S lJ =0n, K+ í n¡ i. _ c ' T (BOo)

In the lower layer we obtain the usual equation for

conservation of absolute vorticity.

1/

!fjll_~~i.+ t--U /. =0
LI-C (2 

b)

In this layer we have ~~re barotropic flow.

For boundary conditions we require that ~l and

tp ~ 0 ci ia -? :t (; ·
The disturbances which satisfy (2a) and (2b) can be

divided into two typés.

a. Upper layer baroclinic disturbances

For these disturbances ~ = 0, which implies

li :...L A . There is no perturbation motion in the lower2. ~p ¡
layer. The potential vorticity equation for the upper layer

becomes:

A "_(k.'l-rS )h + ,è-U"+ST(v-Ll) ~ =0¡ T . ¡ u-c i ~c)

b. Lower layer barotropic disturbances

Here ~ if O. There is barotropic motion in the

lower layer which forces the perturbations in the upper layer.

The equations for both layers remain as previously given.

3. Baroclinic Upper Layer Disturbances

First we derive some general results, and then we

consider the stability of a given flow pattern. We will derive

a sufficient condition for the stability of the flow. If we set
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li i -: hill. +- L k¡ ¡ and C-. cr+ic;. , "., can divide equation

(2c) into real and imaginary parts:ij A
Ii/c. -(k'l"S¡)fi,i +1-.-J.i(tJ-Cr)fiI¿ + IQ i:iC I.h¡r =0v-c v-c.
iiir -(I(~+'ST)/ilr + if:c.j': (U-Cr) 12.". -iu~i;i C¿ h! ¿ :: 0

where a::ß~lJ'+ST(V-ll). Now multiply the first of these equa.-

tions by PtJt-, multiply the second by -l ¿ , subtract and inte-

grate, We finally find:00 .:
C ¿ I ..~ ¡kil d I. = 0 (3a)-a; J U-c.) (J

Thus C¿ = 0 if Q is of one sign throughout the fluid, We see

that a countercurrent toward the west in the lower layer tends

to stabilize the flow if ST;: 0, This result follows since

ST (II-\.~) is then positive and tends to make Q positive every-

where in the fluid.

B .. 1 d .. f' d ~C hy a simi ar erivation we can in ~,w ere

..:. - 1(2., For this result we differentiate equation (2c) with

respect to A. We multiply the r~sulting equation by It,.

Then equation (2c) is multiplied by ~ and subtracted from

the above. After integrating we obtain:

ÕC _
d4 -

l: It, 'J d.!f

L: V "- ~ - 5 T (U - V~) ~ '1 d.- (V-c.)'a i:t
is useful if we know Â., and C for a

(3b)

This equation particular It.

Then the values of C for nearby values of k çan be estimated

Clcfrom ~ .

We now consider a basic velocity of the form:
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:iU-:A~ ¡,~
I ..L

Ve .f3 - 0( A SL.. fJ d

(3c)

We non-dimensionalize the variables and the para-

meters of the problem

A*_ ,ßf.. - ir K.S~ c.*- .f
- A

't=&I\c 5-

'l

f:' :¡ :: l,A. 9~7 b""

lp*' ~ S Y. tt

(3d)x~=bx ¡j*". b;j t~ :: A b t

*" __/'J '*U :: St- ~ h*:: S~hi ¡
Equation (2c) becomes after dropping the stars.

j¿. "_ ( -i F.":/ _ U ')1\ J +- ß -u '+ r,.(i-R. uJ( I +oI)lI/z =. () (3e)n i k + 't ~ i Ito ï 1', U -c i
In the following in order .to obtain a solution in

simple form we take F¿?(; -R U) ;: rt It will be seen that this

assumpti.on is not justified for a jet as narrow as the Gulf

Stream. For typical values characteristic of this current

we have 6f = 1/500, A = 200 cm/ sec,f-4 - 1 -
f = 10 see , h = 500 m, and ß = 1.75 x

::
From these values we obtain F; = 9/10, l3

b = 1/30 km,

-13 -1 -l10 cm see .
= . 008 and10 Of) V~O .1\0 = 2/3. Thus we are not justified in setting It.

The large value of the Rossby number is embarrassing in another

respect. We have assumed the motion to be geostrophic in

both layers. This state only exists if there is a balance

between the pressure and Coriolis terms in the equations of

motion, i.e. if the inertial terms can be neglected. Hence
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we need 'Ro ¿c: 1 for the geostrophic relations to hold. In

the following we take A equal to a constant when it appears

in r:i. This assumption is also poor in regard to the Gulf

Stream. Actually íl varies from 200 m to 900 m across the

current. (See Stommel, 1958; Fig. 33.) Thus the analysis

below is lacking in the two major respects discussed above.

Namely, the flow in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream is not

geostrophic and A. is not a constant across the stream. How-

ever it is hoped that the following work will give some insight

into the factors that determine the stability of the Gulf Stream.

From the above we see that ¡. = .008 and can be neglected.

If we neglect l9 and make the other assumptions above, equation

(3e) becomes:

h,II_(KtF/,)fi, + -V"+7 (J+o)tJ L = 0V- C i (3f)

Now we solve for the neutral waves for which 11= c

at some point in the fluid. .It will be seen below that these

waves are the waves that separat~ the stable from the unstable

disturbances.

It can be shown that the only values of C for which

at some point ~ =.~' in the fluid are those for which

Q = 0 at the same point ': = Jle. (See Foote and Lin, 1950.)

Thus C is determined. We find C= 0 and C=-i(i- ~'~~+oC)).

In either case we get a differential equation of the form:

-A1"+ L" m. ~ -A.~ J Åi = 0

v= c
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If we set J = tanh y, .,'this equation becomes:

(i -â') I'/: 1i -2 J~ A, -t
A. :-

(b-1-J?:JA1::O (3g)

The above is a particular case of Legendre ¡ s Equation, The

only solutions meeting the boundary conditions are the Legendre

Polynomials P; and P~

We consider p~ fii at. In this

Fi (i +0() 2c = ~ (1 - ), we have ),4- .. :a
k ;: '1-&
2 2 2If C = 0, we have 4 = K + lA. - (F,i (1 +0()

2
case)-t = 4, If

2 ~= 4 = k + F.A ' or:

- 4), or

': ~:a
K ::D( í.. . This situation is shown in Fig. 2. The neutral

waves are shown by the solid

If

5 lines on the diagram. From

K~
de
dA.

it can be shown that the

i "

.. Lf
1+0(

Fig.2

area inside the solid lines repre-

sents the region of the (F¡2.i K'''

plane where unstable disturbances

occur. Outside this region are ,only stable waves, There are~ 'I
no unstable waves for f ~ -i. From the form of Q, we

see that this result is just the condition for stability as

given by (3a).

case

We now consider the neutral solution

A.7. = 1. If C ~ ~ (J - r1 (I+od) we have3 -¥ )1
.. :: .. I :: k=l;- F..Z"

1
P2' In this

or
'" :i

K ::'-F;
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Thus we have the situation shown in Fig. 3. From -%~ it

can be showu that the area inside

the triangle represents the region

s :: ,.
of the (F¡ )K ) plane where unstable

waves occur. There are no u.nstable
F;2.
.f

\

Fig.3
òc
õ..

..
disturba:rH.:es for r 2 I. From the

values of given below it is e~pected that the maximi~

amplification rate,(kc/) ,is considerably less for the
" ffax

disturbances in Fig. 3 than for those in Fig. 2. However the

:l
long waves are unstable for O~ F", ¿ I. In Fig. 2 they are not.

Since we know the neutral solutions we can calculate

C3c'-
õ4
¡'cõ:

For the p22
) ,. 2.

case n¡ sech 'j' and we can,icalculate

de.If we set J = tanh ¡j , we find for ~explicitly.

along the upper line in Fig. 2:

oc _ if/?,
a.. - -8 - /2 C - be '; /' ~ d.-:/.1 /- :1 - Co ,

We have two singularities to integrate around. These occur at

the values of J where U = c. According to the criterion

given by Foote and Lin we must, integrate above the singularity

i
where V ¿ 0 and below the singularity where U:; o. Thus

we finally obtain:

h Co -i 1_ iI . L. c .
~ c..: ~ (-4 -6 c. + ~;i ta i +lr - j. ÝI-Co iJ l- J
4 rq+foc- ,c: -Jrml-ViJ~r-'c'a r:LJ;i

L: :lvi-C -3 1+-'11-(. L.Ý/-c.'
In this problem we take eX = Jlh as the maximum

velocity in the upper layer is about 200 em/see, and in the

lower layer it is about 30 cm/ sec. A convenient value of C
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deto put in the above expressi.on for dÃ is C:: 1/2. For

r;'l l,/ p.this value of C we have 'i ::.7'1 and ~ :: 2.95. We find. ,
de
"õla :: -.065 + .025 i. Lessen and Fox have solved the

above stability problem by numerical integration for F¡''1:: O.

They have plotted CI.: and eras functìons of K and haveOC . 1/2calculated a.. for the neutral waves at f\ :: 4 (Fig. 2)

and k'::: 1 (Fig. 3). For the neutral wave at K ~:: 4 they

find ~~ ~ -.0421 + ~ 002771. For the other neutral wave, òc .at K :: 1 they find ~ :: .0119 + L .09021. In the generalL" de ' :; dCccase when r¡ * 0 it is noted that -,,; ~ C. Thus -i dies

off very quickly as C ~ O. Hence as F=- ~ and C ~ 0" 1+0(
along the upper line in Fig. 2 we find that Ô e~ ~ 0 quickly.

ô;Q

4. Barotropic Lower Layer Disturbances.

We previously found ;3 = .008. Here, in the lower

layer, " J IU ""T since 0(: " Thus we can still neglect,ß

and the work of Foote and Lin applies. It should be noted

that the assumptions made for the upper level baröclinic dis-

turbances that are not justified do not need to be made here.

It is true that we assumed the motion to be geostrophic in the

lower layer as well as in the upper layer. However, this assump-

tion is not necessary. Since the flow is non-divergent, we can

always define a stream function and this stream function will

satisfy equation (2b). Hence it would appear that the results

obtained for the lower layer barotropic disturbances should have
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more validity than those obtained for the upper level baroclinic

disturbances.

5. Nixmerical Results

First we consiàer the upper layer baroclinic distur-

bances. In Fig. 2 the long neutral wave is given by

-: F: "- "3k ::0( ~ -= îo or n :: 770 km Next we calculate the amplifica-

tion rate of a typical very unstable wave. This result can

tude argument.

be only somewhat better than an order of magni-

ÒCWe have M = -.065 + .025 ¿ for C = 1/2 at

be expected to

k"-= 2.95 along the upper line in Fig. 2. We take ~S = 1 or

tik''2.= -1. Therefore Lee = .025. The value of K...for the

unstable wave is 1.95. Thus K = 1.4. We find KC, = .035,

or in dimensional terms we get Ab k CL
-5 -l= .23 x 10 see .

Therefore this wave takes about 4.3 days to increase in ampli-

tude by a factor of e . The wavelength is 130 km.

Finally we consider the lower layer barotropic dis-

turbances. From the Lessen and Fox paper we find that the

most unstable wave is at K = 1. Here /(e. - .158. After put-L -

ting into dimensional get ex A f.eL' =
-5 -1

terms we .176xlO sec ,

Le. it takes about 6 days for this wave to increase in ampli-

tude by a factor of e . The wavelength is 180 km.

6. Conclusions

We find that a countercurrent in the deep lower layer

tends to make the flow more stable with respect to the upper
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layer baroclinic disturbances. The condition that the flow
~ ~

is stable wi th respect to these disturbances is that ~ ~ ~ .

Thus the larger the 0( the more stable the flow. For the

example studied it is found that both types of disturbances

are roughly equally unstable with the most unstable waves

having a wavelength between about 100-200 km. We also find

that there can be fairly rapid time variations in the lower

layer as indicated by the barotropic instability there.
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"Long" Waves on a Rotating Globe

by

L. W. HacHi 11 an

The f -plane concept has been extensively used

in dealing with planetary waves, and rightly so, since it

is the simplest scheme which allows one to take account of

the variation of Coriolis paræneter wi.th latitude, the latter

being essential to the definition of these waves. However,

it is not always clear whether results deduced on the basis

of the ,j -plane concept mirror simi lar results which could

be d~duced from a more general scheme, or whether certain

results are merely artifacts due to the peculiarity of the

/J -plane system itself. We will consider this question here

with regard to the linearized, or small-amplitude, equations,

and will conclude that the ,3 -plane provides a very good

guide to the behaviour of the more general system.

For a derivation of the l1 -plane equations we

refer to the sumer lectute notes on the wind driven ocean

circulation (ref. l). The essential steps in the approxima-

tion are, first, to neglect certain terms in the equations of

motion expressed in spherical coordinates which do not involve

derivatives, and second, to linearize the Coriolis parameter

about a chosen latitude. The first step leads to the restriction

that we cannot consider latitudes greater than 30-400N or S,
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while the second step allows us to introduce local rectangular

coordinates, and, in effect, limits us to a small strip on

the chosen latitude. We also mention that neglect of the

Coriolis acceleration due to vertical motions restricts us

to latitudes at least several degrees away from the equator.

If these equations are now linearized, to yield a description

of small-amplitude disturbances, we immediately see that the

basis for the restriction that we stay away from the poles

is removed, so that the linearized equations apply right up

to the po les .

In view of this, we will begin with an initial linear-

ization, and thus avoid the need of the arguments given in

ref. 1. In the Euler equat ions,

dct +ll.\¡lÌ+ltxLt
at

~
~ ~

~
t )

(1)

~
\loLL = 0 (2)

we substitute p Po + Pl' t= Po; then, to zero order,

V' po
~

~ + ~ po ~ (3)

and to first order

c)~ + -i 'VPI + .n xLt ::Tt to 0
~\7.u. =0.

(4)

(5)

The zero-order equation is simply the hydrostatic equation,

and is integrated to yield
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~ :: - ~ Po '(

~- ~ .
"" constant , (6)

assuming r is along

Transforming the first-order equations to spherical

coordinates (ref. l), we have

tv. + Jl tA c.eo 4i - J2. if c" ~rn tt= .~ "
Co Pi

(7)a t v' . pc '( c. qi () ).

d If +.. Ll si ~l ~ :: 1 òl, (8)-n -a )òt
"" - - I ""cur - Jl l-l t~ 4 ~ (9)at - fo Ò '(

~

È-(Y~uo4; ('Lr)-rrd (CJ~4i.)+( ~L.l. =- 0 . (10)OY óf óf
The.third equation of motion will be ignored, that is, all

its terms will be considered very small. This implies

( dP0r .. 0) that we have a "shallow" layer of fluid, of

depth D L.c R, the earth's radius. The neglect of Jì u cos~

in the third equation is consistent with the neglect of

-r w cos cP in the first equation. This leads to the

restriction that we stay at least a few degrees away from

the equator (ref. 1) . Thus, we have the simplified set of

equations:

k -f ij - - -l li.õt - fQ~~~ n
a \I -i (' - _ -L 1:
õ t ~ t u. - Po ~ ô 4 ;

"R~co~ ~~ .. "R~(~a v-)+"R ~~ = 0 ~

with t=.n~"n~.

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Since we are dealing with a "thin" layer of fluid,

in which the perturbation pressure, Pl' is the same through-

out the layer (d Fi /òr -. 0), we can transform from Pi to

surface elevation, y\ .

/1..-- free surface./ .~ surface
-o equi librium 'i =D (r=R+D)
--. level

7
r = if (r = R+ ~ )

~ bottom 2" =0 (r=R)

We have, since Pi doesn't depend on r,

p( ~ , ~ ) = Po + P 1 ( A , ~ )

-~tor + constant + PI

=
-~ to(R + z) + constant + PI (14)

Now, from the diagram,

Pl = ~ to( ri -1)) , (15)

so

)0 (ì\..A) = -~ß~- ~toi! + constant +i~ eii -D)

-: 'b f'o (Yl - i!) ,
(16)

with constant = if&(1?+:D) then
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Ò f i = £. :. C\ a.! ? ~h - ~ := q p b .
"' óì, öle Ò Ìi ~.- '04 0 l 0 ~~ (17)

Using the foregoing we can also transform the continuity

equation, by integrating over the depth of the layer, and
"'

using v. = C ?/õt at the surface, and Uf = 0 at the bottom,

V":.&urXi:u '(="'~Y".li(ce.

i ': I C1 ~ Ù (
c, LV-I .. _"LA .. C"" ,. 'i -) \ i r _ fi

r:- ~ ct, + 1?~~ ~ +- ô4i U~'f ~~R 't - i"

or li -r-1 (OLI +.J(~tV')J ': 0 (18)
Of ~~q n Ã ocp

We thus have the equations

~ - fir :: - '1 - ~ ~-at: ~ a~
# t fLl ~ - l ~ '

~ +~;:~ Clf + h-(~~Lf)J ~ 0

(l9)

(20)

(21)

We now transform coordinates to )J, À from cp, ) .

fA is defined by d. ~ : ~~ d 1.. )., À are angular Mercator

coordinates (ref. 2), and ¡A': ~ SL itcL ~ -: - i. ri( iQ cp - to. tP)

': ~ (SA~ +TÅ ~), so that e L4::St ~ + ~ cp) e.-~:: cP -Ûl iP.
Thus we have

eM- _ e -) = 121.Yl -h M-:: ~ TA ~ _ :: ~ (t.

e,U + e.-,u 2 SK ~
Similarly cos ~ = sech.M , and so on. The transformation

can be visualized by considering an arc along the equator, of

length 'R d. ~. At latitude cp , the arc enclosed by d. Ìt has

length 'R ~ ~4 Ìi. The Mercator chart makes the length at
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latitude ø equal to that at the equator, that is the distance

""c. i. cL ì\ is increased by a factor l/coslt to RdÎ- . Further,
the Mercator chart now demands the north-south arc length en-

closed by t , namely "' rt , be increased in the same ratio as

the east-west arc length, that is, "" ~ is increased to

1? :~~ /6tÍ)~ on the Mercator chart. These relations are

local, and should be writ ten -R d 4! leoa 'f - 'R elfA,

We then have, writing -l - 0 ..I Q. ).;: L ,

as above.

s.JI.)Å -: lJ~ and

using dhip = ~ 'd,g). )

ê t._ ir not ::h ~ (22)i l!-"1') o~

li + u..f L :: --A liô c í(d- Ô¡M
~ +-.l ¡du. + -- L (d-..)J :: 0
~ c- ~ 'R L'" ~ r¡ "i¡. L

, (23)

(24)

with t =Jl 'L. We note the more symetrical appearance of

these equations as compared with the set before transformation.

This is a sign that the equations will yield results similar

to those obtained from the simpler f3 -plane equations.

We can derive an energy conservation law from the

foregoing equations. We have

u. ~ of V d V' - í II v" of f Ll \..:: - i. L4 ~ - ~. If li

õt ~ t 'Rd- oX U- ã~
or i (u.-'+v-'i) = -.Lr~¥\+k~..1.~ - n li l
ô t: ~ 'R cr Lc Ì\. ~)AÔ~ ." ¡:l- j

= --ir aa~~\' +kn+:ak -Yl~ -rik -~ ~J~d- L d,u a- al l a~ iaM (j oJ.
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:: -.1 r a(u.r¡ + J. d (rr v'ri)l + 1. r è ~ +-1", L. (cr- v-)J
~ø' L TI ~ ~ i'J"Rcr L61 0 d¡l

: -Å. rè;~ +J.1. (~-tJn)l+ 11(/- li) 0:
R d- L ò) cr Ò)A lj R ~ ò t .:

)

So

i r (u.+ ~.).)D 4- ~ytl-r .1..~ r H + i-.£ (o-V'n)J =- C
à"t L:i :2 J k (j L a À T ôM, 0 \. )

ß + J.w 1 ;: 0ò-t ri divH = horizontal
divergence.

(25)or

This is of the form of an energy conservation law, with E

being the energy density, kinetic plus potential, and 1

being the energy flux. The velocity with which energy is-+ :: .
trans~erred is Ue= F/f cr/~ ~ - =' time average.

This is usually equal to the group velocity, defined by

clwlK)AiW= Ui~ although this equality has to be demon-

strated in each case.

If we restrict ourselves to a small range of lati-

tude, about a fixed latitude lfo , then 'R:rdÀ~'"~ctA: clX ~

"R~ct.u -: d 'd' and f:. fø t (3 ~ ' with ß ~ -riR~(ref. l). We

thus recover the linearized t3 -plane equations:

lt - fv::

1f +fLl ~

~~ )
~~

(26)

(27)

fftD(~+ltJ~O'
Also, ,~~ +~D~(u.'1)+~iU.'1)J .. O.

(28)

(29)
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These equations have been used to investigate time-

dependent motions in the ocean (refs. 3, 4). Of particular

interest are solutions in the form of standing waves) and tran-

sient solutions. We consider only the former here. It turns

out that, using the f3 -plane equations, standing wave solu-

tions in a rectangular basin cannot be obtained, at least not

in an obvious way (ref. 4). This is due to the fact that,

while north-south waves can be combined to satisfy boundary

conditions (~= 0) at zonal boundaries, only westward propa-

gating waves exist, so the bounda,ry condition (u = 0) at a

meridional boundary cannot be satisfied, In spite of this,

Arons and Stommel (ref. 3) were able to construct solutions for

a basin unbounded in the north-south direction, by taking ad-

vantage of the fact that the group velocity of the westward-

moving waves can be either westward or eastward. If the energy

velocity is calculated for these solutions it is found not to

coincide with the group velocity, and in fact to lead to north-

south propagation of energy for 'combinations of westward travel-

ling waves. The situation here is unsatisfaetory, and we would

like to know to what extent it depends on the use of the t' -plane

equations. To elucidate this we use the: m.ore general equations

deduced above.

Assume
¡w t ¡srrÀ . ..

U. :: 'Re ,- e X. (p.) · eR u ~
WTO'

(30)
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Q Îi.lt isrrÃV ¡; VIf ::- R e -L e e ¡(¡I) :: V\ e. ,
í VJ R. 6"

(31)

ri = Re
i ¡, I: iS ", À 7 () /) He. e z: fL == J II. ) (32)

with s = l 1, m 0 and real, and substitute into equa-

tions (22), (23), (24). Then we find

X + a. T 'j :. - 5m.? "J

d. i!:. ---
d. ,.

(33)

~ +a.T"X ,
(34)

d.Y :i -ismX _ -i ': - a- k 2- ,

.n L2 i.'1,l R 2. W 2. R-iwith a = "7 , - - - --v. - ~ D - C'2 .
We can solve for X, Y from (33), (34),

(35)

Note a r = ~

solution yet. If we could find solutions, then we would be

in a position to fit boundary conditions and determine if stand-

ing wave patterns can be found, by taking combinations of the LL

and 'r U, the V and (m V, and fte Hand Pi J-. We note

that the energy flux has components (time averaged), for the

solutions (30), (31), (32), assuming X, y, ? are real,
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'*

c:l LL'Y :; R. c.'2 U H :: ~ X (p-) r(M.)l 2 .2w(?d-

:: 2 rsm?'1 -ft- ~r- J _"I. -; ,
2 w Rtf L d.,A f- - ù.

:: Ro c. 4 y* H :: f? C '2 ~ Y (r) t: ()A)2 - Z l 1J. 1\Cí

(38)

..-
c IF"\ (39)

:: O.

Since we cannot obtain general solutions for 2 ,

let us assume r:: roe-h)Å , so that d 1: / ol)t = -11 ?. 'n may

be complex. Then, from (36), (37)

x =- (SWlW + +n J r-:? ~ (40)

'i ~. fs~f -wnJ t~-~~ (41)

In order to satisfy (35) we must have

LS m"iw 1" smfri J ;'~7. + 13mt t ivn.J f ~;,~ (-I" i- ) (42)

+ ~rrf+(.~ ~ è(-i) . :i f dr + wr ~Yn M ~ -o'1i...-! (43)
Cf ~_up):i i: f ""-i. '2 tL)A

or, assuming f /""~.h

.5 (rtw" _ W 'l'l ..2 Sfh. W 4: _ 2. w ñ M. + smw ci.t _ -c?i:"l

f 'a f TcL,( V ot.. 7 i: - .
Finally, with )..:~:. C~:l ~ K:r $/'/'Ra- J .l ~ l'l/Ro- ) f3 =~d- ~ J

--. ~o'" Kßr- 0 \~À k. - ). t. - ~ -.2 T -: - J

W= kß )":
/.. ~.e1)i'" + Ìi"'(~"'_l.a)

(44)or
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For f = 0, we obtain ~l ~
'2!.~

1+)... k:l
, a result which shows that

wand K always have -the same sign, and identical to that obtained

by Arons and Stommel (ref. 3). This indicates that, for solutions

of the type assumed, the procedure of Arons and Stommel, for gener-

ating solutions which satisfy boundary conditions (~= 0) at meri-

dional walls, can also be applied on the sphere. Further, by~-
computing C () ~ , assuming l\ real so we can use (38),

"J- c'aq ( .a -:i~). r ~ ~ -2ripJ wC LU1::.. Sm 2-0 e + T ri z;" e t". LA ~~ w 1(d- "f
~ t ~ 2: À ~ f. w ~ +- f-t J e - 2 n). II

(45)

We obtain Fofonoff i s result (ref. 4), so that the same difficulties

wi 11 occur in the present case as occur in the fj -p lane. We note

that the gro~p velocity, U~:: d. ~k.' is not equal to the energy

c'2 ¡;
velocity Ue ~ --l, since for"" = 0, W~C: +- i

E

E=(U.~i.~:D+ ~ri'; =-Re UU*1l+Re V'y~D+.1Rc ~tl:i 2. :2:i 2 Y.2 ')"," 10 i -i
;: JL ~-._,- X + JL ~.. '/ .. J. t."

4 w"~'b'2 4 Ul"R~a- ': . 4

:: ~ c 2. S 'r ~ '¡w;z,i~ ~ C- '2 S'"WI ~ ~ ..~.. .. ",

4w'R.lir2. Cf"'- iJ).):.- 1" --w"R~~ q"'-wl.p. f' 4 j!
- ~i!'" fkW"'C" ~ J
- "' .fa.t" + - f~ ., i

:: ~~r~""JJ,
4 L .t-a

so that I ~ I.. "''; _. l ~¡':À~w~. Lf e - ~.. l i ",-l(t(~~ 1)..e. "' - -: -I 2.
.. À.wl'( ~

:. 2 Ã"'jo.&+ I ~l ~, (lo (44 ):i'
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We note

d.w . U : _ A À '1 iK ,.).,. - 12 .
IT - i I"" lK").2 +1)2.

-;
that Ue. is always to the westward, while 11 ~ can be

to west or east. The difficulties with setting up standing

while

wave solutions which were encountered by using the ~ -plane

thus persist when the spherical globe is allowed for, the

primary symptcm of these difficulties being the non-equality

of energy velocity and group velocity.

We may note that for L = 0, our equations can be

reduced to a tabulated form. Thus, we may eliminate)( to

obtain

rl y + sma. 't Y :I ( (J -l Loa - .! ""I"'i) "e,)~
ž: - S I' o,.:!".i :: Co.:i 7:'2_ I) Y ,

Then if we put L = 0, we may eliminate ~ to obtain Legendre's

Associated Equation for Y (ref. 2) . The condition that the

solutions be finite yields in the very well-known way the con-

dition (ref.2),
smo. ~ .l' (.t -+ I) -

f being the order of the Legendre polynomial used. Since a,

ro,,e are all positive, s is positive, that is the waves travel

to the west always. One can show in the cases of interest (large

,e) that the energy velocity and group velocity are always to

the west also. Thus, it appears that the difficulties encountered

2 s ~J
above are associated with the parameter L =- w R /1 H . The
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general equations will have to be solved before the problem can

be further elucidated.
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Two-Dimensional Motions in a Homogeneous Ocean

by

Derek W. Moore

Introduction

Since the work of Stommel (1948) it has been

recognized that any dynamical theory of wind-driven ocean

circulation must include the effect of the variation with

latitude of the normal component of the earth i s rotation if

it is to have any chance of explaining the most striking of

the observed features - the western boundary current. It is

not difficult to modify the equations of motion to include

this effect, but even if one makes the customary approximation

of representing the turbulence as an eddy viscosity, one is

still faced with an intractable problem. Theories of ocean

circulation can, in fact, be characterized by their method of

overcoming the intractibility of the full Navier-Stokes equa-

tions and two types may be distinguished. In the first place

one has the frictional theories of Stommel (l948) and Munk (1950)

in which the non-linear inertia terms are discarded completely and

the ß term balanced against the viscous stresses. In the second

place one has the inertial theories (Fofonoff (l954), Morgan (1956),

Charney (1955), Carrier and Robinson (196l)) in which the frictional

terms are dropped from the equations . These theories were compared

by Dr. Veronis and the reader is referred to his discussion for
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details. Mention may also be made of interesting critical

accounts by Stommel (1958). Fofonoff (1961) and Carrier and

Robinson (1961).

In view of these contrasting theories it seems worth-

while to examine a situation in which both the inertia terms

and the frictional terms can be included exactly in the solution.

In section two of this report the flow in the neighbourhood of a
,

latitude of vanishing wind stress curl is examined on the basis

of the exact equations. It is shown that the problem can be

reduced to that of solning an ordinary third order non-linear

equati~n. In the sense that such an equation can be integrated

numerically in a straightforward fashion an exact solution has

been found but, rather than examine this, at tention has been con-

centrated on determining the relative importance of viscous and

inertia forces in this restricted situation. The results are

¥: / Y::
described in terms of a Reynolds number R - U / f3 Y, where

IJ is the velocity scale of east-west flow and r an eddy vis-

cosity. If R ~~ 1 the results are shown to coincide with Munk's

theory, whilst if R ~ ~ 1 the inertial theories are valid except

in viscous sub-layers on the continental walls. The nature of these

is examined and it is shown that if the external flow is that of

Fofonoff (1954), no viscous sublayer can exist on the eastern boundary.

In ~ 3 the exact equations are examined in more detail in

the case of no wind stress apd some exact solutions derived. It is

shown that if the flow far from the continental boundaries is west to
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east solutions representing damped Rossby waves exist. Dr 0

Fofonoff, who has found similar waves in a slightly different

situation, has suggested that these Rossby waves may playa

role in ocean circulation and in ? 4 of this report a model of

ocean circulation involving these waves is constructed. The

flow found is east to west in the southern portion with a boun-

dary current on the southern half of the western boundary whilst

in the northern portion of the basin there is no boundary cur-

rent but instead a system of damped Rossby waves which decay on

a basic west to east flow.

§ 2. Flow near a latitude of vanishing wind stress curl

The ocean is taken to be of uniform depth and the

motion is two-dimensional and parallel to the surface. Thus

the wind stress must be regarded as a body force distributed

uniformly through the depth of the ocean and bot'tom friction

must be ignored. Let 0 X , 0 Y be rectangular coordinate axes

and that OX is in the west to 'east direction and oy in the

south to north direction. Then the Navier-Stokes equations

assume the form

u. au. +
ò )t

lJ ÒV
o-x +

'i òu. -tv = - ~ £. + W +"1 n:lu.õV 'fax. J
v "'ÒV +tl.: -Yp~+ í V'~lT,~ ~

~ + dV = 0
õx. õ~

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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In these equations (u, v) is the fluid velocity at

(x, y), f the Corio lis parameter, r' the pressure and '( a

coefficient of kinematic viscosity 0 vV is the wind force which,

as is customary. has been taken to be in the east-west direc tion.

It is now further assumed that the latitudinal variation of the

Corio lis parameter is given by the linear approximation

t = fo -+ ß ~ )

where ¡3 is a constant. Now (2.3) can be integrated by means

of a stream function V(X1:;) such that

U :' d)l 1,. - _ Ò..a~ v - h ~
and using the relations

~(fl')=fff = -:fV,

li ( ;1') = f ¥ + V i? s f u + (3 ì( ·~ ~ ~
One has finally

u.* +v%i~ -1 ~t +W+yÇ':LtL J

u.dV +ìf 01£ - ìlß = - ~ .Q + '(v""v Jò~ a ~ i Ô ~
where

pl:f + p fr.

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2,7)

(2.8)

(209)

(2.10)

The equations in this form show clearly that it is the variation

. ..
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of the Cori01is parameter which is dynamically important. *

Suppose that y - 0 is the boundary between two regions

of disconnected motion of the ocean. Then since neither mass nor

momentum is to be transferred across y - 0 one must have

IF= 0 )
Òt) =-0

Ô~
er ~:: 0 (2.11)

Thus, under mild restrictions of analyticity, the stream func-

tion îY(X¡ ~) must possess a power series expansion near y - 0

of the form

ìJ(~~) = ~j. (X) + ~~f~ (X) + (2.12)

Sufficiently close to y - 0 the flow will be described by the

stream function yf(x) and the higher terms will not be considered

in this analysis. If it is supposed that the wind stress term

can be expanded in the form

W (XJ~) = K (l (7t) + ~ K i (X) -1 f K,2 (X) f . . . (2.13)

then substitution into (2.8) leads to the equation

J 1-= - f M- + Ko ex.) + ~ K¡ (x) + ~~ K:¿ (x) +.. 'J,t'l

4=C(~)+X (x)+ ~ r KI(X)~ -+ ~'-) K~Cx
where C ('à) is an unknown func'tion of integration and X(x) a known

(2.14)

Thus (2.15 )

function of -X On ~ubstituting this expression into (2.9) one has

*
If ~ - 0 one recovers G. I. Taylor's (1917) result that rotating a

two-dimensional viscous flow alters only the pressure field.
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r II r I ~ de ( .. I 1\1
-~Jf +~¡ -ß~f. --a- )KI(x)d;x-2~) VI/x) t.. -y~ f. (2,16)

rhus by inspection of the powers of y in (2.16)

ciC

- ëL =- C~) ~) 0J
K,(x):: 0

-a w- .. 0 onõ~

(2.17)

The last condition implies that y == 0, t ha t

is to say the wind stress curl must vanish on the ocean

boundary as defined by (2.11)), Thus one has, defining*

kU)-: -t rki.(i"J dJ) (2 0 18)

the third order equation

~iii ii I r
y f - c - K (x) :: f j- - f +;31 (2.19)

So far nothing has been said about boundary condi-

tions. If it is supposed that X" 0 and X" L are rigid
continental boundaries then the boundary conditions on the

func t ion f (x) are
i

f Co) :; f (0) = 0

I .
f (L)" ~ (L) : 0

---- (2.20)

It is convenient at this point to introduce dimension-

less coordinates and a dimensionless stream function. The choice

of the scales involved is quite arbitrary and will not affect the

'*
Note that the constant of integration can be absorbed in the

unknown constant C in (2.19),
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results, but it is partly the Objf~ct of this analysis to combine

the viscous and inertial theories it is simpler to choose scales

() (' ì) \ I~
arising from one of them and in fact the length scale l ~ (3)

and velocity scale -if which arise naturally in the inertial

theories will be choseno

(V)lj-:the continental boundaries and ~ is the
f-'

inertial boundary- layer. Thus one defines

ir is the westward velocity far from

thickness of the

( )1, --UF -=f) ~. iX =- x-;EV;: -Ci ~ (X)
K (x)": --'-;
U (2021)

whence

( I) (-:) 1 =-. "- -)t? F = F - P F + f- + £ - Ii (7- (2022)
iF(D) =- F (ò) ~O ~

(.ßVi L) _ _I (ß~L ) ': 0 ~ (2023)F -i - ¡- I¡.U T~ U ~
where the Reynolds number iR is defined by

J/~J
K -; iJ /,¡el; . (2.24 )

The solution is thus determined essentially by two parameters

It, y~
Rand (.i) L and in general nine possible cases can arise 0 How-

\ IJ

ever Pi)~ L- ' which is the ratio of the ocean breadth to the

inertial boundary layer thickness, is large and one need only con=

sider the variation of ~ 0 There are two cases to consider

Case 1: R L. L 10

In this case the left=hand side of (2.22) will be very

large and viscous and inertia forces will not balance unless the
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',0

third derivative of F is small, say 0 (.L3)' where /: is the, Ò

length scale of x variation in the dimensi.onless system. Then

~ == 0(1) so that (~:: O(R-;~); furthermore the non'"linear1t.cS !~ ~Á)
terms on the right=hand side of (2.22.) are 0 ii"í.; and can be

neglected 0 Thus (2022) takes the form

If one has

.L F(3);; F + F - K (X) (2025)"R -
( .,. l?-l..
o L..L (.J) L the so lution represents a slowly vary-

U

ing interior flow with thin boundary layers on the continental

boundaries and, indeed, if one takes Is (X) =~ X , so that the

wind force is independent of longi tude, one recovers the boun-

dary layer form of Munk' s equations"

Case II R ;;;, 1

Inspec tion of (2022) shows that in any region where

x derivatives are of 0(1) on the left-hand side is negligible, so

that in the interior of the ocean one has~'I -
o :: F' - F F + F' + E - .t (X) (2026)

However, the solutions of this inertial equation will not in

general satisfy all the boundary conditions (2.23) and regions

where the viscous term becomes important will exist near the

boundaries. Since the solutions of (2.26) are themselves of

inertial boundary layer charac ter. owing to the assumption

(¿) Ih.L )) 1, these thin viscous regions will be called the
" U

viscous sub- layer 0 The nature of these viscous sub-layers will
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now be examined for the case of Fofonoff i s (19.5/..) free inertial

solutions. Thus .B (X)"" 0 anà one may verify that a solut.ion

of (2,26) is F.. -1

ç: (11 _ P -x \.i. \. _. ) (2021)

near X.. 0 and
/~) ~

F :: (1- eX-Llv ) (2,28)

(¿ ) Yznear X=- LV, These solutions fail to satisfy the conditi.ons
i _1(I(3~ )

F (0) :. 0 and F ¡) II; L = 0 which state that the tangential

velocity is 0 so that viscous sub- layers wi 11 arise, Considering-ll (
now these layers let F =. ~ ¡- and let 8;; ò x" near the western

.l.. ¡eV,.
boundary and let á X :: L U IIi ~ near the eastern boundary,

Then (2,22) becomes

+- ;63 F*('3) =- r (F*/ ~ F~ F'" 1/) T ~ p-l I
(2029)

where the upper sign refers to the western boundary whilst the

boundary conditions on the boundaries are in both cases

F" ll/co) =F (0)': O. Following the usual boundary layer pro~

cedure, one imposes on F* the condition that the y component of

velocity should tend as x* -1 00 to the value given by the iner=

tial solution, Reference to (2.27) and (2.28) shows that in both

cases this yields the boundary condition

2- F*' ~ I aA X '* -7 00
c5

(2,30)

and since the point of the scaling is to have F* of 0(1) one chooses



Î\.;; Ó. Furthermore if vi BeQUS and i.nertia terms are toÀ ~ - ~balance -"Rl5" -=- 0(1) so that c e:R say, The linear
"" -Ir-i

term in (2 c 29) is now seen. to be only K and can be neglec ted,

so that finally one has

+ F '" (3)= F *1:: F 'I F ~ "- / (2031)

F *(0)= F1ro):: 0, F/*(X t¡l') -~ 1 M x.* -1 00 (2.32)

The equations when the upper sign is taken are identical with

those for the boundary layer near the forward stagnatio~ point

of a cylinder (Goldstein 1938), but when the lower sign is

taken the equations can be reduced to those for the boundary

layer near the rear stagnation point and it is known that,

since the flow is rapidly dece lerating, the boundary layer

equations have no solution in this case. Thus no viscous sub-

layer can exist on the southern part of the eastern boundary

in the present case presumably if a viscous sub-layer were

to be established farther north. where the flow is less rapidly

decelerating. it would separate before the southern boundary was

reached.

A more mathematical argument to demonstrate that no

solutions exist when the lower sign is taken in given in Appen-

dix One 0
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If one takes K \ '" U so that there is . .,
no 'vJi.nQ

stress (2 e 19) takes t.he fOr'rIi
III

';¡".

(
II r' \~r ." i .- + i~i + - .. .. +

T~.J ) (3.1)

one can easily verify that

f ;:
/

- I) ( 1.-
.. \.

-r:7,e ) (3.2)

is a solution of this equation provided that

c: :: ¡3 U and

'( CX':; - Uo.:1 -t ß = 0 (3.3)

Thus, since (3,3) has, in general, three distinct roots, three

distinct exact solutions have been found. However, since equa-

tion (3,1) is non-linear, they cannot be added to construct more

general solutions. Furthermore, no choice of U, save the

trivial one U = 0, will allow f'(o) also to be zero, so that

the exact solutions cannot satisfy the required boundary condi-

tions at a continental boundary,' i 0 eo, they represent states of

motion in the interior of the ocean.

If one puts r - 0 one has

-Ucx-"tf3=O (3,4)
'12-

so that 0(: f~) ,in agreement with Fofonoff! s inertial

theory. If U ~ 0 the roots are real and taking the positive root

one has a flow which decays to a uniform east to west flow as

x ~ 00 If U L. 0 the roots are 
pure imaginary and no uniform



state is achieved as X .. (.y.) this is, of course, Just

Fofonoff's result that H \,mifortll Üh:~:ctial flow can. on be

from east to west. It is of interest to generalise these results

to the full equation (3 3). It is shown in Appendix 2 that if

( 2. 17).. ~) . y~ _?/,.U~(- ¡./ r-. . '1 . .. (3.. 5)

(3.3) has raal roots whilst in the contrary case it has a pair

of conjugate complex. roots.. If 0(10(2. 0(3 are the roots one has

- t U0( 1 + O(:i 't Q(:3 - -y

0I10(21-0(IOC.3 -+ 0(.10(3 :: 0 (3.6)

oZ 10(",0(3 ;; - f3 /r

If the roots are all real, then by (305) U;;O and it follows

from the first and last eqJations of (3,6) that one root is nega-

tive and two are positive. Now suppose that the roots are not all

real, so o(:;:: f' t ~ i ' 0(3 ~ P - ~ i

Then

0( (h..-t o'.i..)= - /3/i ~ r ~. /Y
.2cxl p + (p'3+i~)= 0

(3,7)

(3,8)

Equation (3.7) shows that 0( I 4 0 and then (3,8) shows that

l ~ o. Thus in either case, two of the roots represent solu-

tions which decay as X t and the other root represents a solution

which decays as )l.l. Thus in contrast to the inertial case one

has solutions which decay to a uniform flow as X t whatever the



sign of U. , but if
, I

j J~ (27 '):/:6 y~~ 11V ;, .,,-",~. / Y -. ;;,. l- i the decay is oscillatory

If F L,c i the solutions repn"scnt slowly damped standing waves on

a basically west to east f ow. In general it is necessary to solve

the cubic nll~erically to deter:1tiine P
I

and g , but if
Q

,4 y~ ~ -t I
U'

one can easily show that

i -:( A ) ~ ?
, \ /) t ;; .i

'(~l) (309)

A graph of i and l as functions of u. ) obtained from the numer~

ical solution of the eubic) is given in Figure 1, where the values

Y .. 107 and l3 .. lO~13 were adopted.

Dro Fofonoff has suggested that a model of ocean circula-

tion in a rectangular basin might be constructed which had a basic

east to west flow in its southern half and basic west to east flow

with superimposed damped Rossby waves in its northern half. The

existence of exact solutions of damped Rossby wave type is, encour-

aging and in the next see tion a model with this idea as its basis

is constructed.

4. A model of ocean circulation

In this section the wind-driven circulation in a rectan-

gular basin of uniform depth is considered. The wind w(~) is
d.windependent of X and -e .. 0 when y .. 0 and when y .. L' (the

axes are orientated as in S 2) 0

On eliminating the pressure terms from (2.8) and (2.9)

one finds that one must solve the equation



"" '" '"¡,~,." ') ~'t i¡
~ .J (\7?' ìl\- C 1f _9 (V ?'W) +(3 !f-It:: ~ -r y' r¡ , ir
ô ~ ò-t L ) 3 ~ a ~ (J ;: cV~

with the boundary conditions

(401)

1; dì.l::O 01. x.::o, x:.L'3Y
..

ì() ~ ~ 0
d ':

2i
problem posed by (4,1), (4,2) and (4.3) is, of

(4,,2)

IJ
ä :; OJ

I

y:; L
(;

(4.3)

The

course, quite intractable and, as described in the introduc-

tion, two types of approximation have, in previous work. been

made, namely, to neglect the viscous term on the right-hand

side of (4.1) or to neglect the non-linear 'terms on the left-

hand side 0 Now the damped Rossby waves which are the basis of

Dr" Fofonoff i s suggestion for model for ocean circulation arise

only through the interaction of viscous and inertia forces, so

that an approximation which neglec ts either cannot possibly repro-

duce them" Thus any scheme of approximation which is arrived at

exploring the above suggestion must retain the inertia terms in

some form or other. An obvious choice is the Oseen approxima-

tion in which the non'~ linear terms LA · \l u. are replaced by

\f. 7 ~ where 11 is a constant vector field. In the present- - -
case 11 is taken to be a uniform east to west flow 17 and the

Oseen equation is

- V i (íl':1J) -r (S dlJ = d. w + yo \1~1J.d~ Ò~ ~ (4.4)

It is further assumed that the y derivatives of 1V are everywhere

smaller than the x derivatives (so that the only boundary layers



occur on the western a~d eastern continental boundaries) and

then (4.4) become s

"
~ ' ~ dLV cL

-- U ò x3 T l- -c ~.

"" ~ .
o 'LV

1"" Y' ~~~--
OX-,if

(¿+o5)

If the wind s tress is VI"" - vI/a CI/J íT 1/'~., and one
~

"" r'l 'ÎI'-
writes if.. if ,¡ ~ one notes that (4.3) are autornati-

l.
cally satisfied and th,:i the y dependence factors out leaving

k ~-u :: '1 +(3 ~ ::OJ. ex-
\//0_11

\ Ii-

ó"l4f'ly---
, ' 'd;L 't

(4.6)

with the boundary condi tions

-i *J ~~~:: 0 ern X. ~ DJ X:: L (4.7)

The solution of (4,6) is

"líT :3 _(\,x
1V "":: vv 0 I X + L ALe l. + AßL.' ~;I 0 (4,8)

where A~ are constants and ) , are the roots of the cubic~

.3 2-yÌi-U~+!3=O (4.9)

It will be noted that, (4.9) is identical with the cubic

(3,3) obtained for the exact solutions of ~ 3, so that the dis-

cussion of the nature of the roots given there may be carried

over. There are thus two cases to consider.

Case 1, LJ ~ (41 ) 1613 VJ r - :l/J

In this case there are two positive roots ).1' il:z say

and one negative root, ~3 0 The boundary conditions (4.7) lead

to the equations
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Ao +A¡ +A';-tA3 ~ 0 "~
"

~ - Ìi,A¡ - Ì"'lA:i - 7-3A:i :: 0 "-~'"

A vi iTl. . A -)'1 L A -),'4 L.A -7'3 LO + ~ + ie +:¿e + Je .:: 0Æl'
vIiï "\ A -\L. 11 -;\:iL A -)'3L
ßL! - /1,' 1 e - ),')1-2. e - ÌI,,.e :: 0

The solution of this system is greatly simplified if À, L)

(4.10)

À.i L) -X) L ;:? 1 , (so that the boundary layer thick-

nesses are small compared to the breadth of the basin) and

in this case one finds that

*" Wo IT lx (Ìi ),3L t À,,-Ìi3) 0 -).1;0 ( Ì\ i ~J L + 1\ -~))e- Î.,2Xî¡=- + '- tljL' /o'j(Ì-¿-ri,) Ì\3(Ì\1-).;.

+ ~ e ~3 (L - x) _ L _ -i LÀ3 .;.3 J (4.11)

As in the Hunk solution the eastern boundary layer is

"invisiblell, since the term giving rise to it is 0 (L1Ìi ) of
J

the other contributions to ìV* near X = L .

Case 2: u ~ (~)V3ß Yi y- -26

In this case the roots are Ì\i :1=+ L t ~;i=f-~i

and /i '3 L () ,where f;; O. Thus the general solution

(4.8) may be written

VI,) 7Ix AI l -px¡iril: - + t A e ~ q)('f ß L' 0 i D
i -/OX AI -ì,3X+ Ai e wn ~x + 3 e '(4.12)

and assuming that l L) - ',~ L :; ~ 1 the solution is



t¡"':= We ïi rX + (L +.f )e -p~ ø: + (- ~, + P-;~ -;..)e -r"XS-Jf C1¡X(j~1' "3 I) u 1) q?3 v
_ L - i. + L e Ì\.'(L.-X) \.Ì\3 II; J (4.13)

The flow near the eastern boundary is 8imi lar to the previous

case, but the flow in the western half consists of damped

oscillations.

So far nothing has been said about the choice of 11

in the Oseen equation. Now the actual x-component of velocity

in the mid-ocean is easily found to be - Wo -i C- (Jl)'(L -)()
/. ., L

and this is from east to west if i. c: i L and from west to east(. .i
i

if ~ ;; ~ L ~ that is to say east to west in the southern

half a~d west to east in the northern half 0 Thus it is tempting

to take for U not a constant but a function of y say

U=+u~~o L (40 l4)

which has the same y variation as the actual x-component of flow.

If one refers back to the derivation one sees that (4.11) and (4.13)

will still satisfy (4.6) even if the \ are functions of y (since

longer satisfies the condition

this equation) but the solution no

d -iÎ1(~ = 0 on y - O. y = L'. This
the bpundary conditions. However

there are no y derivatives in

is not a serious violation of

the extent to which (4.4) can be regarded as a model of the Navier-

Stokes equations is in doubt if U varies, for possibly 
effects of

importance are suppressed when the terms involving derivatives of

u (y). which would arise in a systematic approximation, are omitted.
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Inclusion of these terms would greatly complicate the problem

and it seems worthwhile to study the present heuristic model

before attempting a more reaListic model c, To this end the

basic cubic has been . ¡ numerically for a sing 1 e value of Yosoive,.

An eddy viscosi ty y"" 107 was chosen as it se~med to

yield reasonab Ie daipi ng for the waves 0 The values of p and i

obtained are shown in Figure one 0 It is noticeable that P

the damping, decreases rapidly as U becomes more negative 
0 Thus

the Rossby waves, which are damped out after one or two maxima

near the middle of the basin, penetrate for much greater distances

in the northern quarter of the basin, Thus the streamlines will

be oscillating in the northern portiono Farther south the main

flow will be confined to a boundary layer near the wall, though

an outer region of reversed flow, rather like that in Munk' s (1950)

solution, will develop as the middle of the basin is approached,

Velocity profiles for the north~soüth velocity are shown for two

latitudes in Figures two and Figure three, for the case of U~-
-110 cm sec When ~ ILl is equal t.o 0.33 viscous sub-layer is

very marked. the velocity reaching its maximum quite close to the

boundary, When ~/L · 0,55 the character of the profile has

changed completely, It is now oscillatory and dev~ations from

geostrophic flow extend farther into the ocean. Fqr larger values
i

of y many more oscillations will appear, and the d~viations from

geostrophic flow will extend right across the ocean basin. This

indicates that a larger value of Y might perhaps have been more
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appropriate. Unfortunately a full examination of the flow

patterns when U" and 'r' are varied is rather laborious and

the work is not complete at the time of writing.

It is a pleasure to record my gratitude to

Dr. N. Fofonoff, Dr. A. Robinson, Profo H. Stommel, Dr. G.

Veronis and Dr. P. Welander for their valuable comments on.

the work I have described.
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The equation to be considered is
::

. F~ I/! F-'" I 1.- 'i ç -111 .T ;: -r' -IJ (1)

with the boundary conditions

F't(o) ::F*(D)-: 0, (2)

F*'I-1/ tt x* ~ 00 (3)

where upper sign gives equation for western boundary and the

lower sign gives equation for easter.n boundary. It will be

shown that in the latter case (1) has no solution which

satisfies (3) 0

Let F ~ .-)( "' + ~

so that 3 * ~ 0 as X 1l -7 00.

Then 3 must satisfy the equation

as x*~ 00 (4)

:t 5(3) = 23(1) - X * Ô (~)~ (5)

where second order terms in 3. have been omitted.

h :: q (i) one has finally
..

I (2).+ v h (1_) "h - ".
h ~ ~ - y on western boundary

h (;¡~ '1'* h (I)+;¿ h = 0 on eastern boundary

If

(6)

(7)

First, consider (6). If

h ('1"):: k (X.lt).vF (- ~ ~ ,¡~), (8)

th~n K satisfies



,i:

"' v ( *:2\ /02: \ J. "\ I __ _L 'x' i K (V) 0

df".-:i -r l~.: +-2 - 4 I' .J. i, ::

whose general solution is

(9)

K - A "-', (\I. *'\ P D / ~ *' \\ - .J-3 \1' J + _....~, í",) ,X, )) (10)

where A, B are constants and D is the parabolic cylindern

function (Whittaker and WatEon 1958). Now as y -" 00 for

I 0. Y' (A LA I .. 3~ íT
d "J

"3

"' /) - ~,/ 'n-i h L ~ "'J e Ll l~ " (11)

and, on using this result one finds that

-x*?- _'i 7--- l\ -. '* *'
h ""e :i X oi X M X. --00, (12)

the first term being the unique acceptable solution at 00 .

Now consider (7). If

h * ( )() = K (X *)..p t + -i X '* :i J ' (13)

then K satisfies

(c. K + f2-++ - -fX ~'~J K - 0)
cb* :i ~ 'i

(14)

whose general solution is

K=A..-i (x*) 
+ :BD_3 (x*). (15)

Hence, one has

'i .. o; ~ *-3
h (¡X Cre ~X J

neither of which is acceptable as ;1*-1 00. Thus (1) has no

solution which satisfies (3) when the lower sign is taken,
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App~nd i~

The cubic to be examined is

-: ':
Y Dí- .--- l) ex -¡ /3 == 0 (1)

and

.) t) -, ~c( --0.""+ ¿¿ "" 0y ,~
i

:; ( ') '~3 /)
K :: - -'-. \ +~

3 '( ;' .2r

K ' LJ0(= I.-r-(J j y

(2)OJ:

Let (3)

(L¡ )

Then (2) is reduced to the standard form

where

Lj3+2 :: 3 r'~ )
-L f d _ /JL)3'L-1hP-qr')Z'-r \3'( J

(5)

(6)

The roots of (5) as functions of p are tabulated by Jahnke

and Emde (1945).

Let u
X :: .3'( 'ì a. = g-

:i "(
x.'a

p= (a.-x3)~

(7)

Then (8)

The graph of p as a function of x is sketched below.

If P ¿ i the cubic has. two conjugate complex roots

and one negative root and, from the sketch, this is true if

( . )~a.I/:;
X¿ ...: , (9)

which is equivalent to (3.5) of the text.
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aegative root and, froa ~he sketch, this 18 true 1f
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X ¿(~) a. , (9)

which is equivalent to (3.5) of the text.



Circulation in a Rectangular Basin

deriveò from a Source and Sink ModeJ

by

Mart in Hark

1. It has been pointed out that a model with distributions

of sources and sinks can be made equivalent to a wind stress

distribution as far as the motion in the deep frictionless

layer is concerned. The non-uniformity of wind stress causes

a convergence or divergence within the Ekman-layer, and that

is again associated with a vertical transport.

The Ekman layer is very thin compared to the vertical

scale of the geostrophic currents. It reaches down to a depth

D where the frictional forces are negligible. On the assump-

tion that within this layer there is a balance between the

Coriolis force and the wind stress, Charney found a relation-

ship between the wind stress and the vertical Ekman transport.

The equations are o ~ -+ -+
i f ( K X V)f d. ~ = 17-1)

o

-I (%' +~~)~h '" -DW=-Wc

(1)

(2)

which gives ~-+ -
WE = K" \7 X +r

vv~ is equivalent to ~t~ in the source and sink model. If

we consider a wind-stress distribution with only an x--component

(3)



as a function of y alone we obtain:

V'íE ~
Ò r \

î'- ( ---;. )
O(. "Pj' /(j ,

(4)

Since the geostrophic currents

, d b dlî -iapDroximate 'y ~ ~ n, CI"t l
are nsmall ~

then gives a

can be

.
A constant /

wind stress distribution:

r' t- . LT.;fj I r- n '1 J
.. '-.. (, (; .. (.5 )

We will now consider the circulation in a closed

basin according to the restrictions;

1. Steady motion

2. Constant densi ty, f = 1

30 Uniformly

~ .--at = r¿

raising or lowering of the surface

= const,

4. Constant mean depth, H const.

The equations are:

u.'ux + V),) '; -f-V = - f'x + f r.

M 11 + II/".l' ~ + j-AJ := - t ~ +- Jr.

rr:= ~('l-~)

(6)

(7)

(8)

u.x + ~ + i.i? :: 0 (9)

Assuming geostrophy in the interior and integrating

from bottom to surface we obtain:

. d
-fV=-aH*, (10)



,¡ I' £rLr!,;: '-SH"-+ vl. Ô LA~ d (11)

Ux +~0'~ -~r¿ .ii
where 11 "_1'u d r and V" _.( 'id r

( 12)

(13)

By cross-differentiating and using the continuity

equation we find:

v-= 1. iiß

Ux :: - ~ ~

(14)

(lS)

which integrates to give

U:; -;L '2X + G (~) (16)

If l. and ¡, are func tions of it and ~ alone we

get with high degree of accuracy:

(17)

v (18)

Solving for 7 we find:
· t:¡ f f

"7 = "h'H X - I b (#)d.~ (19)

Now we will apply these solutions to a rectangular

basin. We can satisfy boundary conditions at one boundary.

1. .u = 0 at western boundary.
.

~:: - ~X /V:i f-A7l (20)



- t¡-

I' ::

. t::.
)"¡ ti.'" x

ß3H--
(21)

I 1. .l "" 0 at eastern bou.ndary.

.. ~ 'l
;: - H (X - a.) "¡¡ :.

. (2

-r:= II¥"F (X -l )
iJ

.: i
~~ (22)

(23)

Subject to I and II there are four types of flows

to consider.

6 ~",::--"
I

I
..

.
Source: -r)i 0

It In order to satisfy "

boundary conditions at

, eastern boundary we must

.. ~
ci introduce a boundary cur...'!

rent. The assumed bound-

ary flow is dotted. This flow is possible if the absolute

vorticity is conserved along the stream-lines. Near the

boundary the relative vorticity f is approximately given by

J = vx ~t is negative and increasing along the stream-

line while f is decreasing so ! + f can remain constant.

Later on we will give this point a mathematical treatment.
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.31. OK.

.
""-t /'.¿ ',~

í ~\ "",31
~ /11

'--._-- j i I-- i-- / I--'J

III Source
.

'Z )0 0

:t¿~)l
J

III
.

Sink 17.. 0l
I

(~~~~

In this case the absolute vorticity

1. s ii()t conserved a long the dot ted

1 ines because both
I'

.¡
í

-.
and J are

increasing in the flow direction.

By the same argument as earlier we

can see that it is impossible to

have a strong boundary current.

This flow is possible and it

will be treated mathematically.

Now we have ruled out the cases 12 and III and we will consider

the two cases li and 112 in more detail.



The easterr, and westen: b,~~nd~E:i currents.

In this treatmet:t ~,,e '"Jill neglect the viscous terms.

It is possible to join the inertial solution with the inertial-

viscous solution in the very thin layer near the wall.

Using equations (6) and (7) and cross-differentiating

we ge t :

J.Õd;t (5 +1)t /V~ (5 +f): 0
d

(24)

where t = -v -..(j and where we have neglected frictional

tenns.

In order to have a stream function to work with, we

now redefine 1/.

i,r ~ /)'*- li (25)
f3H

Then we have ,L y. + ~:t = 0 and,l = - g if and 11*: ~~

Since )1í'*;;~ I~~ I in the boundary i~yer. we obtain from

equa.tion (24):

\,141 + f -= R( t¡) (26)

which is the equation of conservation of potent,ial vorticity.

In the interior the relative vorticity is zero and

we have:

t =- rr (ty),)
(27)

fi
?f ~~ . il

ßH (28)

From these we obtain, since
~* = d(¡"¿A. ax (29)



Li./ ,.-i Ie

:;

13' H

/ i'"(" + K i\.'" \;

a.nd 1? ( lr,:)' ~ ,§ ,J-L_ ~,;,
-:~;--r..~ /x + k)'Á.(l' - ('1)

For the case with boundary layer at eastern wall K = 0

and since X :: 0. near the boundary vie get the equation to

so 1 ve : ~ (jH f\l tt _b!-;- If :: -:!.? a _A
We can now dimensional ize by putting t.-= LtIJ

(32)

i

;r:.~Q,
'"

yl~:; 'a. j :.J;f

- ~a. J
il -: jJ H- J we get

Dividing through by I, and choosing

,'\ A ""2. ç:i L¡ - l¡ -: - f (33)
_ :27

where ¿ -: -- and using data from actual ocean basin vie
l3H i-

-4find £. "" 10 .

We know that in the boundary layer there must be a

balance between the two first terms in the equation (33) and

it is natural to assume that the changes in II are greater

normal to the boundary than along the flow. If we can neglect
",

i. !J :J

A
relative to If xx

'"
we then have that tpx.x must be of

order E -1. ryl¡ c~ fPutting If - = c- ) we get'" A '"
'lf t - 'f -: - J. (34)

The boundary layer solution isA Ý '"
lt :AL!j')"¿ +f

and subject to the condition that r = 0 must be a streamline



~".

which we take to be ~ = 0 we obtain:

,,' -', , l
y'! __ ~~ (i--,()

oJ

With dimensions;

IfÉ ß .=.

, /
'Í')o:i n -'- .0. 'l V'; i I
----",-''' I ' -,ßH \.

- V-; ì( - a.

;; ,...- )
.... a.

Here ,.¡e can replace (l by Æ: since /( ~ a. in the

boundary layer.

, f. _~X-a2nX r € '-J1.'.: _.!..._.- ." L J - -t a.
/3H

(35)

This stream func tion is valid both in the boundary

layer and in the interior, The velocities are given by

.L -=
~ _ 2~ X r +-€-~ c;: 7- d!j - - H LI-.l .J

~ ( _~ t-O-a If _ fiL _ 2 '?.., r i - P + £. a.J
dX- 7iH- ,4HL-5. /l

. ~ ( -~ £-Ll..;(~
~"' ., ¿: A (AßHa.

,,- -.. -

The velocity along the wall is about one hundred times bigger

than the velocity in the interior.

In the same way we can solve the equation for the

western boundary layer, The equation is:

i Â" "-
2. \l~ 4J - 4J :I -:f:i .s ..where ¿ :. and S ': - n .,4 H 0. ,

The solution for ~ is: IL
-~ X

'lW8 " ~St f L i-.. - 'l -¡ J



Here w\~ can t'eplac2 a. by (ct - X) in order- to have a

solution for the whole basin.

y/ :: ~-s-._( C?~-._?;2. j r i - ~l/:3H -
~_. ;1; X-7a _J

The velocities are

-~ X
:2S(a..xl r -( !Ia,7-f:= -~-..H- L i -,l J-~~ -~

1r-:: - :25f~ r.. -1-£ a.)+ :2s(a.-0f¡ -E. t(3H LJ. (JH
The current along the northern boundary.

Since J = b is a boundary the flow must be along the

northern boundary. The equations for the inertial flow are
;iií¡?:: .~ '. ....1.... .. _. .'..,\~

f-u = - ~~)
~~ + ø'? F(ll)

~!#with ,u z 3
d

(36)
.;,'- -"'~

~
~.:j

(37)

COMbined, these give

-f a; f+ f i¡ - ß f I¡ d:;" F(iI)

In the interior the square of velocity is negligible

(38)

compared to ~ ~'t ' so we have approximately:

d r¿t' = F (ifi)
In order to have a stream func tion we can redefine ~ .

.

.A ': A. .. - ¥
¡. Ýl

~. = ~ H X.
for the flow with eastern boundary layer and



lu, _ +~ (X-i-'\ for the fJ.o\V\vith westernIt, - /.)1 ...;
For the last case

boundary layer.

'ò If..' -lJ '
u. ':.-- -'" - _J- (t- - a. )Ò;j H ~,

cases we have å 1.¿ 0: j ~'In both

F(lt~) ~ f tl

Equation (38) then yields

I (dll'?- ~f
"2 2 d- ) - /5 'F dd -: 0 (39)

plying by

Taking the derivative with respect to ~ and multi-

~ -
ÒU gives

~ (dll)~ .& -15 If dll :. 0di a~~ df
This equation can be integrated to give

J ( d lJ).3 I .. )-' - - - A fI = Q (X:3 Ò!: :; I'"
It is here more convenient to use e =: b-J as a

and f d 1/1 :: Pi (¡)
~ ê) =0

new variable. If we take tF = 0 for g :: 0

we have

A
ëJ 41 . (I .l ~J 11
de': ).1 L - :;.u 3 ll, i (40)

/'
-,- --

The mass transport into the left-hand

'\- : i'~II!
¡/

11
i

side of AB minus the amount which goes

B

into raising the surfacL' through in-

terior flow is ¡r ¿ . This mass has to

leave as boundary transport ~ .

T: :-nbx + fori X-.. ( ß f(b)~ ~
,ß



,L -

From equation (LtO) "7-L,a
'')-1éì.-1" L'

...,-. ('-I

1'3

Since T¡ ~~

:: (_¡ t( b~!l-~ l'~ ~ßH:J .J

i"A.. ,:.
,

~
(Xi ):T

,,,here at i
-i- I -4
",) 1l k 0

With this infonnation we can see from equation

(40) that the solution does not give a narrow boundary cur-

rent but rather a broad flow which affects the whole interior

flow, and the assumptions we made are then violated.

We can approximate the solution by putting

òl¡ r ¡S IU?i
de ~ "u,l- - ~ U¡J .. .J

llb =¡;~_I-t~ !;¿_ Ie¡6 ~ AA1
The velocity along the wall is

u.¿
l,J

~ ~l 4 ,.. e
tLA.j

broader as it approaches the easternThe flow is getting

boundary.

*' . -"-

.r,:~
\

For the flow along the northern

wall fed by the western boundary

current we have the same equa-
,

tion to solve.

"''l _ r- - .Jß ~J~
"I - ALl. (X) t! ~..(¡c)3 Ij

By equating transports we get



-()..2 :: tX i (0. - x. Yr'

with the same
~¿.

al. -. 5. 1 0 '
I

The flows obtained can be sketched

_. -.' -- " ."/l'fey I)I~/ r. --'-~. -_. -. ". -. I

/" -_. -- ~.., -" .. \\ ~ ~.,:\" --~~~'~j--.--
The northern current has to get thinner as the

flow is diverging in order to conservate the absolute vorticity.

The viscous-inertial boundary layer.

We want to study the effect of the viscous forces

upon the eastern and western boundary current. And we will

join the solution in terms of the stream function with the

interior form of 'f near the boundaries.

~, = il f (X)t ¡3H rl .

Equations (6), (7) and (8) are in terms of ~

4) d lt)' ~ - Ilx i. U d - J ll x:: - r t. - K H r?, ~ 41 ~

fli- Lp"t ~ -ll~ t.)()( - f ~)~ -: - r ~ .. K ¡. n; '2W)C

r- = 3 (~- 12)

We non-dimensionalize by putting:



¡ j "

- /\
l- -= If Lf

¡

X ;: coe ;j,. ::." i.i,- :. i
(j

r ;-
713o.¡

K_ "\
Î'!~ ;: Y) 17" l L

ç QrzL-. =.._
(po.?) :i

We choose ¡¡:: J~ and in temH'i of parameters

\- K
o :: ~ the equations are:

/3Q)

z.(~ Lp -~ tl )-j! 4);: --lli--C) v...!f~,.~ t- y~ ,')I ~x. i ~

and

'f (41)l LPt~- 4i~ tly.)- J a~:; -1~ + d Vi:i LtX

where hats and primes are omitted.

The e'stimated values of t: and d from typical data

are: ~ A- -5
10

For 10 ¿ l) ¿ 103 m2 sek -1 :;: 5-10-8 ¿ á ~ 5' 10-6

In order to have derivatives of the same order in both direc-

tions we must stretch X coordinate

X :: Ó'k t

Cross-differentiating equations gives when obvious small

terms are dropped

-.2~
~l fY'í lft~-~~~'iJt + I/¡ ~

1- 3h!

¡ llif r

t.t includes the l3 effect. If the term on the right-hand side

1
is of the same order of magni tude, then ~ = 3' It fol lows

that /l = f J -~ lies between 1 and 10-1. Integrating once we

get:

;¡ Cipr 'fr ~ -Ii~ljr rJ + i¡ " Ifm + eo (~)

Assuming separability tp ='X L r) Yand taking C l~) ~



" 14 =

c.) Y we obtain

Y i.i .. const .. 0(
o

Ycx (x 
i 

':_X X") +X ::XI//+ C,
/i ~

Here we can try the solution X. .. A + Be

Cfoodng A .. C¡ we see tb.at the roots of Ìt are given by

the cubic equation

À :J + 'R À 2. - I :: 0 where ft = Ci r- C ¡

There are 3 cåseSLo consider:
. -~

1. f( :/3(4) À real
i

Ã.13=C-:Ld.
¡

where C": 0

2. R - 3(4)-~

3. R. :: 3(4)- Y,

À1': ).2: -iR )3:'~ R.

Ì\ \ ¿ 0 ~~¿ 0 À3 ~ 0

an the root 8 are real.

Siace the differential equat10a is Don-linear we cam-

not coabine the solutions to satisfy all the boundary condit1OQa.

But we have aa exact solution which satisfies the coaitiOD,(- 0

at the eastera or western bowdary. If we write Y; with diaen'"

sioas aiain an BAtch the bo~dary solution with the iaterior

solution we hae:

~ -

~ '" :i~i J. C-l,J L'-tIl~J
¡ V)-x

~
aa J. -; - ci as westera bodary an



15 ~

. Y:
t( (3 r ,c.::~ and~ a. :: Ct... as eastern houndary.

-,
Negative r.oots of it give a boundary solution as

western boundary and PQ6'iti:,ie roots of .À satisfy the eastern

boundary solution. It follows that we only have a damped

wave solution for tåe flow along western boundary.

ft _- r -~ :i -n '0% f ( '" - 'rVL 0 .. ""i M. () "Jlv
a.ßH

and we see that we can have e1 ther of tae 3 cases according

to tàe assumed value of J .

Notation..

T

f ..

1
.
~ ..

H

wind stress

(3 ~ t- l' 0 CarioUs parameter

variation of surface from the mean depth

fl
mean depth

Sizes of tJie parameter.s.

Q. . 6.- SOOO km .. 5.10 m

b r. 3000 km .. 3.106m

.
-'1

'1
l" 1 eml day .. 10 .1 see

H "- 400.
(J rv 4.10",12 .-1

-1see

f "' 10"'5

10 ./sec
2

~
~
- ..2
I' ,. 10 .
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Interaction of Mean and Fluctuating Fields in

Turbulent Thermal- Convec tiOD

by

S, Nagarajan

1. Introduction

The non-linear interac tions associated wi th the

turbulent motion of fluids may be divided into two classes:

interaction of fluctuating field quantities among themselves

and interaction between fluctuating and mean field quantities.

In isotropic turbulence, the mean fields vanish, and only the

fluctuating-fluctuating interaction remains. In turbulent trans-

port problems. however, the interaction between the mean fields

and the fluctuating fields plays a crucial role.

The aim of the present investigation is to obtain

some insight into the mathematical structure of the interaction

between mean and fluctuating fields for the problem of turbulent

thermal convection in the Boussinesq approximation at very high

Prandtl number. The reason for taking the high Prandtl number

case is that the coupled equations for the temperature and velocity

fields may then be reduced to a single scalar equation for the

temperature field alone.

We make the fami liar (but artificial) assumption of

free boundary conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of a lay~r

of fluid of infinite horizontal extent which is heated from below 0



.. 2 '.'

Then we express the dynamical equations in terms of a Fourier

decomposition of the deviation of the temperature field from

the constant-gradient field which would exist in the absence of

convection. We make a division of the total dynamical interaction

of the Fourier modes into the mean-field-fluctuating-field inter-

action and fluctuating field s~lf-interaction mentioned above.

The dynamical justification given for this division is that both

types of interaction individually conserve an integral quantity

which is formally ànalogous to energy. We then explore the struc-

ture of the mean-field-fluctuating-field interaction by seeking

exact (non-perturbative) solutions for the steady-state behavior

of truncated systems consisting of only a few of the Fourier

modes. Very little in the way of final results have been obtained

so far. The purpose of this preliminary report is principally to

present the motivation of the study and the method of formulating

the problem.

2. Equations of the Problem

Following Boussinesq, we write the equations for the

local temperature T(~ i t) and velocity 16 (~l t) of the fluid as

~+(y.vi)~ == -;ø\7t+O(T-'t)-k+))V'~Ji) (1)
~ +(U-iv) T= K V'~ 1; (2)òtand \l' u. -= 0) (3)..

where fo is the mean density, Y is the kinematic viscosity,



:¡J

t is the pressure, k. the thermometric conductivity and

o JI 0(3, with D( the coefficient of linear expansion of the/\
fluid and ~ the acceleration due to gravity, The symbol k

v

represents a unit vector in the vertical 2 dir.ection, The

medium is assumed to be homogeneous and to extend to infinity

in the horizontal direction., It has the dimension :D in the

vertical. This geometry of the problem, together with the

basic asymetry in the vertical direction due to the imposed

temperature difference T - Tbottom top ..
110.J, suggests

that we introduce variables which make clear the distinction

between the quantities associated wi th the vertical and hori-

zontal directions 0 Therefore we write
/\

U= Vj-k+Fi
'" ""(f:: ltU-+JV
/\~+,,(j

. \1':: It ~ J o~

i- ~ =- - Po è - ìf

X.: p - 0;50 2 ~.2

(4)

where v. and ~ are the velocities of the fluid in the X and *

directions and 11 is the deviation of the temperature field

from the constant-gradient profi le which would exist in the

absence of convection 0

In terms of the new variables, the equations of

mot ion are



L~

~;¡- -'.Ou __ -l \71 X ..:v ivtf - w.: :¡ - /(f. í7 ¡) ¡;-ãt - Po v i Or: l Y j v )
~f= -f; ~~ +yn~W -êPli. - tAj ~~ -(Cf'\l')lA)¡

~t:, Kv~ìY - w ~ - (rr.v~ïl -PO w ,
'"

(VJ.~) + ~~::O

(5)

(6)

(7)

and (8)

The term in equation (7) containing the constant

gradient ¡So represents a driving term for the r-fieldo Our

separation of the role of the mean-gradient part from the

remainder of the temperature field leads to some useful conser-

vation properties, as we shall see short ly.

We non-dimensionalize according to the transformations

(Xi ji :i) -- D (X, ~i e)

t -~ '(;0 D2 (t)

If -- 1'0 D (y)

(9)

with

and

Grashoff number G = DIf-l ,80

)J :i

Rayleigh number ,l = '(130 DI(

K .y

Prandtl number d- = :YR -
vii(

(lO)

We will restrict ourselves to the large Prandtl number

case and neglect all terms involving Gr compared to terms invol-

ving À. In this case the equations of motion become

/ -aX ,----+\!W-ì¥=O(0 Õ~ -
_ * íJ'X + v'"cr = 0

(11)

(12)



5

.~r +(a-. \t)'¥ + IN ~:: - v-' + ~t \j:J r
/. i f') '"l.V
07'v+~~,:"~o

(D)

(14)

We shall specialise on the case of free-free bout)".

daries and shall expand W, (f, X and ìl in suitable F'ourier

series in a box of non=dimensional size ~ (~ L~) in the hori-

zontal direction and unity in the vertical direction_

will ultimately be interested in the limit (e~ CO.)ø ~ . ß
,.( ) i. '" " -- (... ) ih 7l.yÕ til. ¡ rJ t :: g L L. cr !:. ¡ t i Q. m rr T: e - ~ ,d "' mal !!:r:!\.c 00 ' D.(. ) 'Ç" f iT~ -,-yu)\X'NJ~l ::-LL- L- Caf1~?!¡t)wr rr7T? e ...-)

-L 11::1 !:d:1(' GP~. -i'k y
ì. \.X ¡ U J 'í, t) = ~ 2. ¿ lj (1? J t) Q/ yt ìí 2 e i i.... ~ )J ~ tn=i 1'\=1 Y1 ..

A("l,~,2:i-):st! i. 'XYri~)t) ~mrr~ e;r~l..i)
vn:i ~i\,.

where

We wri te

(We

(15)

~ ,.
r-= L7-+~~.

With these substitutions, we get from equations (11-14)

where

- o(~ cÇ (1;¡ t) -: ¡ TT ~ Xiv C ok, t:)

-Q(-:Wrnl~¡l:)= lt (~Jt) -n1IT ~iCi/)

-t' ír ~ · ~ Y' C~) t" ') + m iT Wi"J 1.) t) :. D

,.'J_('" -li.)_,')I. _-.m +.,? I

From these we can eliminate Xtr (~l ) to find

w~(~,t)=- rr'"k-; -t~ C!JC)

wm&L-)= -.trr 't-J)rn rr~m (~¡ C ) j

(16)

(17)
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Substituting equations (15) and (17) into equation (13) we get

for the Fourier coefficient 11( (t) t) the equation

(cL + eX'" _ J:("lc 1.) ~ (A I- \
\ -c ~ eX '+ / fY ~, ' )

:= 12. íT'-k'rl¿ ~ ~-m'h "lm, (k~t)lftr_ml(1-f)::)
T 1£' -- ~t_1 o(lf

- Z- ~ M &':~i~ l¥rn' C~'i L-) ì.fri '_~ (~- ~'¡ l;)
ri':rnti 0(

_ ~ mli+m'fi '\ii (~I è')W (k-ki t)J-1 (18)
L i if 'r'm' \ .. i 'm m 1 \. - ,. JÌl'rl 01 t

Equation (18) is the exact equation in the Boussinesq approxi-

mation for thermally-driven turbulence at high Prandtl numbers.

3~ Interaction through the Mean Field

i

The f S can be divided into two categories 1) the

1V~ ~ir), which corresponds to zero horizontal wave numbers, and

2) the Y'f (~jL-) llt~ ' corres.ponding to non-zero horizontal wave

numbers. The ~~(O) 5 are horizontally-averaged mean temperature

deviations from the constant gradient. On the basis of this

division we can rearrange the interaction terms between the ~s

into two categories:

l) A mode 1. L t) interac ting'" ..
a mean field mode Vrt" (0) .

with another mode ~I (It) through

We call this the mean-fluctuating

interaction or the interaction through the mean field (MF). In

particular, the diagonal interaction of îpl"l~) wi~h itself (cor-

responding to m' · m and m".. 2m) is inc luded here.

2) A mode ¥l',.l () interac ting with another mode Vm (~) through

a third mode -iJ~I/)(Æ,A/; andR"1 ('). We call this the fluctuating-



fluctuating interac tion,

This division of the interactions of the "'\t.$ into

the MF and FF categories is mutually exclusive and hence we

can write down dynamically consistent equations of motions for

the uriS with aither MF or the FF inter.actions discarded. For

the case where only FF interactions are retained, the equations

are the same as equation (18) with only a further restriction

on the sumation over j¿ which exc ludes .l - O. The case with~- -
only MF interac tions retained is given by

( cl + ci'" _ ìTi~:¡ì (~ ~), èI t; Ì\ ---) ~I ~ 1 ~ ,

= _Sf? 'l r¿-i (l-hi' 1/f (lY t) ìV (0 1:)
II ~'=i ol"/ "im' "'...' 'frrøml J

of ¿ r~:~ VM, &li t) 1l1.ff (0, r)
rn I:: rn~i

- Yi~' m :,~' ì.~i(~i b) Y~+rt1 (OJ t) J

(19)

and

( d. '( '1 íi ).) ) _ it f¡ a rr-i ~ i (! / ) V:ry, (~):-)
r--+ -- lP (Oit -Ð¿m~ 4- o('lfu.t À i' 'C K . ~J

"-

_ ~ 'Llf'l (&¡ t:) ìY~l_m L~it") _ ~ ll'f (~, to) 1¡m +ri,c~,~ )JL oL''' Yf':¡ ",' If
'l':IY+\

The similarity of equations (19) and (20) and, though

less apparent. of equation (18) to the equations of coupled

oscillators is suggestive, The fluctuating field equations with

either MF, FF or the complete interactions exhibit an effective

01" rr'L"
viscous damping = - - -4 -;)) (-h) which may be positiveÀ eX"T 'f
or negative, If all these damping terms were zero, there would
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be neither dissipation nor input 0 The mean field equations

also have damping terms. but they ar€ always positive (dissi-

pative). In the absence of all these dissipative terms. these

equations would show the conservation properties,

I~OO 00 Ld. (fl\''-
d. t ~I ~ +1\ "Yry \. oj) J -: 0.. ,-

(l-iF

(21)

and FF both retained)

4t r~ 11(co) + fY"",C1¡JnJ :0 (22)
(only MF retained)

and

g f1, t i (1J", (-ki)' J = 0 (23)
(only FF retained).

Thus in the absence of dissipation, a quantity

which is analogous to the energy in a coupled oscillator

problem, is conserved. We will refer to this as 'energy'

hereafter. The dynamical interactions MY and FF have the

property that they conserve both separately and together the

'energy' of the system. This suggests that the roles played by

these two interactions may meaningfully be considered in isola-

tion.

Another interesting feature which is common both to

the MF and 1F interactions is the triad nature of the detailed

coupling between the lf50 The elementary coupling between any

three Y.s (either MF or FF) is again conservative, in the sense

defined as above.
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The conservation property for the MF interactions

suggests a way of picturing the dynamical coupling between the

i

~¥ S. The imposed temperature difference drives those fluctuaq

ting field components '\lm (~) which are unstable upon the asso-

ciated mean gradient Pc' Then, through the MF interaction

with ~ (~). the mean field component Î.iy,(O) is excited 0 rIn

equations (22) and (23), it is easy to see that even in the

absence of coupling with all -li (0) Sand Ym. Cl./) the mode

~ (i) is 'diagonally i coupled to 1fyrlD)J The mean field

modes ¥.zrrlO)' once generated, then couple the various ~ (If)

to each other 0 Thus the i energy' which is fed into the low-

wave-number 1.1' (/r~J)S , due to their instability on the constant-

gradient part of the mean profile, can effectively be fed into

/
higher ~ 5. A steady state may be reached in which the ampli-

tudes of the higher îVM (~/) Sand îf (0) ~ , which in isolation

would all be stable on the constant=gradient part of the mean

profile, can be supported by the interaction with the lower wave

number fluctuating component ~~ (~)" This suggests that the

diagonal coupling of the î.rl'./-i)~ to the ~m (0) IS perhaps plays

a more basic role than the 'off-diagonal' couplings of model tym (lt

to modes ~'(~)(Yrlrr/).

In a statistically steady state, the dynamical picture

just presented has the following interpretation in terms of the

balance of the conserved quantity we have called "energy".
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"Energy" is fed into certain low wave number fluctuating modes

~ (~)" (There is no direct input into the mean field modes

through the mean gradient 1'0 0) The i energy! then flows by

interaction into mean field modes and higher fluctuating modes

and eventually is dissipated as represented by terms involving

)) and k. ~

The present treatment is based upon a hope that the

total dynamics may be dominated in some significant sense by

the MY interaction. ( Some support for this hope is provided by

the fact that Malkus (1954, 1961) has obtained approximate quan-

titative agreement with experiment by analysis of the thermal

fluctuation problem using variational criteria in which the ex-

plicit form of the FF - coupling does not enter. Further support

is given by the finite-amplitude result of Malkus and Veronis

(1958)). In what follows we therefore omit the FF interaction

entirely, with the eventual intention of reintroducing it as a

perturbation upon the MF interaction. The dYQamical consistency

of this procedure (but not of course the quantitative validity

of the results) is supported by the separate conservation proper-

ties for the MY and FF interactions.

4 Diagonal Coupling

We visualise the MY system as composed of an infinite

number of sub-systems. Each of these sub-systems includes a

11m (~) and the associated second harmonic mean field component



tV (0)" This .we h.av*:: c~'~1.1 t:hE~. d,iagonal part of the' š-tF inter'"! 2rt~ i

ac tion These sub systems ftre a COiip led to one another

through a nOD"diHgonal HF term

We wi 11 first consider the
"",1 f I' , ,""_." ¡,r.V l1'j-J 'r,) .'i\"'lem in
'rt "- lirr,C"'" ~ J... -- ....

isolation and discuss its properties in the statistically-

steady state The dyna."Dical equations for this hypothetical

case are

Lit T )iN) (k)

( d. + !!Jr) ai =' -i :E ;Ui1 ~ ~
~d: À i-m -l17 H

.; rn p,'j. k I (.J_ )
+ .-_. ':;. cp ìX .r-( :: 0

17 (r()~ 'r~! ) 2. rr , m

(24)

where.
\ ._l'(.i ",'1\

¡) (+O:: II . \'. ~(f Ìi .

I i :i-i,.,d"k)/

(11..+ K~P'

t(L
- Q: ~ of /( i)" 'T '¡

(25)CbYi d.

(26)

and ìfim (0) :: 4ii r,ll+ / -l) -LwiIn the steady state'- is a constant and if -L il' -e2m M
(, (..)'m ~.. di ) _-iw+ VM f' +r¡(m:2;-J(:it 'lm - 0 ~ LV'r,/K):t 0 (27)

If we impose the condi tion that

TrY W .c 0 for~11 fi except 400)

.1 m W (lto ) = 0
(28)

equations (27) and (28) imply that

and

7(e w(~):O

Im w (klJ) =r- Trnw(~)l:, 0L JK: I(
Lt;~ IM w (*D ~ 0

A :olto
1

(29)
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It is easy to manipulate these equations and get

soluti.ons for ~;¿(l and the steady state wave number ß.o~ Ii',¡ ",-l i-lì (27 ,-il
~m :i ifm Ì' \. J. m / J (0)

and

l('l = -l yn?-o .: (31)

These give for the mean square amplitude of LV ('~ )m

(11m O~J)?-~ ft- í7~ f¡- r (¥rn~)J
(32)

This shows the existence of a critical À , above

which the steady state solutions are possible.

5. Coupled Sub-systems

That there exists a steady state for the diagonal

system is not unexpected. The isolated normal modes of the

system have been previously treated in the literature. Malkus

and Veronis, 1958, consider the dependence of the heat trans-

port on the Rayleigh number, through a minimization procedure

assuming steady state time independent normal modes which are

uncouplld. They find a ì1!1~ law for the 'eddy conductivity'.

The experimental law on the other hand is ~ Y3 for large À .

If our assumption that the FF interaction can be neglected is

justified, then probably the off-diagonal coupling in the MY

interaction is responsible for this difference.

The complete infinite set of sub-systems, with all

off-diagonal couplings included, is extremely difficult to treat.

We adopt here the procedure of examining a class of simpler
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problems obtained by retaining only a few of the Fourier modes,

in the dynamical equations and treating exactly the interactions

(both diagonal and off-,diagonal) among them, It is hoped that

this will give insights into the full problem.

The dynamical justi fication for this procedure is

again the fact that the conservation properties are true not

only for the complete MY or FF systems, but they 
are true for

any triad of dynamically-coupled modes.

As a first step in our investigation, we study the pairs

t~ (I() - CP2)) (W2. U~)- ø.¡)) and (l. (K) - ~li). The equations of

motion in this case are

LèJOt T t,. ~1(k,)J1P(~)= ~'2CI3 ìl (K) (33)

l;t + "* 1. (K) J t(~) := 0 (34)
c:a + -i Y) (K) J -i3i K) = -1i\ ~ C '31 lY (k) (35 )
Là/: 'i~ i~ i

(l--tQ(i)~ :i-k¿2.K1.r"i(~)'i~K¿_ ur3(K)1VY~ (36)õt . i. -ciT! L (I.¡K~ìi. (C:¡+~.)i.

(1- + ot ,') ': -i S- '7 .. r -i~ (,~) Vi *Cp-) -+ V; (K) ~ (k) of "%(K) -i "'(I() J (37)òt lr¡.eX ~ K L (4-tk.'")'" (I +/(1.)-- (q t I(~i.
and

( i +0( ) ø:. I ¿, :A(-i (I() ìJ~C~)~t (" IT K K cq +K).)~i. .
where '7 (-k) ': iT'2 Vm (~) + K m_ o¡ .2 n CP.iN\m Lmi.+Ki)'. ~

d.m ~ À

(38)
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and

,. ï, K ':i, ( fh .-:i dì \ 'i
C1"" .. --_.-¡\ 1 'f. . i I
., (q 1'\,,') \ -: (

c= ~~. (4i -2 ~'i) j~\ (1..",:.;: ;¡

(39)

We make some further substitutions to simplify the

In the steady state, the mean fields and conse-

quently a, b, ,c and d are constants and the lVrflK) have a

time dependence "" C)l P (-L ~ t) 0 The non-triviality condi-

tion for the amplitudes ~ (K)¡ ~ (1-0 and ì.JL/() is

(-iW-l1) r(-iW-l11)(-iw+1¡)-C1sC¡I;=O (41)

That is either

(- i. w -+ 72 ) -: 0

(- itA +1,(~~( -¿w +-1J Ck))- C''J C3/ ::"

(42)

or (43)

or both.

The first condition (42) is an artificial decoupled

solution for the (ìl2. (I() - 41 ) system, with (i. ell) - ~2) and. i
(V;(k.) - ~I.) having a trivial solution. This reduces to the
trivial first order set we considered earlier. We will consider
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(43) instead. It can be y:ewritten as

\

W ~ -t L LV (~(. +- '1., ') -(c: ') (3 - 'rl' (1') ni'" (ìd) :: 0,I ¡.¿ \ .. 1 \ ,i (44)

1£ we impose the conditions on the roots ~! and u~~

1m W, (K'ì .: 0

-r 1' Wa lK) ¿ 0 for all -Æ

K '"0 1

.J

(45)

Equality at

we get

R.L lW) :: 0 E W :. D for all Æ.2

From equations (44) and (45) we get

and

111'3 - C1'3 Ci1 ~ 0

(-à h, 13 - C1iCJI)J '" 0K :. Ko

lf~(7173-C'J C31)l :? 0LG -i k ~ k6
(7/+1,) /' ()

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

If we assume that there exists only one 1l satisfying

the~e conditions, the mean field equations take a simpler form.

We make this assumption just to explore the possibility.

The mean field equations become

~ _ ~ X r~ _! i + -i) L ~
2. -;l 0 l. It -iS. 11.,'1 t 1l (1 ~ 'lG)" é.J í.1

q, = )cl IT r -i + -i i.J -l
~ -¡ X 0 LÇ i Ì"G) :& 0+)4 ì i. e ø

J. c ~Ti X I 'iir'¡ 'a
IfI. " () (3-+ 'lr)'l 1'1 éc

(50)

(5l)

(52)
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and

~ (Xi)) =: 1J (Xo ') l= cx-l) )

X = ~i.o 0
(53)where

(54)

Incorporating the substitutions (40) and carrying

~"r ;'
through the elimination of 't , we get from equations (46-52)

i

:i-:2a.-C ~
if .. (55)-;-

1- b y-i c.."
/-a.-c ~_'J + y 'i .L

(56)=
J -tl y'a e. ci

G"
~ 'è?. 'I") - Xo /10 a.
- 71- 'Xi: À. C

(57)

~:a
Xo/-QC

- 72- Cr~)íD'\\ b)
(58)

:I(~H;,~?'t- _ +. C a. (q-7;t )~i + b ('I + 17 ¡(.) y~

- 2-Xo(o.b-c2.)(x:-Q) :: 0 (59)

where y -
C

1 +Xo ~ - 9 1- '10 .

is the term involving the non-diagonal coupling

and equations (55-58) show that the solutions would bear a

singular dependence on Co as C -- 0 In the case C == 0,

we get the decoupled solutions

a
y'J

X :. y:; ÌI ~ ~--
'IQ"1i

Il o tI
b ë3

'10 -: t ~o ~ l: ~
--

X)\o

Already with only two sub-systems effectively coupled,



the system sho'WS interest ccnnplexlties In..i-est igf1 t 10-1.:1

t.his and more complex Eyst.errts :tS presently con.tiru.li.ng"
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Integral Relat~~ in a Variable Density Medium

by

P. P. Niiler

a) Introduction

The attention of this investigation has been directed

toward the study of some int.gral properties of a fully developed

statistically steady, turbulent convectto~. The particular model

under consideration is a layer of perfect gas, in a constant gravity

field, between two mas8etmpervious boundaries, and heated from

below and cooled from above. Moderate success has been attained

in des~ribing this model by statistical (integral) methods, in a

syste. where simlifications have been made in the pertinent equa-

tions. Some particular integral relations of the simlified system

have been useful in relating: à) the heat transport and kinetic

energy balaies; b) determining the ''mst stable" solution of the

temperature field and heat transport frOB amg many which would

satisfy the statistically steady equations and bouadary conditioas;

c) equating extremum heat transport integral properties of the &yst..

to entropy production rates. This study is an atteapt to generalize

these methods of analysis to a more general model. The question we

want to ..wer is this:

Is the method of obtainini informtion (which was derived

from integral relatiome) in the Boussinesq syst.. (3) unique to that

system or can it be alao ap,lied to the variable density model?
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b) The Bou8si~esq Approximation

The moet widely used approximation is that which was

proposed by Boussinesq (4). The essence of this approximation

is two-fold. The depth of the system is to be much smller than

the depth required for the change in a thermdynamic property of

the fluid to be of the order of the mean value of that property

in the systea. The characteristic accelerations which occur in

the system are much saller than the accelerations which are due

to gravity.

This formlation, however, is realistic only in terres-

trial geophysics; i.e., natural convection in the ocean an in a

very few medels of the abaosphere. For MOst problems related to

the atmsphere of celestial bodies the vertical gradients of the

thermdynæaic properties are very large, and, consequently, the

Bou8sinesq approximatien does not apply.

c) OutliDe of the investigation

This investigation will ..bark upon the following course:

We will look at natural cODvection described by the Ravier-Stokes

equatioas for a perfect gas and formlate the 8Y8tem, in a statis-

tical sense, in tenDS of quantities which can be equated to positive

definite integrals. Our purpose will be to ascertain and/or catalogue:

i) the form ef the total heat transport integral and the effect

of c-Ðpressibility on it.

ii) the fOrB of ...e of the power integrals in as much of an
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analogous form to the Bouesi~esq system a8 pOßsible.

Hi) the feadbility of deriving a "relative stability"

criteri.on similar to that derived in the Boul!ainesq system.

d) Formulation of the general ~ltoblem

The Navier-Stokes equations for a perfect gas in a

gravitational field are. (in the usual notation)
..

dr~ +ç-(iJÛ"p)+Vl=-Bfk+¡UL~1r+~\7(V.v-)J (1).

Cv~! +CLrV-P Tif+pn.if= K \7~r- ;'p(Q.lr)~~r~L.L +~J:i (2)ôi. 3 ,-l Xj dJlt
~r + \lop -d = 0 (3)

f ~ t RT (4)

Cp -ell =- ~ (5)

A thermodynaaic variable in this systea will be

separated into two compoDents: one which 1. dependent upon the

vertical direction only (the static variation), and one which

depends on the motions of the .yatea and, therefore, is a gen-

eral function of space aDd time.

If J isa thermodynamic variable, then it is defined

a8
f -. fo~) + f'rXj t)

Froa the above equations it follows that

()Po

~:. -3fò

'Ç?1; = a

(6)

('7 .
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If these static Bolutions are subtracted from the

total equatio~8 and equations (2) aad (3) are used, the equa~

tious will he in the form which pertains to the system which is

iii motion,à -- ..
-l +\J'V-~f -t íJ p '-; -9p1k ~f'-lVl= +1' V (Vi if))

elf ~lT - Cp 1, ~ + cp IJp T~- pIWj_~' TJp'+ f-~~ +-!Jcp pW:.i ..
= k \7~T IT ~I~~~ + ~~ J -tp. (\7- LrJ J (9)

r-J L

(8)

e) The Heat Transport Integral

If the systea is heated from below and cooled from

above, at 8upercritical Rayleigh No., the heat is transported by

conduction and "convection" of energy from the heated to the çooled

surface. The total heat transport can be expressed mathematically

by .eans of an integration of equation (9).

If we average (9) in the horizontal (bar denotes the heri-

zontal average) and integrate from zero to z, the heat transport R is,,. i: ..
H · Kß+ f. pTvr - J p' ""j + j..\l p ¡ .. .'. f.1- ~('J'¡:/t ~H~l d. ~ (10)

where (3 -:- ~ aad T';: T (a) + T (x, t)
Ò i.

Furthe~re, the vertical ..erage of (10) gives the mean

heat trana:t as,

H"f K(3+(y pr w),f( d -.,f P'rt9 + iJ, V f'?-~(\-¡t)-~ +~J ij 1. (11)
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where m deiiotes the space average and d is the depth of the

system.

There is an alternate method of constructing the

. pressure gradient dependemee terms of (11) which will indicate

more clearty the role played by it in the convective process.

-'
MultipHcatio!! of (8) by if yields the kinetic en.ergy

equation,

'\ (.. -i ) I.... -".ì .. i I r~ -: ~ I.. ~\ J
täl U~lJf. +\7'\¥t~/=-v.ivl-WP3+-LlF'V ir~l.'VL\1'i: (12)

We note that the terms of this equation describe three

distinct processes. The left-hand side denotes the rate at which

kinetiè energy is chaniiag in a unit VOlUBe. The right-hand side

descrl~.. the rate at whlea work is doce by pre. lure aad gravity

forces and the rate at which eaergy of motion is being dissipated

into beat. Tatiag the space average of (12) yields

- r~F/W"Jrr-(rr.\7P')rr;:p.(Ç1v"\7ir+f(\7:t~),. ~ (13)

andmultiplicatiou of (12) by 2 and imtegratiug over space yields,

.. ..

- (r9 p/wJ~ ("iV- iJPJrr = lt( rGv - \7u-+t(V'. i V- )7° % - tT f W)m (14)

The space average of (9) yields.

f..t¡p'+f"W~;' ~¡.(f:n'v-Jl--lr(tj +*iJl (IS)
Substituting (13). (14), (15) iDto (11) yields the heat

traasport in the desired form:

Hwi ~ l\~m +RCp Tp+ v~v p)w-J,: f ¡t ~Jm~ (16)
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where ~ 11 the \wiiicoua dl\!~jpa.tilC'1I c~l!td.bUltioim to the total

energy equation and is positiwe imi all cases. Its explicit form

is, ~.. ~ "' '" )'2""-.. .. ,- ICI' Cll)'p::p t'V.\l~t ~'\7(\7. \,i) -j(V" V) + ~ L d~J -l FXi J'

We have9 imideed9 fcrmVl1ated the general syltea i~ a

positiwe, defl~ite, i~tesral form.~ Equat1~8 (12), (13), (15) t

(16) t de.cribe the eimergy 'tr~sfer cycle for a fully developed

I8tiOl, b~t 81ilCie the ieimeral eytius imiludes ma aodea of heat

transportp 8.1. by 8CU~ wewe8p d~aBc pressure, transport of

mass t it is not possible to relate the relative magnitude of these

modes, 'nor coaare their effid.eimies of transport.

The inforaat1on which we can glean frOl this fonalation,

as compared with the Bous8imesq .ystem i8 too general aDd vague.

E. Spieg~l haa been' successful 1~ obtaining approximte solutions

of the linear stability problem of a co.ressible fluid (polytropic
,

atmsphere with ..11 time depeimdeimt fluctuaticms of theradymaaic

properties) . The problem of choo~iDI the preferred temerature gra-

dient (cell shape) from among DU)' which satisfy the equations as

well as the bouædary coimd1tio~8 i~ the imfl~lte.~l motioa (as well

as finite amlitude mct1o~), hovewer, still resiDs to be solved.

More definite informtion thæm haa beeu derived 80 far is needed

from the iategral equatioiu fiOr the c..re..lble model to aable OIe

to parallel the amalyeis oithe Bou8.1nesq moel:

*
The secoad tel' of (16) is ome which "usually" :18 positive, but the
author c~t show this to be so for the general case.
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A "relathnii staM.lityll criterion for the geimeral case

similar to that of the Boußsinesq system 1s too difficult (non~

linear) for this author to Bol~e~ neither 1s it possible to re=

late entropy production rates to other p08iti~e definite integrals

which have relatively simle interpretation. The latter deriva~

tion is of imortance because minimum entropy production has been

accepted by same as a preferred state of motion and has been shown,

in the Boussinesq system, to be equivalent to the "most stable"

solution for the temperature and velocity fields (3). For the

above reasons, it is necessary to consider compressible models

where certain approximtions have been made.

f) Variable density, with sill deviations from a local .ean (1)

If f is a thermodynamic variable" then it has a local
i

.ean fo and a fluctuating part :: '

f :: fo (è) + J i eX; t).

This approximation is,

il a.6 ¿;¿, 1
10

(-t d%t) ~ t . wh.rs Jf 10 tho ohsrset.dot1o th.. oosl.

of the system.

Note that "sound waves", as high frequency variatio'Ds of

density, have again been oaitted.

The pertinent equations (to O(e)) of action are,

po: + r'o-V. vcr + Vpl ~ -p~ k +l-(t7~iÎ,.¥ (V- v))

an

(17)
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C . Òi-f -,. -: - i
fo v ôt+c"'"fCu.\7 :.: fo\7'V=k\7 i (18)

t -, L f\7- Lr :: __52._. + u. V I Em,oo +-LJôt ~ l fo
- - W:~ ~f'ö .L
- If a . (di&

(19)

" I~~-R-Po to
T'+-
t; (20)

Po ': ~ ('0 't

Indeed, these equatio~s are analogous to the Boussinesq

system except there is no limitatiom on the variation of the

local mean_

If we use (19) and (20) and take the horizontal average

of (18) and integrate from 0 to ~, the heat transport H is

'l _
H = KßT + C IrPO '1T - r Ll. \7' p' d.,,' (21)

where ~ -: _ Cj T _ êlToí Òr õ..
The analogous power integrals of iuterest are,

(-if. Vpl+9wpJm.~- (P \7v. í1o-+~t Cr¡. t-)~Jm (22)

Substituting (19) and (20) into (22),

E 7' i 0 ' òrÐ w-j r ~ ~ ..¡' -i)~J~-t()W- p -ò - =PLV'V.\71J+3i17..VJ,) 70 .. 7; m. n' (23)

The mean square fluctuation t..peratu~e integral now

also has a mangeable form of.
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- (T Ri \7. Lr J -+ (c "v('o (\ vVTJ~rr":: K (\7 i.ti T J WI
(24)

Similar difficultie$ arise in this system, /3S biicurred

in the general formulation of the problem, ilt the a.ttempt to giwe

relative importwmce to the effect~ of the additional terms intro~

duced into equatio~s (21) ~ (24) 0 Therefore, a further stipula=

ti~ will be made:

t? l I j..'~ L ORl
Po fo ~

at each point in the fluid, Le. the function of the pressure

field is only to aid in the release of potential energy and plays

no part directly in heat tra~sport. The equations of motion now

are,

'd.. ~ ~ i T' ~ /,... ~( ..)1\
fo ò": + to If. \lv- + \l)O : + ~*,o K +"t \\1 L/-r 'l \I- ~)

To

~oCl~'Ì'Cpfø~.\lT~CtWt()f'~ +~IcFJ -. K\7~T'

(25 )

(26)

..
V. to V" .. 0 (27)

At thi. point a acale height will have to be introduced

in order to derive a "relative stability" criterion similar to the

one that was derived for the Boussinesq sy.tea.

If Pio is the depth of the Iltotal atmsphere" of density

lo ,above an particular point dented by t'o' then

~::~~ 5f'
(For ..larth 88 atasphetep ~- 10 ka for 0 ¿" cLc: 5 b).

We vill stipulate that the variatl~ of the local meam
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log temperature 1s limited by:

¡ 4~ h AT.-dq.. .. .,. - OR i'ite.gratillg t. '. .1_"l d~' 1) ti9 " 1f
where ~'::r I~ .

The power i~tegr~ls of equations (25) = (27) now become:

~ T ì r _. .. I ¡,.. \ ':J
L5 '" to u.m=,M iY If. 'VV' +3 Cv' If) m. (28)

(tOu.TCf'(PT-~)J :: KLV'T'VTJCp ni m
H ;. I( (. i + C f t" \I T

(29)

(30)

Note that the second tera of (23) has been eliminated

in (28) (it is of O( IS) as compared with the first),

rK ~ ~ll¡oo e ~j~b
rf~fdWJ

It is now possible to show that the "relative stability"

criterion for this system is identical with the one derived for the

Bous81nesq systea.

The power integrals (28) - (30) are very similar to the

Boussinesq systea except for some weighing factors, (to, -r ) which
~

appear in certain tems = the time dependeat variables, \. , i ,

appear in identical form (a few extra teras are added, but these ia-

oJ , '"
troduce no comlieaUCls) as in the Boussiiiesq syst8l. If V' , T ,.. ,
are the perturbatioaø on ~amd i- , respectively, the power i.te-

gral. for the mesa square of the perturbatioa fields are:
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t~ Lr'o ¡¡: ilJ: r¡.e!: ¡:: \7uJj;;~ t r'o W"J ,,;;n ¡j: \7 v~('7. ¡r')'J~ 0 (31)

~ ft~o tJ;t LtoCp¡;~tr;'fJ~rçreg W1\~r- tp)J~ k(7T.\) T In= 0 (32)

Equations (28) - (32) together with the stipulation

that the initial time rate of chánge of the ..an square of th~

perturbation velocity and temperature fields, which are identi-

cd to real 801utiou8, be greater than zero, yield the identical

IIrelatlve stability" criterion as was derived for the Boussinesq

system.

We note that the Boussinesq .ysteR stipulated that,

where ~ vas the mean teaerature of the systea,

J d-r;v d.
T lY i: r' .i m

or integrating,

~ 1; ~ ~.'
'R

This i8 an idntlcal stat-leiit with the ahove In

regard to the teaperature variation. However, pressure l. ,

and density fo ' en still have. larger variatlORa thaa hae

been t.osed 1. the Bou881aesq &yetea. The atatic equation of

state ~ (6) ad (7) are the osly U.aiUal equati0l8 for fo &a

Fo varlatioaa. The eatropy productloa iateiral haa a relatively

simple interpretation as the ratio of the 8quare of the fluctuation

to the local aea t_perature. Where (V-) 18 the internal

eat ropy productioa,
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(rr)\ ?.K (:7..1 '. Z T ")\1,m \. _._:ii Yfi,
i ., ----U(,t3-+ K vT'7T)= \ ","..__.~_,......:_,___=__.! i y,.."

-;"2..
'0

+ O(é)... (33)

From (18)

k \7T.V'T= ClÏtoW--'ií3~ - li I7lCvtoW-- íto\J.V-

aad substitutiag i.to (33)) and using (2l).

(~) ~ rfgj -Ki¿t r C¡r~ d~ ~ +~ ~Q '7' -VJ (34)I' l "T .. rr L'T L 1; .0 ~ J 1; nï

~Hí ßT-l- r/..'j"¿rC'VtVW" ~ l+J. \d R v;- JL:;:'-....l!-ii -I O~.J I m.o ' "/). 1I
If .6 10 -- ~ th..
the entropy production has the famliar interpretation of the

Bou8sinesq system.

(rr)'r 0( Hl3m

g) Incompressible system with variable dsuslty and smll

fluctuations from the local aea.. (2)

There is another model which could be igyestigated.

It i8 one which 8tipulates an incomressible aedium. but allows

for "soun vaveil propagati0U8 in the fora of "rapid" variatioDs

of density. The equations pertainini to this system are:.. ~~v .. \7 -' i7 I , JJ . ': ~
fo ff + fov-. v 'i + V. p ~ -~ f 7" +p.': V-i .. :2

Cv-te ~ + Cvfo v''VT= K \l ;'
at

(35)

(36)



ilJ =

~ÒCi; do-7~. + 'vV .~.L "" 0ôt 'ò~ (37)

-'v.i.=o (38)

/' Cl. ~ir' -- F (39)

This system is ~f i~terest because the heat træmsport

integral can be written i~ & ferm which clearly points out the

contriDutio~ of large density gradients in density stratified

models of convective systems 0

H . =. Kß + rCpTwL.oo + ë: Èf.! JJ. m T rì LI. r ' ~ h' (40)

Since .;i .c 0 iii systems UDder consideration b.

"natural convection" ~ the effect of large density gradients

would be to reduce heat træm8port~ (as compared with the Bous-

sinesq system). The "re1atiwe stability" problem here is highly

non-linear, and yields nothing illteresting.

h) Cone luding RemarKS

The general system is" indeed, too general to yield

pertille~t illformati~ with the above methods~ It has been p0881=

ble, hoever" to apply integral methods as were employed in the

Boussinesq systea to a certa1m "compressible" (variable density)

model of the cowvective system to derive information analogous

to the Bousdnesq system. The degree of "compress1bilityi' which

can be introduced with s~ce8sful emloymnt of the above integral
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methods of analysis 9 seems to be bo~~ded by the stipul~tictt that

fluctuatioipressure ish(niid be a.llowed only to aid in the release
i

of potential energy; the pr~~~ure fi~ld. lJ J is regtr~cted from

drawing energy frow the meau field. The temerature differe1lce

across the system must be of the same order 8S in a Boussinesq

system.

The notable effect of variable ~enBity) i.e. negative

density gradient of the local mean. tc , ia the rEduction of

heat tnnsport (as ccupared wit.h the Bousa1nesq system). This

is apparent frCl equati01s (30) ad (38). The effect of allowng
,

pressure field, l ' to draw energy from the ..an field will also

reduce 'heat tramsport, i.e. equat1~ (21).
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The Effec t of rature Variations

on Unifonn Flows of Water

by

D. Howell Peregrine

August, i 96 i

A Two-Layer Problem

A st.ream of water is initially travelling with

uniform velocity in two layers, with the lower layer at

temperature T, and the upper one at temperature T2 such

that the two layers are stable under gravity. The lower

boundary of the flow is a horizontal plane. Its upper sur-

face is free. The flow is considered to be two-dimensional

and inviscid. After the flow passes a certain point heat is

considered to be able to diffuse between the layers. We

wish to know what effect this has on the velocities, and

whether or not the non-linear variation of density with

temper.ature makes any significant difference.

u -:1

-- -- --- ----
ll-.1;

?'''.../L ,~ '" /-7./ /' ,/ ./ / ./ 7/--;C.///'-;F/--/--7-'-, ././ /' /' /' /

l' ~ 1tmp~Y"Q. t uY'e fro1Î f e s.
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.Qualitative Argument

When two masse:. of water at different temperatures

are mixed there is a contraction in total volume because the

specific volume of water does not depend linearly on tempera-

ture. The specific volume oC can be expressed as

2
0( = 0( (1 + aT + bT )o

1=
l) (1)

Thus as the heat diffuses we would expect the height of the

free surface to de:rease and the uppermost portion of the flow

to accelerate. However, an adverse horizontal pressure gra-

dient is created by the change in density distribution down-

stream.

/~=-
difference in pressure

- -

- - -T~I
- --..

( -- --
between A and B

/' /',/ /

This pressure gradient slows the central portions of the flow

so that the velocity profile would look similar to the above

curve for the pressure difference. This decrease in velocity

implies a reduction in total flow, so the surface must be

lowered to create a positive horizontal pressure gradient to

keep a constant flow rate.
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~pproxiilate Mat~emati£~l F~~2i~ti~~~f the Problem

Preliminary Definitions.----,&
Define a mass coordinate m such that

f dâ _. (jm, or dJ "" 0. dm
(2)

with m=O when ~ :: 0á .
ill and mi are the "masses" of the lower and upper layers

respectively. Initially

ill = M, UlZ "" ) M

Bnò the velocity is U in both layers.

"'Tl+~)
u ~ Ì\M

~r
1

h\ ::'l1+YY",7 r" H

Yf :: rn,2 - ---
l
i

Wl.:mi.,~:: 9
-

i
..

u. .. f'

I
'¥///////

x:o M:M1

. 1 M = 0, ;d = O./'//'/'//////////////// /7////
Temperature Distribution

Our first approximation is to specify the temperature

distribution. In order to have a guide we consider the heat

equation.



(0- ' 'V) T -; K \7': T. (3)
Since the initial velocity is U in both layers we

simplify (3) to

"'''.. 'd"1 .U C)l ~ K .L~~ - K ~
Ò,. ci() -~:i drrl~

(4)

If we assume that the water extencís to infiaity in all

di.i:ections the solution of (4) for X) 0 is

T = -r + T': + U .f1 r(rn -ml)O( ¡U~ J. (5):2 :J l L 2. KX
We shall approximate this temperature distribution

by straight line segments, thus

2

inz

j
1 '(__ equal mi

gradient -
~

T T

(5) approximation.

From (5)

(.£IJ = (-1; - -r 1 0( CK )ôm~=mi 2. v~ (6)

and is the Same in the approximation.
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This specified temperature distribution is

T-: ~+.2

for: O~ m ~mi (,-d),

(;; - "0) C m--m):1 -~
i

for m!(¡-6)~Yn5'yrl (1+6),

(7)T-= Ti

(8)

and T-l~ ':i for m i (I -+ d) :' Y' ~ rr:; (9)

where J - ~JílKX ,... IIi i(X.- cly(, ~ - ;t M i. i:
(l0)

Densi ty Distribution

We now simplify the expression of density variations.

We sh~11 use specific volume, and its variation as expressed

in (1).

sot ha t

eX, _. 0(0 ( I + Cl ~ + b T, ': ) j (11)

eX :i ~oCI +o.T,i+ bT~) ~ (12)

õ( ~ (cx1+0(;¿ ') (13)

A = i ( cX2 - 0( ) . (14)0( i
(XI eX (l-l,A) (15)

o(~ = C((I-r-tA). (16)

Define

and

and

We now express c; for the region mi(i-J)~ r'!rr. (I..J)

as simply as possible.

Consider ~_~ r,.. A~..~!)l. When the dependence onL .: rri J
temperature (1) is substituted and (8) is used to eliminate ir

we find
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r - LI A (m-m:r'i_ C'(i, b('G~ï;r írrr¡~rrÎJ'" ,I,o(-.i. +--r----¡---Ij (17)_ :Lmo.. 4 L m')l'2I ' !
Thas we have

.0( -: .; (i - i A') for 0 ~ m ~ YY i (I - ,l ) ) (18)
r ì ~ ~'

0( ': õ( ~ I + A (m - rr\ + ~ r ~ -rr~ _ I Ll ~m l 4 i- '(1"'Ó'; Ji .1
for tr¡ i ( I - l ) ~ m ~ Y1 i (l-l $ ) ) (19)

and cx~ó(CI-ti:A) for l'fli (I" 6)::m ~ YY1' (20)

and

A -= ~ (T~-~J~+ bLT1fT1)J
Õ(

'B -= ~ b(T,1 - -r)~

(21)where

(22)

It can be shown that

A~B (23)

for aii stable stratifications.

Numerical values

In order to show the order of magnitude of the

various quantities introduced, their values wiii be calculated

from the following numbers and any further values will be

given from these numbers without coments.

-+ D -I b -i. (' -1.a.:i ~)( I 0 C , -; 5"l- JOe , T -;SlC
I

o~:.15C.. ') -IK.. · I O' /J ,
-~

~ -= tf ~o tM' 4U )

Õ( ": ~ø:: I err'r"? r-I ? U -I:: I l) C/ .i i
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5 -2
H "" 10 gm em (this is equivalent to a depth of 1 kin) 0

This makes

and ~

or &

-3A "" 7xlO ,
i

ß '" SxlO-'''

-63x 1 0 IX X in em

-, r-
10 - V Y h 1,,5were y "" U X and therefore is measured

in kilometers.

Equations of Motion

In the x-direction the equation for the conservation

of momentum is

'p1.~+tW~+~:O0'1 oJ 'b): (24)

In the z-direction we shall use the hydrostatic pressure equation

so that

~: -3fJH fml..Yi~
f::r3tci~:d d.~ -n

:: 3 (m, + Yn2 -'f).

(25)

(26)

The equation of continuity is

.j(pv.) + f¡ rrJW) == 0
(27)

We now non-dimensionalize as follows:

i 'Y i U. \'_ W i - X I I'm :: M ) i. ':iT 'ì l'- --- \ Y- "NI'5 ~ ~ :. ~i 1' ¡ -L ~ i
P ~~ ) fX -: pI': is ': p6? .

~

(28)

Therefore, dropping dashes, the equations of motion become
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i d .. '"
F ';( Lì ii ~ + ¡O w _à /. \ +!i 0( oX ( Ô31 ò¡.:: J

cI

(29)

p -: m i + yn'J - ,(Yì~ (30)

and lx ( pIA) + ~ (pu.) ~ 0 id
~ U .. -J,F :: fa. IVi =-;0 .

(3L)

where (32)

If we use (31), (29) can be rearranged

g(Ff"'''+P) + F"-A(pu.w) = O. (33)

We integrate (33) with respect to ~ from J = 0 to j. = H,

obtainingjH H
-!C Ff U,.+ p) d C) ;- pllLfLAUJJ~ = ()

()

(34)

Rearranging the first integral gives us

H

t- frFfù'¡'I')d) - (F¡'ù'+~." ~ + f'lflJwJ:=O
(35)

The boundary condi tions are, W = 0 when :í 0, and

U È. = 'W .) l:: 0
õX

when J:' l- .

By using these boundary conditions in (35) we get

'* f(Ffù'+P) J. J · O.
l"i.¡ni l:

f (f' i)' + Q( p)ik '" 5 . constant.
o

(37) states that the momentum flow is constant.

(36)

or (37)
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If we substitute p

By integrating (33) from ~ = 0 to ~ = ~ we~ (my ~ dn
ti) (F /A'A + 0( p) aJYt1 - f¡ ~ 7 -r :: 0

"
í"1¡

nl2 "il au d !l = ) 0( dm

I.

find

(38)

Inl into (38),

it simp1ifies to

fm!¡t (F"~'P+ 0( (rl¡ -Yn~d;Y(i +'1 ~7
o

;: 0 (39)

temperature as long as

Both the top and the bottom remain at their initial('..1 h rrii.
o i8 Less t an the least of 1 a.nd - ,m,

so we may apply Bernoulli i s equation. At the bottom

t F'3u" -l iX I P :: R, ~ (40)
and at the top

Y.F~u.'a+H :iR:L'
(41)

The total flow in each layer is constant, therefore

j""u- c: ~ G11 (42)

0

J""+ WI.
and u. ci ': Q:¡ . (43)

YY,

\ole shall now put

u. ~ u., (X) -l VT (X) "') (44)

in the lower layer, where Ul is the velocity of the water

which is still at its initial temperature. Similarly we put

L( :: 1.:i (X) + 1. (~ i nl) (45)
in the upper layer. Thus
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Q,:: m, u.i + Ì') d Vi U16)

Q 2. :: I"():i Ie i" 'l- rr¡ i J V;¡ ; (47)

(. fYI, t n' ~cU. 1. r - -- "' r - - I).l r) i I -, ") 1,.. .,
J u. rn -rr,!A¡+ 

mil-'I T-""ír1d"'Il.i-l ~m!v U;¡...2
o

.. .. ), i-~ i + "" J, i; :li fl'i.. vi Ifii.. i...

(mi I ': (- ( - 'l
) u..i CLm :' tyi¡ U ¡ + 2 rY', , C i..l i -1.'; + Y.'ì i 0 ~ .
o

(48)

and (49)

Other integrals are

rm,+m:i i., r: pd'Y :: ~ (mi+'(:l)+ ~A ~m; -/'lm2-mj~+-Ln7 ~ d) -~ Bm¡Yn;¡ l. (50)o rrY, '
)1 ex (rri - rY) d.'1 ",.1 rh .. --LA m -i(1 ~ _J. d -) - L B rri -i cf -: (51), 2. i ~ i :3 it? ,
ó

H.: VY,+vn;i +- ~/l (mci -~r¡ I) - ~ B Yn, t. (52)

)¡ _ "' - ..A.. (I-.J/)' L. k2 "" ( (53)
/-'''1 2 ''I, 2.~ --¿,-V~,,,,d.

If we use these integrals in (37) and (39), use

(46) and (47) to eliminate V and put s. Qi' QZ' Ri and R2

equal to their initiai values, we have the following four

equations from which to find mi' mZ' ui and Uz wi th ir~ al so

unknown .

o.r . -i r(- -)11 ~
F L1 /)1+2 Æ/):¡-W', tJ, - Y'..L~. + m¡a ~'&+ Lr.; ~ +lCm,+m;¡)

t fA (~ m;- -YrJ¡m;i -Yri: +-t 'm ,.. Jo;) -t B m,'r;¡ l

:. ~ (11- Ìi)\ F2.(I+;i)ttA ~A'J-Ã -i). (54)

~ fF\.2 U.1-h1IL.~-+Wl,$ ~")+i:rr'7- tAm ~(l--lÓi)- -t í3YY~J~))

+ Lml-lArnlJ-~ J) --i Bm,JJ Òa~l: ~ 0 (55)
..
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F':u~ + (1. -A)(m!-iYr~
r.2 r Li)( \
r + (2 -l-; I +)¡ I"\. . (.%)

FlL~ + 2(m¡ +"Y:;)+A(m;¡-ml) - -J Bm1cL, pl i(it-'/) +A (À-i) (57)

'Fúrtbex:~o;Jiut!p.!

The approximatio~~ made 30 far ßr.~

(1) prescribifig th~ t,~?arature tiield~

(ii) using the hydrostatic pressure eauat1Q~o

We now make further approximations. Let

1Y¡=1 +,li'
"rf12::/1 +).;i' (58)

We assume that #1 D )L:i D F:JD A and B are all small qU8lQ,tities

and neglect their squares and products 9 aud a180 neglect ~.

Equations (54) i (55), (56) and (57) are now, (after integra~

ting (55)) i~ '2 -:i ( ,'- ( 2. ('
F (I-U,) -t F A I-U:iI:: ¡,u,+,u:i)(1 +'") +tA J -t 'BÀ d) (59)

aad

"J/)"i I A ~ J ~F (/-/), -=p¡+P:i+- 5 -n- BS ,

F '-( 1- u.~) -= 2 (p.! + p.:i) )

F~(I-u.~) -=2(Pf+F-:)- ~ 13s-

(60)

(61)

(62)

These four equafliOJ1ls have oilly three wnOWs in them,

1./ l /.,2 i and (#, + #; ). Hown'era these equations are inconsistenti

so there is a fault in our &ssumptioms. If we consider ,2 to be of

order 1 we do set a solutio~o

). i =.
"B ~ J _ 13 Ó~ _ A cfïl-ì\ + ¡=:i) _

3 
¡:2.(I +À-F'a) -¡ /':H~""(J+'? - ¡=".)

13 ~ J ( 1- ç ') )+ -ad;¿ + A" ~ ( I - ÌI + F ') .
31="'(1 tÌ\ - F'") ,i. r='J /2.1=2.(1+ ~ - ¡=1)

(63)

)J 2. ': (64)
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F2 of order 1 is not of much interest in ocea.n currents. On the2 (
other hanà if F and () are both very small

)1, ':
28/\6

.)

3A (I-~Aì
).?. -:, - ,J.¡ (65)

Neither of these solutions correspond to examples we are ín-

terested in. To try and finà out why we have inconsistent

equations in the intermediate case we turn to a simpler system.

One Layer Problem.

In this simpler problem, a flow of water is heated

from above. The prescribed temperature and density distribu-

tions are the same as those for the lower layer in the previous

problem. We shall use the same notation as before except for

suffices.

~
--

'- -.

M

-7U ~

The equations equivalent to (46), (40) and (37) are

Q =1 = rnu TmJv. (66)

f? :.. F'+ I -.lA ..J. F'Ju.':-r I¡-.JA).2 '" 2. L ¡ :2 m (67)
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S::t+p2-1ïÄ:: F1.(mi/-2mJír.-trlìJ1.j)tm~(~ -*A-+-h )).1 (68)

where, for ease of wri ting

'Ä( ,'ì - OJ
Y -: c5 ~ A - -l ß):: i X 10 d. (69)

Since Y is the only tem e enters into) it is clear that

the non-linear expansion of water has no special effect in

this problem.

ir~ turns out not to be negligible, so we shall

put
-ir:l :: r Ir~ (70)

y- .may be a function of X. A likely velocity profi Ie

has the form
G

p

/

and if the part P Q were parabolic, V'J would equal
- :¿V

It is possible, therefore, that ')/"..:: J .

By using (66) and (70) we may eliminate ~ and

U-~ from (68). (67) may then be used to eliminate ~ and

this gives us a sextic equation f(m) = O.
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rr\~ L 3tó2._1 Od r+Ar';+A(-~J\ 10 6'('-A ~~)+ Y(fJ:: J."')

+A"(*d:r~Yt-'t"')+A Y(-i J'; J-r)+-j¡; ya.; -i J

-+'("1-106 + ieS-r-8r".. F\I(-5 J:l q Jr-4r'lA (IOe)~18Ó r+8'j~+Y(-J+&'r)

."

+ FÀ ~i5:fJY"+2l"~ Fr(-' J~ i 6'j)+A\I(.fr+-ifr-2i'~AYltl-y-) J

+Y(I¥~d~".Jr'+4r: + Fr -J:4J't t 4..J. )+A (-;. ~~tJl'-4.,.) -~ Y J -i

+ F(i~1$.,-t1"9+ FÂ(tJ~i l r-2-r)-~ FY d ~A"1(tJ:lJi"'Y-~+iAY¡~

4-~'3 (2 if':ÓY- -+ F).(13 c5~ Ibó'r4-4y.)+A (-2l'+ il-r)

-tfl(~l-6r1+ F~ (-.!J;8 £r-2.,-i)tl F'a'llr+A'r(-lÓ..l.6"t) J

m "'(-l¡;'F~(-1 d~ ii.t r--"1 Y"~) - * A ¡ =a

.. rt-3ø+ ~cSr-i.,'2)t FÌ1 (lJ~ 'Sy- + 2. Y""")+t,A&J j

-+ m C-FJT"-:i F~cf~++F~¡'IJ + FI/,. ".: 0 (71)

2
We now consider F , A, Y to be small quanti ties. (71) has

the following propertieso

2
To the zero order in F , A, Y

f (1) = 0, (72)

f i (l) = 0, (73)

f"(l) = 2(3J-2'r)2 (74)
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To the first order in F2, A, Y

f(l) -- n (75)
f' (1) -~ F-¡J( r-~ ti- Y J ~ (76)

?
To the second order in F-, A, ~

f (1)
_7. (f)\ I, o¡r'i

-p YÓ\O~l' +¡t YO. (7i)

This means that if we want a root of (71) near m: 1 and

of the order F2, A or 'I we must have

+ (i +p) -= 0:: tei) +).i ,((1) + -l,. ".(i( i). (78)

In ot~er words we have the quadratic in ~

ji'(3Ó -1 r)~ 2)A~ F1(¿"'f)-~ ytJ-F"'~J(l-'r)+-k y '"t": 0 (79)

Put Z # p~d(l-~) (80)
for ease of writing. We have two roots of (79)

P.'li,;!,r)' fn-~ yt:t8z'tm (Jcf~&Jrl2~'+.Y¡¡;r-'r)J1. (81)

In order to consider these two solutions more easily

we will take their values as ~ ~ O. These values are

and

ß~-f+o('Ió)
Ll :: 1. f 0 (Y) .

'r '*

(82)

(83)

or

for Y and Z

;U ø .. 1. ..(~ - g-)4 3 A
F'1

~.A - -- -- .r- - ..
(84)

If we substitute

(85)
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For (84) we have

and

(~. (A ß \
I ' d i _.-,1u.:; ...; '2 \ '" 4 Ji i \. i

_g-(.b-!l) --
4 F"1 \.'., 4- l

(86)

1I :: ì r---Vl. .:J 0 (8' )

(87) shows that the surfac.e is brought to rest in a distance

of the same order as the depth of water. From (85t we have

u.~/+.s-r (88)

and v- ': I--
l" (89)

so that if ~ == I the surface is brought to rest instanta-

neous ly .

To see the reason for two solutions we look at an

even simpler problem.

Simplest One Layer Problem.

We consider a uniform flow which, after suffering

a change of energy, becomes another uniform flow.

~~
Change of

energy A
/ 7

The rates of flow of mass and of momentum are constant so

~I u.i hi ': ¡:.. Ua h:J (90)

~

l
i



and
~ i J. h 1. I.A.. 'l

¡D i IÂ¡ h.i + -:;o i ~ . I :: f:k ?. (9) )

If we non-dimensionalize by putting

fJ "; -t +-
. t;¿~'

and
'i

U-let ~ u
J i

F'L
I

(92)

we have

('l-A ~/

2F,'Z+1 -:2F,(;u7-l- -lfh.~

(93)

and (94)

If we eliminate LA between (93) and (94)

;01. h.' _ ( :i l= .~ i) fA. .. 2. F1 4- =- o. (95)

":The kinetic energy of the flow is ~ ¡; U. , which,
Ifrom (93) equals . We put

21h 1.

s =- ~ Æ ... (96)

S is an inverse measure of kinetic energy. If we multiply (95)

by h we have

5: (:2 F,..+ J)S +.2 Fi~h .= 0 (97)

By using (97) we can plot S against h for various

values of F.

From these cu~ies it is easy to see that for any depth

there are in general two possible kinetic energies. This is

similar to flow in an incompressible stream which can be super-

critical or subcritical for any rate of flow and momentum. In

this case there are two possible flows wi.th the same depth, rate



';.)u ...

5 ex -l
J( £:

5 '"

~,
".""

\,

.'\

/

h.

of flow and momentum. We now look at the thin layer of water

at the top in the previous problem.

A ..
~._.._- ------_.-lt --------

B

./ / ./ /' /' ,,'" /' /' /"./ '" ./ ./ ./ /' , /"./ ./,/
Consider the top layer in the diagram, and its mean proper-

ties at A and B. Its thickness is 0( M J so that at A where

its velocity is Ll

F~
2-

U.

- 30( ~d
F '2
-T '. (98)
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When á -7 0, so t:hat ,,¡e may ,-',ae the approxÍIaation

giving (84) to
r¡/

(89), F~ becomes greater than \.1
At B the

total velocity is, in the first case from (86) and (87)

ri 6 / A B \ ÎJu L - _ (.. - --I ' (99)
1F'J.~3 4

and in the second case from (88) and (89),

L i (iU i-r+f:-Jo (100)

The thickness of the layer increases slightly from

A to B so that a plot of S against h gives

l'
i

~.E.

I
initial cLJudition.

h.
o

From this curve it can easily be seen that ~
corresponds

to (99) and Q to (100). (99) involves a small reduction in

kinetic energy, (100) needs a large change.
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Conclusions

The one layer model shows reasons why a simple approx-

imation does not give a solution to the two layer proble~. There

is not a unique solution. One solution requires a much greater

energy change than the other but this does not necessarily rule

it out; it does make it seem less likely. Both solutions give

large changes in the surface velocity. This suggests that the

most severe approximation used is that of prescribing the density

distribution.
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PENETRATIVE CONVECTION

by

S. Rosencrans

This report deals with several aspects of the

problem of "symetric" penetrative convection - the sense

of "symetric" will be explained below. Three separate

topics are dealt with: the WKB solution to the stability

problem. an unsuccessful approach to the finite amplitude

problem using generalized power integrals, and a Fourier

series solution to the finite amplitude problem with rigid

boundaries.

I. The Problem The system to be considered here is a two

dimensional rectangular body of water under the influence of

gravity . with the temperatures on the lower and upper bound-

aries fixed at 00(; and SOC respectively.., a.. d. :; i
8°C I i

..
i "-

I '\

J
I~T i ~J

~* H2O rl i
I ..

l
~

i ,
l

..
O°C

/ ,./ -
-- i. '*

Thus. before motion has begun, there is an imposed

linear temperature distribution in T = ~ B*. as shown with

~ d SoC. Now the equation of state of water in this tempera-

ture range is very nearly

.,
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t .. f() (i - 0( ¡ (T - 70 )'1)

where fo and 0', are constants, To = 4°C, and T is the

temperature in degrees Centigrade. Thus the imposed initial

density distribution is parabolic, as shown.

In fact the departure from this law is very sma11.

o
Fitting a cubic to the tabulated function P (T) at T = 0 ,

30, So, SO gives

t= 1-10-7 t -.S4(T-To)3+80(T-To)2+2.34(T-To)-'S J in cgs units,

and clearly the quadratic term is dominant.

If we define g* by

T =: ß ~* + g* ,

and define ~ to be the deviation of the pressure from the

hydrostatic pressure, then, according to the Boussinesq approx-

The heat equation is

dG* +tA*. f\()l..~ fl9* - W*~
at* -

imation, the equation of motion is

d.Y + il,'f'l..2.~1 9 e*'(ß?.i- To)~ - Q-p" V/: J&.. +0(, e*.aqat- d
where 1/: = (~Wl")iS the velocity field, l = (0,0, l), 'i

is the kinematic viscosity of water, and g is the acceleration due

to gravity.

where I( is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity of water.

We now non-dimensiona1ize a11 quanti ties according to the scheme
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8*= e,d d t*-: t. eL:2
lr 'I' K

x*:: X. d. i! ~ ': to d.If'\!A'-~ - at

d.f' ~
and define iT: :; !: and À ' - ~l~ L.-

'Y AIK

Then, after cross-di fferentiating the momentum

equation to eliminate the pressure, we arrive at the system

dof equations, for ~ = 0:

ó')i¡-)i2(/?e+e2.)::. () p(6t¡)4J)àx () ã (X.l i: )
~e + ~ :: òi~JWid- )(J ~

~'.e a stream function i. has been introduced

o~X!£GL
o ~ i' ~

('l': * and W ~ - tt) ~~d: = .2 ~ -I.
The boundary conditions to be considered here are:

free boundaries at X = 0, a and ei ther rigid boundaries at

~ = 0, 1 or free boundaries at ~ = 0, l. The boundaries at

x = O,~ are free because we have in mind really an infinite

fluid in ~ , whose motion will be described by alternately

duplicating and anti-duplicating the solutions we derive for

06): ~ a.. This is the familiar cellular regime of "rolls",

Thus at 'l = 0 and"' =a, 'l ='lxx =lIxxxx =8x =8xxx= O.

For free boundaries in % IV = I. = 'l = 8 = 8 = e = 0, zz zzzz zz zzzz
at ~ = 0 and ~ = l. For rigid boundaries in l, If = ll = 4' +z zzzz
+ 2 qJ = 8 = 8 = 8 + 8 = 0 at ~ = 0 and ~ = l.xxzz zz zZz xxz

Because of the imposed parabolic density distribution
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the fluid is divided into two sub-regions: the layer 0 ~ n~ ~,

is gravitationally unstable, Hhereas the layer ~!E ~ .c 1, is

gravitationally stable. The convection to occur is referred to

as "penetrative" because the fluid in the unstable layer will

penetrate into that in the stable layer. This is "symetric"

penetration in that the two layers are of equal thickness. The

problem of non-symetric convection is much more difficult, and

only the stability problem associated with this has been studied

(by others - e.g., Chandrasekhar).

II. The WK Solution to the Stability Problem The stability

problem associated with the symetric water problem has received

a great deal of attention, partly because it happens to be the

same as the stability problem for flow between oppositely rota-

ting cylinders, for some values of that problem's parameters.

For the case of free boundaries in~, the principl~

of exchange of stabilities has been proven to hold, hence, we

~
will set ~r = 0 in the equations. The method of solution dis-

cussed in this section does not depend strongly on the type of

boundary conditions, and we will allow for the possibility of

rigid boundaries in Z, thus assuming that the exchange of stabil-

ities holds in that case also.

The stability equation is

t:? e + À ~ e)lX = 0
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We seek a solution of the form 9 == Cl 1TcXX S' (~).

-I
where 0(: == Q.. Alternatively, one may think of Q as expanded

in a cosine series in ~ , with coefficients functions of ß.
".

Then the coefficient Q (Z) of Cl n-lToe X satisfiesn

': .. '4)3-v ~.. '" i --_
(¡l"- n 1) Q( ~..;i 7T1x I"'J Gri - 01

where
i ':

¡;'". - L.· - ttil:L

For each n we will be concerned with the eigenfunction

corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue. But the "minimum min-

imorum" is achieved only with n = 1, hence we consider only

( -i .. )'- .i z.., 'ÕD - iTol2 B - ïT ~ lib '7= 0,

Perhaps the simplest method of solution, no matter what

the bòundary conditions, is that using Fourier analysis. This

will be presented later, as part of the finite amplitude investi-

gation. However certain difficulties occur in this investigation

because the solution to the stability problem is not in closed

form. These difficulties can be overcome by using an ingenious

device of Dr. G. Veronis, but still) a solution to the stability

problem in closed form would be ~ great advantage. For this

reason) and because of its mathematical interest) we turn to the

WK method.

The WK method provides an asymptotic series for the

î V.
solution to this equation in inverse powers of ll ) valid as

À -)00. We are) of course, interested in a fixed value of

Æ, in fact the minimum value that Å attains. The hope is that

this minimum value is large enough so that the first term of the
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WK solution is rather a good approximation, when Æ ~ Æc' to the

exact solutiono Then the wKB method will have provided closed-

form approximate eigenfunctions and an estimate for ÌLe.

To carry out the method it is first necessary to cast

the equation in a sort of ¡'canonical" WK form. To do so, define

-k and t by

1i""cX'-;Æ ':: L. (. and
~ ': i." ".

1To( -~ ~

Thèn ') L'" f''' 1.. ~ ' -; 0
(1) - ~ c;) e - i- oJ 1:" ,

According to the WK method solutions of this equa-

tion have as~nptotic expansions, if ~ is considered a fixed

constant, of the form

valid as

,. p t.(i) fa. /æ-) + A., (2) + Q.¡ (~ .. . · ·
8 ~ '- 1 0 l t t.i:

t~c:.
J

Further, the differential equations satis-

fied by f3 (~) and ct, (~) can be determined by
-

inserting for Q

e t.~(a) ,the series to which it is supposed asymptotic, cancelling
S

E for S = 6, 5, 4,and equating to zero coefficients of . . . . ,

l, 0, -1, -2, .... We are concerned with only 0-. and f3

hence

A rather lengthy computation shows that

- ~ (.1- ,. I/. ) - ~

fa l; (a. ) :: j 1' + ~ 3
I~ . 1. ?t I/~ (1)

ß = ~ +d

(3(~) · ;(f\"t~JS) % ~ -tk" (1'l'+~1'9 y"+ ~ '("'0.+ $~t
Six independent "solutions" to the equation are

obtained by choosing simultaneously a branch of J ~ and a branch
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., h . (fj 2 \/~ ) ~0": t e square root in -f? + d -' .

".
Note that these representations of Q have branch

points at J - 0 and cd = - ~6, and eto in fact blows up at

these points in accord wíth the usual results of the- WKB

method. Note both occur in the range of the problem,

-1 ~ d c: 1. In the terminology of quantum mechanics, there

are "turning points" at J ,= 0 and 1 "" - ~6. These turningv d
points have an unusual and dis~strous character. In the

first place, since ~ is very small, they are close together,

and this is a most dreaded circUIitance because it makes the

matching process, to be described beiow, very delicate.

Secondly, the cube-root branch point is in a sense

interior to the square-root branch point, and this apparent ly

never happens in the usual problems to which the method is

applied. It is not unusual to have two turning points in a

problem; however, they usually occur due to ;S '8 taking the

form (f(~))~ where f vanishes at two points in the range

of Z: , but is analytic in ?- it-self. In our case f vanishes

at one point but f itself has a branch point at ~ = 0 (i.e.,

at ;; = ~) .

In order to make ß and ciø analytic in the complex

variable ~ we will from now on work in the ~ -plane cut along

the upper edge of the negative real axis. Thus if C is a com-

plex number we will require - if ~ arg CL. iI. This deter-

mines completely the branches of ( ) 1/3 and ( ) 1/2 . The
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, .. i;.".
general analytic functi_on ,. '-i, i. will be denoted

d

il/\ .l.:
,~

1
Having done this we now define for ~ positiveJ' ()/ ) "Î fJ 'l

(3i'.-;, for (: := 1,2,3 to be /3 with â .= Wi. J:g wherè
the cube root on the right-hand side is that determined in

( . ai -, J..;l
the cut plane, and Wl= e .., W;z = t; .$ Wi,. 1

y
Similarly for l negative, defi.ne (3/(2-) by ffj'l".;~¿I~¡:J

( -t ~ (' _ i. ~ !' _ . L iT'where (;,:: e. "c'2 - e J 6'3 - e

Then we have WK solutions in three distinct regions:

-\ ~ J L. - ¡/') - ~ " .c d L. C) O.. J ~ I. Denoting these regions

R3, R2, Ri, we have:

~ ~ -~( ~ -~ \) ,(j",'¿;E..') k2+-it~~) -L"tr(J:EßI:(il~ U)1 7?¡

j * -~ 'X -Y:
G.--- ~ GL Ii)' (l/¿+ fjJJ J) -.itF(f: Ef3¡ (i)) ~'Y R.i

9' ~ i F/ 13 i-Y3 (~;¡+ Jd'd/ ~ F~ J.'Xr(ttft (~i) ¿Yl "F3
l.~,

(2)

Sums are also over plus and minus signs.

It may be noted that the solution in Ri is expected

to be nowhere valid in RZ' wedged as closely as it is between

,.
two turning points. Similarly e(Ri) and Q(RZ) are expected

and â = -1 (~=O) respec-

near these boundaries is

;0
to represent Q only near J = +l (r =1)

tively. That the solutions are valid

fortunate since boundary conditions will Qe applied there. The

usual WK bag of tricks for most second order eigenvalue problems

contains instructions for forming out of Airy functions and-- -
Q(Ri) and Q(R3) a uniformly valid WK solution, and since we shall
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shortly reduce this problem to a trio of second order prob~ems,

something of this kind might be expected. However, the second

order problems are exceptional cases which IrJÍE not have Airy-

like solutions in the neighborhood of their turning points -

a fact which makes the construction of uniformly valid solu.'

tions much more difficult; thus no attack has been made on

uniformly valid solutions in this report.

The problem that we must solve next is the matching
::

problem. That is, to dete.rmineeach G i. as a linea.r c.ombina-L" ,* "" :t
tion of a1 i the C i. ,and to find each r i: as a linear com-

bination of all the E' ~¿,
In this way the WK solution we

have found will have only six "arbitrary" constants and our

boundary conditions wiii be applied to dete.rmine the constants

(with, say, E::: 1) and the eigenvalue spectrum (.À Ì . Now

it is a fact, told to me by Dr. E. A. Spiegel, that these linear

combinations mentioned above take a form (for example) like:

F+ 0 0 0 * * 0 E+
1 1

F+ 0 0 0 * * 0 E+
Z 2

..+ * 0 * 0 0 0 E+1'3 3
::

-
Fi * 0 * 0 0 0 Ei

FZ 0 * 0 0 0 * EZ

F3 0 * 0 0 0 * E3
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where * represents some possibly non..zero constant. This

matrix is not intended to represent the actual matrix for

this problem - we mean only that the form of the matrix must

be the same in the follO\ving sense: each row haG only two

stars and four zeros, and, there are exactly two rows with

the same star pattern, and, each colil~ has only two stars 0

One can express this more succintly by saying (as

Dr. Spiegel did) that the six "waves" in each of the regions

Ri, Ri, R3, match up not only "six to six", but also "two to

two". Thus there are two waves in Ri, which evolve to two waves

in RZ' which in turn evolve to two waves in R3

three such wave pairs in Ri, etc. This suggests the search for

and there are

a trio of second order differential equations having WKB solu-

A Il
tions given by (1), with a different choice of , ~ for each

equation. The equations are trivially found by finding the WK

solution of ~ ~ + ft;) d.v +a. J d.~
equal to that given by (1) and solving for f and ~ .

1-

~ ~~) 1f = 0, setting it

The result is,

'13

There are three equations, one for each choice of 3

A. '6
If we make the substitution t,:: J (hence t = w,';j

for £ = 1,2, or 3 and y is real), then the equation for ir(Ç)

d. i. '- d. 8/ . -i (L" ,.~)-lt + 3J dJ --i ç 'rr + J9 :. 0

is ., .
d.1r _ 9 t ~ .. ~(.L,.., y) - 0
(l'2 7í l.. '= 1' )- (3)
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Unfortunately this equation is apparently not solva-

bie in terms of tabulated functions. However its solution is

certainly analytic in the parM1cter
*.~ :i , " , .

. ,-.; f ¡: ~ . - ('and o-lç coe~,_i"ient."

1L~)1
of Tt easily determined. Now the functions on the right-

hand side of (2) are also analytic in -l'J for â l O. Hence a

procedure that might be tried is to use the coefficient 1..,. (r)

of -k ~l' in the expansion of the solution 115; Æ)of (3) to

match the corresponding component in the expansions of equa-

tions (2). This complete procedure has not been carried out.

It has been carried out only for the coefficients of ~ 0 (:"1) ,

~ = 0 in (2) and (3). Note that lettingobtained by setting

k'7 Ò collapses RZ into one point ( l' = 0) and thus coalesces

_ 16.
the branch points at 0 and at ~ We thus obtain a matching

+ F~matrix between E ~ and that would be the true matching
L L.

matrix if It were zero. A crucial step is then taken: we

assume that this matching matrix is very close to the true

matrix and in fact use it in app lying boundary condit ions, etc.

The matrix, which will .be derived in an appendix, is

1 0 0 0 0 0

.
0 -i, 0 0 0 0

,
0 0 0 0 0 '"

0 0 0 1 0 0

.
0 0 0 0 " 0

..

0 0
.

0 0 0- i.

Thus the waves not only match II two by two", but also II one by one II .
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This is very surprising, and the simplicity of the entries

also makes one doubt the correctness of this procedure.

Note that this method g1 ves no information about

the
'*

G.
c.

We have only the WKB solution near the boundaries

in e. The next step is to apply the boundary conditions.

The determinant arising from this, which provides Î\c ) has

not yet been evaluated. It is displayed in an appendix.

II. Finite Amplitude Investigation

The equations are

lia.1i1 'l e 'd(A\l ~) ::'1-/\J ,,-(j õ(X)1!)

~ e + Ll)I = Ò (9, l4)
a ()(J ~ )

2Ã9SJl
(4)

These equations are to be solved by Fourier analysis

of 9 and ll over the fundamental region 0 ~ X ~ a, 0 ~ r ~ 1.

It is convenient to extend 9 X and 4ì oddly into the range

-a ~ X !: 0, -1:: e ~ O. Thus

.. A J.
IV "V 2: 411( á .w 'nrl))( iÀ j'1l.

e ~ z* ê . CO ~7fX ~ ~'".yI'J U
where by 2:* is meant the sum over all non-negative integers.

(5)

We will reserve ~ for sum over all integers. The alternative

representations
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.J .,,- "
L iT (1'c.X'. -l'J ii:e;II) .. i ¡) ,

r "" z. ì i(: e
J (6 )

. _( R ..l.;1f~)
c: ,1" . ¡, ii \ I'iy)i, j .

e .- .è I. 'OK1 e

wi 11 also be used. The numbers l¥¡( i ' e I(j are defined in
.. "-

terms of 4J/(j and 8l(j by the £01 lowing ea11ations for K., j

both non-negative.

A
II . :: 111 -: -\.) . ': -LV . =: -i ii) ,T~ "1_K,_j -KJ ~ 'j 4 'f~J

(7)
Aer-e ,-.Q.- e '- 'ef(J - -j(,J - - v~,-J - - -K,-J - -i¡ Kj

Because we are dealing with rigid boundaries in ~ ,

the sèries (5) and (6) for ~ do not provide the Fourier

cosine series in ? for Ll ,when differentiated term by. zzz
term. Instead, it is necessary to introduce the constant

R uJ' , defined below, into the series for ,,) It may be" '1 zzz .
evaluated by using the boundary condition ~~ = 0 at ? = 0,

and r = 1. The need for R 'is discussed, for example, ini(J

Jeffreys and Jeffreys.

Iil ,.c:t '-i3'3Iu. .." 'l ~1T(~)(+j7Ti!)'1T u ¿. C L 'I J .. I(J + l "K j ) e

for ~ and i positive,

1Kj :: -~(Ak,Bil)d=- KKJ-J ~ - R.J(J-j ~ - "R_w¡ d

-A if-i=O~ l( CJ

(AK1Bk)j:= AI' if j is even, =1 0
.

:8", if j is odd

(8)
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Because the equations (4) require only four deriva-

tives of l. and two of 9, this adjustment is the only one that

need be made.

Next the series (6) (using (8) where necessary) is

inserted into the left-hand side of (4a) and the entire equa-

tion (4b). Into the right-hand side of (4a) is inserted (5).

Then the left-side of (4a) is rewritten in its real form, which

is a "sin sin" series since each term of the left side of (4a)

is odd in both X. and "; if d is extended evenly. However the

right side is a "sin-cos" series because it is odd in X. and

even in ~. To relate the coefficients on either side of (4a),

the finite sin transform is taken, over (O,a) and (0,1). Because

all terms of (4b) are even in ¡( and odd in ~ , the coefficients

~11(JlØ()(.l j~of e can be equated on both sides.

The results of this are:

- .£ f.¡. ~ k ~ -l d '") + ~ ll l( j =- rr A Kj

lk~/+.i~~,,'+lr~2: Cìt~~..+()'BkJ-íi.rRl( -íí(1ci5:"'j -: 04 CKj0( ¡J ií i+el- 0 .l Tf
2 r 1-(- i) L

Q.e ::: - ~ l -- J Q,ø: 0

Ai¿J ~::~~,.i.~r.s amYl (Y""f-vYS)

S -t n -J

B t( i : =;E lfrs ltlhlo (Y'n - ms) (m'õll1'Yl.i)
-. l"-ll" ~ 4t

.... ri:.i1

C i\'j :=¿~ emYl eys( l'f-tl'J ~ + 6'''_~J'') Djsn

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(l3)

(14)
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I

- j +S+Yì ..,

._iU)'~(-\) -Ir1) 'sn ,- _...--- . - ,.-.--......,'.
j (j"_lSM)"l)(r-(S_t")'l)

wherever it makes sense,
zero othenvise.

.t' t~ '\\ 1))

EjoJ' ~:::E r iP'is Rm'f
,.-1" :~
5+Y¡,; i

Next the quantities \1 ¡.j , t¡~j , À, and R ioj are

(16)

expanded in a series of the Malkus-Veronis type:

OJ
(i.) ~

~
Bk \ = ?; 9k. ê

.. L- J

¡; () ,
LV . ~ ~ Lj~E'"Kj Lsi ""J \

, \00 ..
7 (17)

~ = z. Ì\. E. . i.
!

.. os 0

cO

"R~) ~ ~R i ~2:
I¡(J "

.,; i

AI(J
00 m ~ )-: ~ A j(j ~. ~ -re..

, ::'2

This expansion is inserted into the equations and

coefficients of powers of é are equated, thus generating a

solvable iterative sequence of. algebraic equations. At

each stage the ;1 L are evaluated by simply 'requiring that

the equations have a solution. The criterion needed is the

exact algebraic analogue of a criterion used by Malkus and

Veronis in their study of the Boussinesq problem. Also at

1. (to)each iteration, and for each "horizontal" integer 7t , R icj

must be evaluated, and this is done by use of ~~ = 0 on

the boundaries, which is equivalent to
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~*'. 11 _ ,-.# ,
,c-":-i :J 'f~J - ¿ ;J If.''j -:; ()J WU j~ ,fe/l. -;Í¿ ::= 0

/"1 i-~ '\
ì. 1.. r~ )

The stability problem (the" E -approximation") v/ill

now be solved. For reasons mentioned earlier, only 1t:-.. 1 is

ccnsidered. From (9) and (10),

(o(~ -+ 1-.l N i\ s: . (i) 'R(I)-
- o(t- eIJ+11~;;~io.e.el()iJ-ø ij-O.

Using (9) with ~ = l, and (18), we get

(19)

~ll'/:i'i.)CJ(I) ~*'( ~ '.1) (I) 0
.¿. jtQ(+J /01':: jvx +j e. =JQu J J ~ (20)

But the equation (19) can be written in the form:

¡ li A(I)

j even: j ~+J')€fj +Aoj4Q(~l-~1.) ~ Çlte~~ ~ ~ 0(: ~å.- (21)
íT lol +3 l?j I) Ol +1

() , (f/I)
j odd: j'~i~")eCI~ + ì\.iíA'1 +~ &, $' Q. B' = ~ 0('" , i (22)
- Ij it (01 l-j? 1+t-j l I~ (00,+ J-y:i..

Now if (21) and (22) are summed over j even and odd

respectively,

B (1) in terms
\

and (20)

(1)ofe, j .
used, we have an expression for Ail) and

These are then inserted into (19) pro-

ducing a set of linear equations for the ef~) alone. There

are, of course, an infinite number of equations. A reasonable

proèedure is to take 9 i~) '" 0 for j? S for sqne integer S.

This results in a finite set of equations whos'e solution is

approximate ly the a~~) for j = 1, ..., S. The exact equations

are given in an appendix.
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For s = 2, one finds

~(~,-1l3)-i, r~-Q3 ti(o.,-I1) .. 5gal-O,) +"J)
1T r 3I1(OL~ri? l.,...~)a (~2+JSJ2 U

t.o (Ul,-ai -~ r?-ai-l¡~ 1- tfrt1-tl.) l' b(4,y -fA~ of "JI! ~'+4

~L $e(o()i-(ti':4l' (G(~+li)'1 (Q(2+36)': If iX-l

= l~J (23)
where

4 tJ (01) : = S' ~ +
lj j'r /.i)~-lj.)J.

'~
Q Cd)=- 2it J.de. j.w (ø(.+jl.):J

Setting equal to zero the determinant of the matrix

(24)

in (23) gives ). 0 ' to the 2x2 approximation. The result is,

using some computations of Dr. Howard,

~o - l8,640-
/11

9 II = 1

9111 ~ .31
,2-

ex 4¡' .1(

2The € -approximation. The equations are

l" (2. (1.) . (a) ~ I~Äø C (.2.)

-f Il0J -t (j eoJ - iTJ "R oj -1T0(a- Ead = 1T oj
, .. (~) ( ,

:: e . := A a~0( OJ. 0 J

(25)
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for l*" 0,

3

(cllt+r) ~/~ +~ 5. Q. e(~- 11ø~ C(~ exCï i:(~ +-l1?(~ì -

/q"Ot'& ~ ir+ i+..j t *",- ~1J4 !(J tr ¡;~j ~ ~j

_~ ~:.~ _~¿ tl/l eO) _ (otClklltjS.t (~)if'i -1'(1 T(Jt i+l~ t. ~l of ~,. A~d
(26)

N (~ (~
Now by actual computation,.:ój · "Roj = Eoj - 0

hence

And thus both

C-i)that. II) ."'OJ

I' À.OC...-
~

~)IU . can~oJ

is not zero for all j,

1I)(~) a
T'0J

(~e ø j and

c. (~OJ (27)
be easily computed. Note

and this is surprising

because it does multiply a zero term in the solution, namely

sin 0 roe x.. However it must be computed because it wi 11

playa role in future computations.

The next computation is for lt = L The evaluation

of Â L will always occur as part of the le = 1 computation. ."t Cl.) ( L)
because (when " I i has been evaluated in terms of e i; ) the" (~) . iJ
linear operator acting on 9'j (considered as a vector with

components.j = 1,2,3, ...) is then singular, and a process to

be described will simultaneously ensure existence of a unique

l,)solution B1J even in this case, and evaluate L ¿ .

For ~ = l, (26) reduces to the following when zero

terms are not written down:

~ (o¡ ~. ~ ~ .rl'l ). 'S . (i)
0(" 9Ij+~,~~9It:3 ij -;f ~aJai9,.. (28)
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())
As in the stability problem 1\ 11 is now evaluated in terms

of the (e~ J by using (18) i Wl~~Ch in fact takes the form ofN ~ A~(20) with e., replaced bye, . This is so because Ij' = O.i J 'J
(;)

By analogy with the stability solution we see that "R Ij' con-

sists of a linear combination of the (e~;)) plus a constant

times ;i 1

Thus (28) can be written

where i-

.. (/" ('J~) J
of l: :: À, a(constant)j

is the linear operator of the stability problem

(29)

(which is approximately the matrix in (23)). Now, we know that

i is !lingular because A.o has been chosen so that det(.t) = O.

Thus (29) has a solution iff its right-hand side, considered

as a vector with j = 1,2,3, ... , is orthogonal to the solution

- i-T -- .p T1. of 1Í = 0 where ci is the operator whose matrix is the

transpose of that of dt. Now by actual computation, ir =

(1, .25, ...) and it is clear that this orthogonality cannot

hold unless À1 = O.

Thus ot (9,j1:J= O. This, of course, implies that

e(7) C,)ii = C eij where C is any constant.

tion is now applied: that the solution

(V
gonal to 6'j . Thus C = 0, and

The uniqueness condi-

e~)
'J of 

each p be ortho-

(~
f'j and À I ) .

e(~= 0
'J (2)

(This implies that "R, = 0i;
C2J

since ~ ii is linear in
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(~
The next computation is that of the e.i ~ For this

J
(1.)

purpose ve have first to evaluate the rR ' using (18). This2 J

and later coaputatious have Böt yet beeu fully carried out.

The process of evalualUng e(f¿
~~

v

For k - 1 ~ À f .ust be evaluated ~ and for

should be clear by now.

l, CJ (p)
each f'o:: 0, O~ 1foj

(1")of the e~n¡. If -k:: 1,
is non-singular, hene

IIst be evaluated as a linear funtion

.tJ¡o)the resulting linear operator on ok'
d

has a unique iaverse.

We previously mentioned that the great difficulty in

this method 11 that oaly an approxtate solution to the stabi~ity

problem 1s available - i.e.. the first few (tw, in our case)

tanu of the sine series for 9 (i). The difficulty occurs,. at

each iteration, in the fl - 1 cOlutati01. The "right-hand side"

(I) .
vector which 18 to be aade orthogonal to €J,¡ (J - 1,2,3,4,...)

(i) (I) '(1) (I)
( 911, 912, 913, 914,i. actually 1Ue orthogonal only to

(I)915,0,0,0, ...).
~) (~)

iag (911, 812, ...,

Thus unless ve restrict ourselves to find-

9(10)
15(1') .

iii trouble, because 91 i for J ~s aay not be correctly cOluted.

It tunas out that UItU, say, the € S...pproxiati01, the straight-

(S - 2 iu our approxiatiol1), ve are

forward aethod we hae described can be carried. out without auh

difficulties ra1ai11 the c~utatioa. However,' ia the fully

three-d1ae.do~l case a refi...nt of the .ethod, due to

G. Veroais (uaubUshed), austbe us.d.
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III Power Integrals, and others. Some uses of power integrals

are described in the paper of Malkus and Veronis. Another use

of such integrals is as constraints in variational approaches

to various convection problems - one replaces the full equations

by some selected set of integrals. Two new integrals are given

here - one which is valid also for the Boussinesq problem, and

another which depends strongly on the penetrative convection

that we have here.

First, for reference, we give our version of the

momentum and thermal power integrals used in the paper of Mal-

kus and Veronis (a double bar denotes integration over

O~ X~ a., O~ I!~ I ). These, and the other integrals here,
are valid at least for free-free boundary conditions in ii :

). liX (¡ete)) + in~ia -t IVlli!l~ :0

¡'Vet - W.x e = 0

(30)

(31)

The integral depending strongly on penetrative con-

vection, as is easily verified. is

À ~ .. :2 () e (\lXll tV. e -41:.) · 0 (32)

which is obtained by taking the dot product of the momentum

equation and \/9 .

Finally if we multiply the heat equation by
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\" ':\ f'
e f (IV (iC¡ ~)) where f (0) =- f!):: 0

-va- 'V(t' (~)eh) + 9n* f (ll) ': 0

then,

(33)

Taking 11 = 0 and f (x.) :. X ': , then

'Ie · V' 'l = 0
(34)

which states that in the average, conductive heat flow is

parallel to the velocity.

A possibly interesting mathematical remark (suggested

Dirichlet norm, where by
i

Now r ~ ~ is a large subset of all those functions

9 can be had by taking ~ =

orthog~nal to f~ 41 in the

we mean "f l composed with

o in
by remarks of Dr. Howard) 

about

(33). Then (33) says that Q is

t~ Ii
"

lJ

zero on the cell boundary. Iff 9 were harmonic it would be

orthogonal (~ la Dirichlet) to all functions zero on the boundary.

Thus Q partly shares one defining property of harmonic functions.
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APPENDIX 1 ~.iKB MATCHING WITH ~ '" O.

For -k =: 0 the associated second order equations are

cl1T 9 .i~" i.
d? --l t t V" :: 0 where) = Wt~

~real, y = ~ J in the cut plane for ~ ;; O.

¿ "1,21 ti3 and

y is

Consider this equation for y ~ 0, (hence J ~ 0).

Solutions are

.A xV: H(')I i' ~ %.). A Xi'H(I) l-l. L e x.~lv. i y" l+" L ~ '/ + a. 1/7 C 1 ./

(for Wt= W, or W:2 or (;" ) . As an example we will perform

the matching afforded by W~: W1.

Then it is easily seen that. for 1; '"0, this solution

is, in the cut plane, , i 'i'
e 1J~~/'fA, H% (t ~ e'ft ~~)+AH~ ('4 '( e- ~~ "')f.

ii"If..this solution is continued into d .( 0 in the cut

plane, it becomes

-:L Of e-¿'l/~iYAlI~ (~( ê"li¡¡f~i'+A. H~~ (~£/%M"))

Using the formula for the asymptotic expansion of

(I)
H Y1 (?) for large (?), we obtain asymptotic expansions of

these functions of the form:

-~ f k' U'j"l'l V. qr \ 119h. ì~ ~O: C 1'l1 i.,é,211ê"'" 7 +,A.re' e L ~ V, J

"J "- 0: C 11ji'1 A ie' 'V~ £Ivl ~'" + A 2. e -¿ ~ e I,; E Iyl '4~¥ )
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Where G is a constant, and 1J¡ f(. are the. L

b sixth roots of I and -I respectively:

_), _ ¿'" i:.i1Y iff -"3Y¿ -'~lT~ I'V i. - e ;, e , e l e 1 e ~.
lJ. 0: e-íf~ e1Ti,, e~~' ¿-t" _LS~ e-~ ~III ., ) e J e ~ ·

lil..

Now we rewrite equations (2) fòr Æ = O. For

~,. 0 it is

-~ + -I( ....3.?l ) ...'I.J: it ~i) E+ -~l ~)
., i E, WI e~~ tV, + f~ w, e't~~ !~ + i(., e~i~ c) V,

- .'Â ( If", ) - .1/" ( "4) - _VI( ~ )L+t1w, ~ip :\rJ'''l + E"w, (ltp 'A, ~ j ~+ f:J tN, e~(,%t ã 11 J

and for , ~ 0, it is

-~r"ll 1i \ .l -'/il ~IL ¥I~,1" '\ l -~ '"
I)J iF,lcfl ey.(; cl~ . f(IlJ+ f1 d; e1Pl"1 KS-I+ F3~ (4 t ';' KJ

_.vl f I 1'N) . -~ "4 \ - -J4 J~ )IL
-l ~ Ó. 4!~t~ t $ .I(~,~ F2 ~ et:,tl1lJJI K2)t ~~ t~ tlJ KJ J

-, --
Now suppose that all the t.s are zero except E, .

Then for matching in ~, , we require

-."~ - ~
Aceir::Euri i , A -=0:2

O? 1. gives

Hence the Hankel function solution continued into+ t ~ _ - II"
F1 :I 0 and C. Ai e :: F, cf1

- V., £ .. ¿l _ F.. (". W, - L lW, , e -, ni e
Thus

or ~ I - ~r; - ·
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l +
Now suppose all E S zero except E, . Then

A,=o

Thus F,- = 0

C Ai. e j~fl -: £" 7 uJ1- y,/

and C A2, e -l. ~ -= Fl- J; - 'A¡

+
9, (+"

97 ( + )

"Q~ (+)

9~(-)

g+ (-)
I

....+
e (-)

,

E + II 1- I~ - 5'11 ii ~ 'i;' + (_1/+i ¡,i e :: e Fi OJ

i: -t _ 1"+
¡; i - i J ø

Therefore

01)

The determinant whose zeros provide r A f is

9~(+)

ë; (+)

.. ê; (+)

9;(+) 9~ (+)

ë~ (+)

9; (+)

Q~ (+)

"9;(+)

.: 9~ (-)

. It_
L. 92 (-)

~'Q; (-)

9; (+)

Q"; ( + )

"ë;(+)

~ 9; (-)

~'é+ ( - )!
....+
,9..(-)

In this determinant, the term ë; (+) refers to Q with

exponential factor exp (- ßi (r:)' t ), evaluated at â = +1.

..+
9j(+)

'.Q~( + ) "'g; (+)

Q~(-)

Q~ (-)

"ë; ( - )

. +
-1.9 (-)2.

-~El-(-)3

. ...+-t.9 (-)i. -LQ;(-)

':(9; (+)
",-+

-&: 9s. ( - )

.. -
Similarly 93(-) is evaluated at J = -1.
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~-l~IX II

The exact stability equations are:

(Q(~J1e(ll+~ 'StJ.eb)=. j'À, .L c:* -L &;Q f!/J
01' I~ n" ~"" '~ ? (L(oC ~(ç().~l' e '~,. " oe l' r. i+:~

for j even

and for j odd, the same equation with sum over odd l ' and

~o(e;) replacing Je (tX).G (i) 8(1)
The numbers A i and I are given by:

ACt) - ( (I)i\'~ ~ -L cC a (Ii - 3e J 1t t: 1.('..J..1\': ¿j .t81ijJM \: .. i a+l=

-I
-00) ;: I Cel)) À. ~~ ti .o i l~' 1T" i. .. .~\~ ~ til 8,4.

d La("-J -, 'Tl-; u



Combined Shear Flow and Convection

by

Fred c. Shure

Introduc tion

The onset of thermal convection in a quiet fluid

contained between two perfectly conducting rigid horizontal

surfaces and heated from below has been thoroughly investi-

gated by Pellew and Southwell (1). They found that the fluid

is unstable when the Rayleigh number exceeds the critical

value of 1708. The plan form of the growing motions allowed

by their theory may be any space-filling lattice (hexagons,. i
rolls, etc.) . Moreover in view of the comlete horizontal

symetry, the orientation of this plan form is unrestricted.

It is of interest to consider a natural generaliza-

tion of Pellew and Southwell's stability problem: the fluid is

not at rest, but flowing (with some given velocity profile)

horizontally between the plates. It may be conjectured that

the shear flow produces a stabi lizing effect. A disturbance

which varies spatially in the direction of the basic flow is

"advected away from itself" since the basic flow varies verti-

cally through the fluid. Of course, this stabilizing effect

can not serve to increase the critical Rayleigh number of the

1
Bisshopp (2) has show more recently that if the cells are to

be parallelograms, they must in fact be rectangles.
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system. Disturbances whose only horizontal spatial variation

is perpendicular to the streaml are unaffected by the presence'

of the flow, at least insofar as stability criteria are con-
.

cerned. Hence do~~-stream rolls will grow exponentially in time

(according to the linearized theory) whenever R ~ 1708. How'"

ever, if our conjecture is corX'ect, the critical Rayleigh num-

ber for disturbances ot any other plan form will be somewhat

greater than 1708. Under these conditions down-stream rolls

appear as a preferred form of cellular convective motion.

This may serve to explain their frequent occurrence in cloud

and fog formations, as may be seen in some of the striking

photographs in the work of Avsec (3).

The basic equations:

In our model, the undisturbed fluid is moving in the

x-direction with a linear (Couett~) velocity profile.

~ l: Uil ~
V :: U (e).( ;\ -; t.

(1)

? is the vertical direction and cL is the vertical spacing
'~~""';",,~-:

between the plates confining the fluid. The bottöm surface is

maintained at a higher temperature than the top, and we define

ß: (L)~) . the (positive) temerature gradient. (2)

We also define '( = ~ 0( , wh~re ~ is the sravitational constant,

i
Thes8are "down..stream rolls": rellswhClse axes are parallel

to the stream.
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and 0( the coefficient of thermal expansion.

The energy-momentum-mass equations (in the Bousstnesq

approximation) are

a. 'Oit t Û.~it + Û. V U :: - ~P- + '( T K + VV:)'Iõt Jm .'?T ~ ~ ~
it -+ U' \7 T =- ßV+ K \J T

(3)b.

~ ~
c. 'V.u.=O

p , ..m ' -i , K. are the pres sure, mean density, kinematic

viscosity and diffusivity respectively. T and 1i = (u,v,w)

are the variations of the temperature and velocity from the

mean temperature and velocity fields.

..
Terms quadratic in ~

and T are omitted.

We apply the operator

) d~ . d -:;. ~..~ :: (VX'VX =r = ÒX()~ t + ~i!;t - ~ ~ (4)

to the momentum equation.

Note that
..

di .\7 ~ 0
.. 'a

0: · 'l : - \J 1A~

.. ~
tJ .TK ': -" T1- Vi (5)

..
and, in view of the specified form of LJ

()r' (U.Gû. + 11. nD J = - ¥ * 'J~W (6)

Thus the coupled equations for W and T become

a. (it -1) V"1+ J!'d~ )\l~W = r v.~ T

(.1 -k\12 + L). i.)T -= (3VD't 7 d~
(7)

b.
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Notice that for the cross-stream rolls previously

mel1tioned,where 1. and -r are independent of X , the ad-

vective term drops out of the equations and we are left with

the stability equations of Pellew and Southwell. Thus with

respect to such disturbances, the system will be unstable

whenever the Rayleigh number defined by

'1/3 d IfR -: --~ V
(8)

exceeds 1708.

We shall investigate disturbances whose horizontal

~~
spatial variation is of the form 'Ve -dL (i.e. down-stream

rolls). Combining eqs. (7a) and 7b) and non-dimensionalizing

according to

£" -: d.

T-a cJ~=-
,;

(9)

we obtain the 6th order equation for tA

((.f-~ Il'-ia. ~;iXl -17'+ LCl ~-) 17;' ~~Jw" 0(10)

where ~:: ~, the Reynolds number1. (11)
d- · v-,

K.

the Prandtl number.

The case of low R~ynold8 Number:

When the Reynolds number is low, we are led naturally

to an expansion of our system of equations about the system con-

sidered by Pellew and Southwell.
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We consider the basic equations (oPtained from the

non-dimensional form of eqs. (7) by assuming horizontal spa-.~
tial dependence "' e .. do )

(ft .. Le it - \j?) \/'2W :. - ~1. T

ErCk + ~E~)-'Vj T. :. R 'U

(12)

along with the boundary conditions for rigid surfaces.

w(j:~) = D'W(t~) =T(:tt)-: Q. (13)

€ -. ~ fA will serve as an expansion parameter.

We seek solutions of eqs. (12) for fixed ~ whose

time dependence is of the form est where S is purely imagin-

ary. The eigenvalue ~ thus obtained will then determine a

point on the marginal stability curve of ~ VB. ~. If the

marginal stability curve possesses an absolute minimum, the

minimum will be located at the critical Rayleigh number and

the accompanying value of ci will be the wave n.umber of the

most unstable mode.

Our 6th order equation for ~

(a-(StLeij-V1.J(s+Lei _n2JV2... -1tA.l.W'
(14)

with boundary conditions

w(t-li-:DW(il):: rS+Lei!-~:JV'w(:t*)=-O (15)

incorporates as a special case (e = 0) the 6th order equation

, "-
V-Wo ~ -~oa. Wo (16)
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with boundary conditions

w(:tt) :::Dw(t ~)=\7iv(i:l)=o (17)

treated by Pe11ew and Southwell. . That 18 to say, although the

principle of exchange of stabilities does not apply in this

case and S lIay turn out to be coilex, we infer frCDPellev

aod Southwell '. results that Si- ~ 0 aa 6 -i 0 and for solu-

tions on the marginal stability curve we write

5 = 5, E + S~¿:i+ 5,3 ¿ +-... -" Sn ilginary (18)

We also write

. :&

W:: Wn +1J1é +1J:i~ -t,...

(19)
,.

"R :. K 0 + -li\ € +""4, e +....

with 1.o an R 0 gi,,_ by Pellew an Southwell.

We no obtaill the 8urprisiag re..lt that

5 - 0ri- all '\-

In other words, althogh we have. be8l unable to ,roye that the

principle of exchage of stability a,plies vbn. 6 1= 0, it is

a foi-l coas.queie of this perturbatioa treatat.

We write s,.olically:

~(s+i.ei)-nJ (s+Lee-Ç7:i'Jn~+ 'R¿: 1. :10 +;lt e + 1.:i6 '+ ,...

J. 0 -= V' 6+ Ro a. 'S

1-,= -((J+I)SIV'l-~I.~V"-£ V'i¡ n"+'Rit.~

J~= -(CJ4-I)S:¡ 'I,,(j(SIl' Li/\J1. + 'R:¡a."3

(20)

(20.0)

(20.1)
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In ~ -(Stl)Sn n/ft2 l.(Ï 5'ri_1 ~ + ~F, a -; YÎ ~3

Then to satisfy eq. (14) to all orders in é we have

f t,l .:0
.Jo 0

Jo -Wi ': -1, wo

10 -w~ = -J1 WI - J:; Wl)
I
,

J(;"wn: -of; W.,_J
f .p

- Q(;¡ UJI1 -:i ",. -..)i Wo

': -f J~vJn-¿
~ :.1

The boundary conditions become

W h ( ~ -1):; D Wn (i ~) ~ 0

(20.n)

(2100)

(21. n)

(22. n)
ri

\7 '(Wn (:t ~):: ì. = \7 ;i (: ~.)t ~ St.' n Ìù . Ii: J. \n-i ~ Yl-i.\: -i)
L c./

By direct calculation we obtain the useful relation:
Y-2

I 1; J. w~il~ = Jwn:Jc To i;. -1J T. '\~1J~ (23)ii IIo - i..
:: - f DT. F.~ 'V..w,-i .. ~ i 5" tI"w~_J) i:~ y_
We first show that "R, = 51 = 0 and W, is an odd

imaginary function.

Multiplying eq. (21. l) by To and integrate over~
'I.. iI¡."

l r 1)701t 'W.l + S,llì;. it.i = S, (ir.i) j 7,ilwo hV.,. ..'/.. 1(.
. -t S ~r: To (~~t+V~r r: j w¡)d'! -"",Q.'aJ twøJe

A +BS, :. Cs1 .,Ii l E ~Ior

(24)
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Since Wo and /0' are even functions A and D vanish.

Since Wo and T; are real, B, C and E a.re real. Hence

.-ç 5 0 b c: . .. dÎJ 1'i\.i = I = , ecause.. I is imaginary an f\ I rea.

Eq. (21.2) and (22.2) become

1. () Wi;; - i. LeT 2 \7"+ \7~ vj"uJo = odd imaginary
function.

(25)

also \7ilW,(-i-) = + \/ì-wo(i): - v4w,(-f) (26)

Thus W, = w;' + Cw" (27)

where the particular solution is an odd imaginary function.

tV 0 satisfies the homogeneous equation and boundary conditions.

To maintain normalization of W to lst order in = we must choose

C = O. Thus tV, is odd and imaginary.

Proceeding further, in the same manner we obtain

s~ = 0 and ivi = even, real function. Ln fact, it is quite

simple to prove (by induction) that

s = 0 all n.
1'

1r'r .. 0 all odd n. (28)

WI) is even and real for all even n.

iil' is odd and imaginary for a II odd n.

Determination of 7t~ .

We have shown that whenever the perturbation expansion

is valid, marginally stable solutions (S~" 0) are in fact time

independent ( S i. = S r = 0). We may then set S .. 0 to obtain
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11J =- ((cri. E 2. -Çl:()(lE-r - \7~)'7'~\ R 0. ~J v) = 0 (29)

f f' ~ of '2d- -: c:o + ol¡ 6 t oL-; é: +. * . (30)

i-o =: Vb+Rcia.~

J. i='- ~ ((j r V"~+ \7'1ø)?,?"

1.2 ~ _Õ.;2Ç7'l+7tia.'2

.. _ 1 - of . -0cij- S-..7"'-
-- 'l.

:: /'( i1 a.JJf

J.~ ~
..

"' l" a.

As before we have

1 0 W)¡ =

n

Z JL W?2_ip.1
(21. n)

with the simplified boundary conditions.

Wn (:t~)=- VWY) (:t ~)

, ~
Q'iwn(i:l)= :t+ \) Wn_i (-i-f)

(31. n)
ri ~ )

:. 0 ri :.0
There are two straightforward methods for obtaining

the first correction to Pellew and Southwell's results. In

neither case have the (rather lengthy) computations been com-

p leted, so only the methods wi 11 be presented.

One method is by direct solution of the perturbation

equations.
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Multiplying equation (21.2) by ~ and integrating

over i! gives

J 1; 10 Wi = - r t 1.1 W¡ - ft,l:. i~ (32)or IJ..
- L.Jìt n;uj :: iJt(a-?V'+.ifi.)\7\,1 &2+i¡rï;~~\7ìvd d-a (33)

- '/1. _ 1? ~ a.'J r 'T 'Wl) d ..

or,

-i a: =2

Y2-

LIT;' (o-r íJ ~ 'Væ. )\7~1 cLi-lrrr 1;2'') \l ~ød .lLa'JJ;~t~ L y¿

f 1; w" d. ë

(34)

where ~tis the solution of

(-I -a\ . I '2 '.) 2-, V ~ + Î?o a. ) iv :: i. L d- 2- V + 'V 2- r. Wo (35)

with boundary conditions given by (31.1)

Because of the inhomogeneous boundary condition, it is impractical

to perform the perturbation calculation in the usual manner (by

expanding ~ in terms of the eigenfunctions of the operator Ql:).

It is better to solve the differential equation (35) directly.

As shown in Pellew and Southwell,
3

Wb -: ¿ () ~. I i.t.:.

1; ~ is given by

~ 2~ièer Ä¿ (36)

where
Y3

Wi -= lL

(:J.p,) ? -: a.' ( I - À. fA i )

X3a,.y = 7eo

(37)

The expression for U)ø automatically satisfies
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2Vó (ii) :- \7f-Wo (:t -k) -; 0 (38)

and applying the boundary condition

:D Wo (:t ~):: 0 (39)
gives the secular equation determing À and hence Ko

¿ Pi. fA t të Pi -; '0
i:

(40)

One would determine iui by finding a particular

solution ~r to eq. (35) and then setting

Wi = W r + Z Ai Wr :i~¿ ~
i:

(41)

where the ;q~ are chosen so that ~I satisfies the boundary con-

ditions (31.1).

It is found that

"WI' = d:. W~ r (¡¡+i) Z~ :i 3"' /~ +1) _ ~-cr +ù\ ~ °p.t ~ ) (42)
l: I /. (:iJl)J¿ emP-¡ ~8)Li~ 1'- :: ~

so that the determination of 1?, by this mèthod becomes a rather

arduous task.

One could also establish a variational principle

to determine the critical Rayleigh number. The method is

that used by DiPri~a (1961)..
-a

We start with eq. (12) with'dt = 0

(i6ë _\li)\7w-=-a:T
(43)

Co- Lé? - \l:2) T :: "" 1A~ '
l'f we call n = 1\ and redefine 'W as ~ 4. W" we obtain
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the more symetrical form

(Le.il -\/':)íJ~W:: LLIÎT
(44)

(rsi€?--\l'')T= La./Î v.

The adjoint system is

'J :i (~ G a - \7 '1) W t 2 ~ 0./\ T t

(a-l:er-\P')Tt.. L~_Il"Wt

(45)

with boundary conditions

1Ati~-i) = Dw t(j:~) -T t (:t-t) (46)

then, . if we consider the expression
,

I ~ rrWt(i!l -v~i¡w + Ttccri~~ -\1')f-¿4A ~tl+Tt1UJ)i/. (47)

we find that I is stationary with respect to arbitrary inde-

pendent variations of W, W t, T , T t which satisfy the

boundary conditions, so long as W, W t, T, T t satisfy eq. (44)

and (45). Thus we expand

W :: 1: t1~ en L-)

'W t = L bh CI1 Co¡)

T ': L en En Cr)

Tt · Z c1n E", r.9)

(48)

The functions E'f(e), en (a) are chosen to satisfy the

boundary conditions. For example, it is reasonable to write
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en ( ~) ': i~ (Lt9)

Y) If =t Yl even

-/1 ií i: -n odd.

If the sums chosen for the trial functions consist

of AI terms each, then the requirement that

~;L . aT :: 'OI ~ N: : 0
~n ~ b n a en ~ n

(50)

gives JfN homogeneous equations for the "IN unknowns clri,

b ~ ' en' oL l'' The condition that the determinant of the

coefficient must vanish yields the secular equat.ion for /\.

The ~ase of high Reynolds number:

We have in mind a situation (such as probably exists

in the atmosphere) where viscous and conductive effects are

smalL. In this case it is more appropriate to non-dimensionalize

according to .

eo ;: cL

.. - L
'-0 - ci L.

(Sl)

the 6th order equation is

fUlfT¡~ -;b ViJ((*+-i~ -g 'J'j \7'i- O"~~) 1; =0 (52)
Dropping the terms in-l , .. we obtain theCT ~õ

"inviscid limit"

Rwhere - =~2

(õ .)":.. R
CóF+Li! .17 W :: a-~:i 'ì

l¡3 d." __
-- J the Richardson number.

UL

(53)

(54-)
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This system is characterized by the Richardson number

alone. If it turns out that there is a critical Richardson number

below which all disturbances decay with tilIe, then we have the

resul t
1?cyit := (J~rit ;j:L (55)

i. e, for large Reynölds numbers, the critical Rayleigh number is

proportional to the square of the Reynolds number.

Let us look for solutions of eq. (53) whose time depen-

_Letdence is of the form e Then
. '2 ."

( r - C) 'i vJ - J w s: 0 (56)

The boundary conditions are

w (- ~) :.. fA ( i) ~ 0 (57)

Without solving equation (56) explicitly we can show

that the allowed values of C lie in the strip - ~ ( Re C ~ l.

"W*We multiply eq. (56) by (z'.:2. (the ~ indicates complex conju-

gation) and integrate over the range of ~ .V~ f 1/.... ~
J W"* V ~W d po - J /w J (ë - C *) â. ê- ~ 0I . -!. J e ..c/~-!l :i

The real and imaginary parts of this equation are

Cl. SYTW1')l2 "Cr)d.~ ~ 0

1/ _IA, /c.-..I'1 .
f r"" 1/""1111. ': ~ 2) I

B) o.'l I'W t d. ~ + ( I a w ,~ cd ~ + J I wI (( -i - c..,) .. CL ci i' -' 0) di . /C-i!/'l.. Va. - K - Yi
From (59A) we see that whenever C¡, ., 0 C., must lie in

(58)

A) (59)
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the range -~ '¿,. C.. c: ~. But if Cis as suned real, and the

integrals containing the factor I exist, then we see
Ie -i-I'f

from (59B) that no values of C are allowed. thus the only

allowed real values of C lie also in the range '-~ 4: C. c: *

and hence all possible values of C lie in the strip J ~eC)Lt.

Equation (56) is a form of Bessel's equation and

admits solutions

w(a.) -= V't-c.' Cll (I) (l:-C)) (60)

where tv is a Bessel function of imaginary argument and

0l-i)(VTl)= X
When J takes on any of the values ì1 '2+ì1 (n an

integer) thEm v:.n+t and solutions are quite simple.

In particular, for J' = 2 we have.: ~ (" iv )
w C~).. Wn L a. ( 'i -c)) - a.¿.i~ c. (Q. (¡i -c) (61)

These are proportional to ¡¡-CO I:t,i" io.L-a-c.)).

It is more convenient to work with Wi' W:; defined

by

i. e.

Wi c..) :t ~,.l~) :. W:: C~)

0. (..a -c.)( -i)
'W i :: e i - ¡¿La.-Co

w :. eO-lii-t.) C 1+ j )~ ~ C~ -~

(b2.)

(63)

If we assume a solution of the form

1. : A 'Wi i" B 'W2. (64)

and apply the boundary condition, then the secular determinant
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n
L.J

Wi (-t) W:i (-i) -"Wi (-tÌW (.¡) (65)

must vanish for such a solution to exist, This leads to

the secular equation

e Q.(i- ~t-~cj)(I- J;+:icl)-e1í+¿+2C.~(I1" a.t_~):.O (66)
nt ,
i .!..or

c~- B _(~o._ - ~..))= 0 (67)

When ~ d. I .c I there are two real' roots.Q. -aJ t:
This' occurs when Q. '; 2.399.

n
tJ

0\.'.'.
r......

For a .c 2.399 the roots are complex (in this cast: ;:
u

U'"

i.. .i. 1

imaginary) and the system is unstable for such disturbances.

Thus there is a transition between stable and unstable

wave numbers at a. = 2.399. At this transition point, the solu- M~
1'1~

r

nr
úl:

. tion is time independent: C = O.

From the preceding çonsiderations we get an idea of

the behavior .of the eigenvalues C , even though we can not

solve the secular equation for arbitrary values of Ji. In

,

fact it is reasonable to expect that when the wave numbe~ (L

passes from a stable to an unstable region, the eigenvalue

c .. O. This follows from the fact that when W C~) is a solu-

tion of '(56) with eigenvalue c: "then 1. *' (;i)and We -~) are

solutions with eigenvalues C * and - C respectively.

A.t the transition point a. - 2.399 C .. 0 if we write

w i:Aw, + a 'W2. (68)
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and impose the boundary condition iu6vJ- 0, we find

A ~ -13 which implies (69)

w:. w- = -i 1_2 (a.i!).
:: (70)

Thus, at the transition point, the solution is .just
one of the two Bessel function solutions, not a linear combina-

tion of the two. The boundary conditions are automatically

satisfied, since .I _., (a.r) possesses a real zero. In fact
2:

I ~ (1= 0 =P (e 'Ya_ e-o/~: ¡ (e ta+ e _cr~ ) (71)

which may be rearranged to give

eo a.
a.

I ...La: it (72)

which is just the transition point.

In other words, if there is a transition point at

~ = 0, one of the Bessel function solutions of (56) must have

,
a zero. This may be shown to be true in general. For C - 0,

the secular equation is

thus

. Tv (i-) I. 
v (-~) -Iv (-t)I_lJ (~) & 0

IJ, (-~)= eiJít¿lv(r)

~ 1Jirl '111 (.¡ )I.1I (~) :: 0

(73)

but (74)

(75)

and except when 11 is an integer (when the I~ don't form a system

of solutions anyway) one of the jC~ must possess a zero.
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nu

To recapitulate: For'J - 2, the system is unstable but possesses

a region of stable wave numbers. Hence for ~..; t ¿; :r ¿, 2. .we ex-

pect this also to be the case. When there is a. transition from

unstable to stable wave numbèrs, it is associated with a zero

of one of the two Bessel functions. But for 111 to possess a

real zero" must be ~ _15. 11. -, corresponds to "J - 3/4,
which we suggest ls the critic~l value for this problem.
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